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ABSTRACT 

SECOND POSITION CLITICS AND SUBORDINATE tʃe CLAUSES IN PASHTO 

 

David Pate 

Master of Arts 

with major in 

Applied Linguistics 

The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2012 

 

Supervising Professor: Paul R. Kroeger, Ph.D. 

 

Many subordinate clauses in Pashto are introduced by the subordinating 

morpheme tʃe. This thesis presents a detailed description of subordinate tʃe clauses 

including complement, relative, and adverbial clauses. A special kind of “inverted” 

adverbial clause is described in which one or more clausal elements occur before tʃe. 
These inverted adverbial clauses can have surface similarity to relative clauses. This 

surface similarity has created some confusion regarding subordinate clause types and 2
nd

 

position clitics in previous work. The placement of 2
nd

 position clitics is one grammatical 

feature which helps distinguish the type of clause. These 2
nd

 position clitics appear 

contiguous to tʃe only in inverted adverbial clauses. This analysis counters the claim of 

variable positions for 2
nd

 position clitics in subordinate clauses. The possible clausal 

elements which can appear before tʃe in inverted clauses correspond to the clausal 

elements which appear before traditional 2
nd

 position clitics. This thesis presents a new 

analysis of tʃe as an optional 2
nd

 position clitic in inverted adverbial clauses. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

This thesis analyzes the syntactic properties of subordinate clauses in Pashto. 

Complement clauses, relative clauses, and many adverbial clauses are introduced by the 

subordinating conjunction tʃe, and thus syntactic similarity arises between them. Because 

of their surface similarity, the structural analysis of subordinate clauses is important to 

understanding Pashto syntax. To accomplish this analysis, I present a brief chapter on 2
nd

 

position clitics, which serve as good tests of constituency in clauses. Then I explicate 

complement, relative, and adverbial clause structures. In particular, I describe the 

phenomenon in which a clausal constituent occurs before tʃe in a preposed adverbial 

clause. Subordinate clauses of all types are normally introduced by tʃe. Only in preposed 

adverbial tʃe clauses can a clausal constituent occur before tʃe. Since both the constituent 

before tʃe and tʃe are not in the normal positions, I label such adverbial clauses as 

“inverted.” Such “inverted” clauses have not been previously described in the literature. 

After each basic subordinate clause type has been described, I show how 2
nd

 position 

clitics interact with subordinate clauses, primarily focusing on relative and inverted 

adverbial tʃe clauses. Tegey’s (1977) dissertation has been the foundational work on 
clitics in Pashto. However, his work focused primarily on 2

nd
 position clitic placement in 

independent clauses and said little about clitics in subordinate clauses. Describing the 

placement of clitics in subordinate clauses is imperative for the description of subordinate 

structures. This analysis of clitic placement in subordinate clauses should also stimulate 

further work in 2
nd

 position clitic analysis. 
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1.2 The Pashto language and data in this paper 

Pashto is spoken by Pashtuns predominantly in Afghanistan, in which it is one of 

two official languages, and in Pakistan. The majority of Pashtuns live along the border of 

the two countries and their population numbers over 20 million. Pashto has several 

dialects. The two most famous have been labeled as “hard” and “soft.” This is due to their 

pronunciation of two phonemes. The Southwestern dialect, also known as the Kandahari 

dialect, is from Kandahar in Southern Afghanistan. The presence of retrofle  sibilants [ʂ] 

and [ʐ] in this dialect has given the dialect the label of “soft.” The Northeastern dialect, 

which has as its population centers Nangarhar province in Afghanistan and Peshawar in 

Pakistan, pronounces the phonemes above as [x] and [g], respectively, and is known as 

the “hard” dialect. 

Data for this thesis was collected between 2010 and 2012 in Afghanistan. Unless 

borrowed from another source, the Pashto examples in this thesis are all from the 

Kandahari dialect. These examples have been checked with native Pashto speakers. Cited 

Pashto examples from other sources have been modified in transcription to reflect the 

Kandahari pronunciation and to fit the transcription system used in this thesis. While the 

examples represent the Kandahari dialect, the claims in this thesis are believed to hold for 

most of the large dialects of Pashto. Many examples in this thesis have also been checked 

with speakers from other dialects. 

1.3 Literature review 

Although a major language of the world, Pashto has unfortunately not received as 

much attention in the literature as other major languages. However, in the past half-

century, several linguists have focused their studies on Pashto. Most articles and theses 

that are written focus on describing ergativity and 2
nd

 position clitics. 
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In the 1950s, the American linguist Herbert Penzl studied Pashto in Kandahar, 

Afghanistan, and published A grammar of Pashto: A descriptive study of the dialect of 

Kandahar, Afghanistan. This work gives an overall sketch of one of the main dialects of 

Pashto. University professors in Kabul still remember Penzl, who worked to describe 

their language. However, in Penzl’s Grammar, there is no detailed linguistic description 

of complex syntactic issues such as ergativity, subordinate clause syntax, and clitic 

placement. 

Relatively few dissertations have been written on the Pashto language. The first 

important dissertation on Pashto grammar was by an Afghan Pashtun. In 1977, 

Habibullah Tegey wrote The grammar of clitics: Evidence from Pashto (Afghani) and 

other languages at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. For the first time, 

Tegey described the nature of 2
nd

 position clitics and other clitics in Pashto and how they 

function within the language. He distinguished the 2
nd

 position clitics from other clitics in 

the language, and he showed the functions of the clitics, and how they occur in a Weak 

Anaphoric Reduction Process, Tegey’s term for topic continuity in discourse. 

Furthermore, he was able to describe where 2
nd

 position clitics occur in the clause. He 

concluded that these 2
nd

 position clitics occur after the first major-stressed constituent in 

a clause. Tegey’s dissertation has been foundational for subsequent analyses of clitics in 

Pashto. The data presented in his dissertation has been used by Kaisse (1981), Halpern 

(1995), van der Leeuw (1995), Roberts (1997, 2000), Anderson (2005), Dost (2005), and 

Bögel (2010) in attempts to describe 2
nd

 position clitic placement. Tegey wrote a further 

article “Ergativity in Pashto” in 1979 and later teamed up with Barbara Robson to co-

author A reference grammar of Pashto in 1996. In this grammar, Robson and Tegey give 

one example of a constituent occurring before tʃe in an adverbial tʃe clause: 
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(1) [      tʃe   .ɣl-ə], ɖer waxt wər= sarə kʂ .   t-əm 

Layla COMP come.PST.PFV-3FSG much time OC.3= with sit.PST.PFV-1SG 

‘When Layla came, I spent a lot of time with her.’ 

(transcription modified from Robson and Tegey 1996:210) 

However, they do not provide a detailed discussion of such inverted clauses. Pashto’s 

sister Indo-Iranian language Farsi has a corresponding inverted structure with ke clauses 

(ke is the subordinate clause maker in Farsi which corresponds to tʃe in Pashto). Again, 

so far, I have not seen this structure analyzed in detail in Farsi either. However, 

Taghvaipour (2005:75-6) does mention that a clausal constituent can appear before ke 

when ke functions as a topicalizer. 

Another Pashto dissertation was also completed by an Afghan Pashtun. In 1999 

Farooq Babrakzai wrote Topics in Pashto syntax at the University of Hawaii at Manoa. In 

this thesis, Babrakzai gives an overview of many elements of Pashto grammar including 

clitics, ergativity, verb agreement, tense, voice, mood, and complex sentences. In Chapter 

9 of his thesis, Babrakzai focuses on complex sentences containing subordinate clauses. 

He has sections pertaining to complement clauses, adverbial clauses, and relative clauses. 

In this chapter, he mainly outlines the different types of complement and adverbial 

clauses and then describes relative clauses. He shows that all DPs
1
 are relativizable in 

Pashto. His discussion of adverbial clauses includes preposed clauses introduced by a wh 

question word or an adpositional phrase with a determiner as object. He briefly touches 

on other types of preposed adverbial tʃe clauses, including an example of an inverted tʃe 
clause, presented here in  (2).

2
 

                                                 
1 In this thesis, all noun phrases will be labeled DPs (determiner phrases). Thus, NP only refers to the 

daughter of DP. 
2 In example  (2), two constituents actually appear before tʃe —the DP də   ʂ   ɖoɖəi ‘dinner’ and the 2nd 

position clitic mi ‘1SG’. Mi does not function as a possessor here, but rather as the ergative subject of the 

adverbial clause. As a 2nd position clitic, mi ‘1SG’ can appear before tʃe. The placement of 2nd position 

clitics in inverted clauses is described in  Chapter 6 in detail. 
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(2) [də   ʂ   ɖoɖəi mi tʃe wə xwəɽ-ə], 
GEN evening food ERG.1SG COMP PFV eat.PST-3FSG 

 no məlgəri tə mi ʈelefun wə kəi 
then friend.OBL to ERG.1SG telephone PFV do.PST.3MSG 

‘When I ate dinner, then I called my friend.’ 

(transcription modified from Babrakzai 1999:223) 

However, Babrakzai does not go into any depth to describe such inverted adverbial 

clauses. 

Taylor Roberts’ MIT dissertation in 2000 attempts to e plain 2
nd

 position clitics. 

Roberts (2000) attempts to sketch the basic phrase structure of Pashto, primarily looking 

at where 2
nd

 position clitics occur in the tree structure. In this, he changes his 1997 

prosodic approach to 2
nd

 position clitics, and instead analyzes 2
nd

 position clitics from a 

purely syntactic perspective. Some e amples presented in Roberts’ dissertation imply that 

clitic placement is variable in relative clauses. However, Roberts does not take into 

account the presence of inverted adverbial tʃe clauses in Pashto. Various other scholars’ 

analyses of clitics is discussed in  Chapter 2. More attention is specifically paid to 

Roberts’ 2000 approach in  Chapter 6. 

1.4 Pashto: Typology 

1.4.1 Word order 

Pashto is an Indo-European and Indo-Iranian language. It is a verb-final language 

with SOV as its basic sentence structure, as exemplified in  (3). 

(3) ahmad spei wəh-i 
Ahmad dog hit.PRS-3 

‘Ahmad is hitting the dog.’ 

While the normal pattern of SOV is common, other patterns can surface in clauses with 

verbs with multiple arguments “as long as the grammatical functions of the arguments are 
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clear from context or case-marking” (Roberts 2000:13). Such scrambling of arguments is 

shown in  (4). 

(4) a. [     ]SUBJ [    e  tə]IO [  t  ]DO [war.kəi]V 

  Khalid Asiya   to book give.PST.PFV.3MSG 

 b. [     ]SUBJ [  t  ]DO [    e  tə]IO [war.kəi]V 

 c. [  t  ]DO [     ]SUBJ [    e  tə]IO [war.kəi]V 

 d. [  t  ]DO [    e  tə]IO [     ]SUBJ [war.kəi]V 

 e. [    e  tə]IO [     ]SUBJ [  t  ]DO [war.kəi]V 

 f. [    e  tə]IO [  t  ]DO [     ]SUBJ [war.kəi]V 

 

‘Khalid gave the book to Asia.’ 

(transcription modified from Roberts 2000:13) 

In addition to SOV order, Pashto is head-final in that adjectives and possessors 

typically precede the nouns they modify. In relation to adpositions, Pashto mainly uses 

circumpositions. Sometimes the postpositional element of the circumposition can be 

dropped, and other times the prepositional element is dropped. Pashto is not head-final 

with respect to relative clauses. Relative clauses always follow the head noun they 

modify (cf.  Chapter 4). 

1.4.2 Gender, case, and number 

Pashto has a gender system which distinguishes masculine and feminine nouns. In 

addition to gender, nouns are marked for either singular or plural number. Pashto also has 

case marking. Linguists traditionally refer to the main cases as direct and oblique.
3
 For 

non-pronominal DPs, direct case marks S, A, and P in present tense, i.e., nominative and 

                                                 
3Pashto also has a vocative case. 
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accusative arguments, and S and P in past tense, i.e., absolutive arguments. Oblique case 

marks objects of adpositions and A in the past tense, i.e., ergative arguments.
4
 The 

different case forms for nouns can be seen in example  (8) in § 1.4.4, where nominative 

and absolutive arguments have one morphological form (i.e., the direct case form), and 

accusative, ergative, and objects of adpositions have a different morphological form (i.e., 

the oblique case form). Adjectives agree with the nouns they modify in gender, case, and 

number. Pronominal case forms are illustrated in examples  (5),  (6), and  (7). 

1.4.3 Tense and aspect 

Indicative Pashto verbs have one of two tenses: present or past. There is no future 

verb form. Future instead is marked by the auxiliary  ə along with a present tense verb 

form. There is no tense affix or auxiliary which distinguishes present and past tense in 

Pashto. Many high-frequency verbs exhibit stem suppletion for tense. The verb    ə  ‘see’ 
in  (5) is one example of a verb which has both a present and a past stem. 

(5) Present stem of ‘see’: win 
zə t  win-əm 

1SG.NOM 2SG.ACC see.PRS-1SG 

‘I see you.’ 

 Past stem of ‘see’: lid 
   tə wə lid-əle 

1SG.ERG 2SG.ABS PFV see.PST-2SG 

‘I saw you.’ 

                                                 
4 The use of the names “direct” and “oblique” is traditional usage of the terms in Pashto literature. These 

terms do not directly reflect the syntactic properties of the nouns they modify; e.g., ergative arguments 

are marked by the oblique case and yet do not appear with any adposition. Instead, the terms denote the 

morphological shape of the noun. For this reason, when I mention direct and oblique case in subsequent 

sections, I use the terms “direct case form” and “oblique case form” to denote the morphological form of 

the substantive. 
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Also, there are two sets of agreement endings: one for the present tense, and one for the 

past tense. 

Verbs in Pashto also have one of two aspects: perfective or imperfective. Aspect 

on many verbs is marked by the presence or absence of the perfective auxiliary wə. 
Example  (6) shows how the presence of wə marks the perfective aspect and the absence 

of wə the imperfective aspect. Wə also functions as the marker for the subjunctive for 

these types of verbs. 

(6) a. Perfective aspect  

  zə bə ɖoɖəi wə xwr-əm 

  1SG.NOM FUT bread PFV eat.PRS-1SG 

  ‘I will eat bread.’ 

 b. Imperfective aspect 

  zə ɖoɖəi xwr-əm 

  1SG.NOM bread eat.PRS-1SG 

  ‘I am eating bread.’ 

Other types of Pashto verbs mark aspect by a change in the position of stress or by 

different stems. 

1.4.4 Ergativity 

Pashto is famous for its split-ergativity. Many languages exhibit split-ergativity 

based on tense or aspect (Dixon 1994:100). Like other Indo-Iranian languages (Comrie 

1981:173-77), Pashto’s split-ergativity is based on tense. In present tense clauses, Pashto 

follows a nominative-accusative system. In fact, non-pronominal DPs in present tense 

clauses exhibit a neutral system; i.e., the same morphological form, the direct case form, 

is used for S, A, and P. However, both free personal pronouns and clitic personal 

pronouns distinguish the nominative from the accusative. Also, for present tense clauses, 
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the verb agrees with the subject in person and number.
5
 In the past tense, Pashto follows 

an ergative-absolutive system. A arguments are marked with the oblique case form while 

S and P arguments with the direct case form. In past tense transitive clauses, the verb 

agrees with the object, i.e., the P argument. Example  (7) shows the pattern of 1SG as it 

ranges through S, A, and P in both present and past tenses. The direct case form zə 
‘1SG’appears as S and A in the present tense and as S and P in past tense. The oblique 

case form    ‘1SG’ appears as P in the present tense and A in the past tense. The verb 

agrees with S and A in the present tense, and with S and P in the past tense. 

(7) a. Present tense intransitive 

  zə dz-əm 

  1SG.NOM go.PRS.IPFV-1SG 

  ‘I am going.’ 

 b. Present tense transitive 

  zə t  win-əm 

  1SG.NOM 2SG.ACC see.PRS-1SG 

  ‘I see you.’ 

 

  tə m  win-e 

  2SG.NOM 1SG.ACC see.PRS- 2SG 

  ‘You see me.’ 

 c. Past tense intransitive 

  zə w  ɽ-əm 

  1SG.ABS go.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘I went.’ 

                                                 
5 In spite of the neutral system for non-pronominal DPs, because of verbal agreement with the subject and 

the distinction of nominative and accusative in pronouns, I label the present tense nominal system a 

nominative-accusative system. 
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 d. Past tense transitive 

     tə wə lid-əle 

  1SG.ERG 2SG.ABS PFV see.PST-2SG 

  ‘I saw you.’ 

 

 t  zə wə lid-ələm 

  2SG.ERG 1SG.ABS PFV see.PST-1SG 

  ‘You saw me.’ 

The only DP (i.e., non-adpositional) arguments in Pashto are nominative, 

accusative, ergative, and absolutive arguments. As seen above in  (7), 1
st
 and 2

nd
 pronoun 

nominatives and absolutives have the same morphological form—the direct case form, 

and accusative and ergative have the same morphological form—the oblique case form. 

However, for all other DPs, the accusative does not appear in the oblique case form. 

Instead, it appears in the direct case form, as in  (8)(b). Thus, apart from personal 

pronouns, the only argument to appear in the oblique case form is an ergative argument, 

as in  (8)(c).
6
 

(8) spei ‘dog’ in different cases 
 

a. Nominative 

  spei ɣ  -i 
  dog.NOM bark.PRS-3 

  ‘The dog is barking.’ 

 b. Accusative 

  ahmad spei wəh-i 
  Ahmad.NOM dog.ACC hit.PRS-3 

  ‘Ahmad is hitting the dog.’ 

                                                 
6 Many classes of nouns in Pashto do not inflect at all for case in the singular; for example, most masculine 

nouns ending in a consonant and feminine nouns ending in [əi] have only one form in the singular. Many 

other classes  of nouns are inflected for case, such as spei ‘dog’ in  (8). However, only ergative and 

oblique arguments differ in form from nominative, accusative, and absolutive arguments. For the 

purposes of this thesis, I mark case on DPs when the inflected form changes, or when case is important. 

For example, the proper name Ahmad does not have any inflection. However, I have marked its case 

in  (8). 
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 c. Ergative 

  spi zə wə xwəɽ-ələm 

  dog.ERG 1SG.ABS PFV eat.PST-1SG 

  ‘The dog bit me.’ 

 d. Absolutive 

  ahmad spei wə w  ə 
  Ahmad.ERG dog.ABS PFV hit.PST.3MSG 

  ‘Ahmad hit the dog.’ 

Ergativity is primarily evidenced by oblique inflection of ergative arguments, and 

the verb agreeing with the absolutive argument in past tense. The pattern of 1
st
 and 2

nd
 

personal pronouns in which the accusative is marked like the ergative also surfaces with 

2
nd

 position clitics. These clitics can appear as accusatives, ergatives, or genitives. More 

is said about the function of 2
nd

 position clitics in § 2.1.3. 

1.5 Outline 

Second position clitics are the most popular topic in Pashto linguistic literature 

because of their interesting behavior. In  Chapter 2, I give an overview of Pashto clitics 

and their functions. I also include a brief discussion of the various analyses of Pashto 2
nd

 

position clitics in the literature. Understanding the behavior of these clitics is important 

for distinguishing subordinate clause types in  Chapter 6. 

Chapters 3 through 5 describe the three major types of subordinate clauses in 

Pashto.  Chapter 3 focuses on complement clauses;  Chapter 4 discusses relative clauses; 

and  Chapter 5 examines adverbial clauses, particularly noting the phenomenon of 

inverted preposed adverbial tʃe clauses. The data in Chapter 5 shows that in inverted 

adverbial clauses, tʃe can function as a 2
nd

 position clitic. A 2
nd

 position clitic analysis of 

tʃe has not been proposed in the literature to this point. The description of such inverted 

clauses is important because of the surface similarity they can often have with relative 

clauses.  Chapter 6 focuses on 2
nd

 position clitic placement in subordinate clauses. Special 
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attention is given to clitic placement in relative clauses and inverted adverbial tʃe clauses. 

These two clause types can often appear similar on the surface. However, the behavior of 

2
nd

 position clitics in each of these clauses types helps delineate which type of clause is 

which. The description of these clause types with reference to clitic placement helps 

clarify some confusion with regards to clitic position in relative clauses. 
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Chapter 2. Clitics 

2.1 Introduction to Pashto cliticization 

Pashto has several classes of interesting clitics. Most of these clitics are 

pronominal, appearing in complementary distribution with their free pronoun 

counterparts. Pashto also has some modal and adverbial clitics. 

2.1.1 Free pronouns and their reduced counterparts 

Pashto possesses two kinds of pronouns. The first set of pronouns are free 

pronouns and are often labeled as “strong” pronouns. These pronouns are inflected for 

case as seen below in Table 1. A form of each pronoun is available for all possible DP 

positions: direct (nominative, absolutive), oblique (accusative, ergative and object of 

adposition), and genitive. 
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Table 1: Free "strong" pronouns 

(adapted from Tegey (1977:7)) 

 Direct form 

(Nominative, 

Absolutive) 

Oblique form 

(Accusative, 

Ergative, 

Object of 

Adposition) 

Genitive 

Singular 1
st
 zə    z   7 

2
nd

 tə t   t  
3

rd
 masculine near dei də də də 

3
rd

 feminine near    de də de 
3

rd
 masculine far haɣa haɣa də haɣa 

3
rd

 feminine far haɣa haɣe də haɣe 
Plural 1

st
 mʊʐ zmʊʐ 

2
nd

 t     t     t      t    
3

rd
 near dui də dui 

3
rd

 far haɣoi də haɣoi 

These free pronouns are replaced by clitic forms (or zero) in what Tegey labels a 

Weak Anaphoric Reduction Process (WARP) of NPs, which applies under the following 

conditions: 

“The NP (A) must be clearly identifiable from the context, whether linguistic or 

extralinguistic; (B) must be non-focused and non-contrastive; and (C) must not be 

conjoined with another NP” (1977:12). 

These conditions basically describe a pattern of topic continuity in a discourse. In 

contrast to free pronouns, clitic forms and zero anaphora in Pashto are used to mark the 

                                                 
7 In Kandahari Pashto, for1st and 2nd personal pronouns, the genitive marker də coalesces with the oblique 

form of the pronoun. Thus də ‘GEN’ and m  ‘1SG.OBL’ combine to produce z   ‘1SG.GEN’; də 
‘GEN’ and t  ‘2SG.OBL’ combine to produce  t  ‘2SG.GEN’; də ‘GEN’ and mʊʐ ‘1PL.OBL’ combine 

to produce zmʊʐ ‘1PL.GEN’; and də ‘GEN’ and t si ‘2PL.OBL’ combine to produce  t si ‘2PL.GEN’. In 

other dialects of Pashto, such coalescence is not required. 
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topic in a discourse. These observations agree with Giv n’s (19 3:1 ) scale of topic 

continuity in  (9). Clitics fall under the category “unstressed pronouns.” 

(9) More continuous/accessible topics 

 

 zero anaphora 

 unstressed/bound pronouns (‘agreement’) 

 stressed/independent pronouns 

 full NP’s 

 

More discontinuous/inaccessible topics 

2.1.2 Zero anaphora 

The “weak” forms of nominatives and absolutives are zero or pro. In Pashto, pro-

drop is allowed only when agreement is present in the verb. A verb will either have 

nominative or absolutive agreement. Thus, only nominatives and absolutives can be pro-

dropped. In  (10)(a), the nominative subject is pro-dropped; however, in  (10)(b) the same 

nominative subject zə ‘1SG.NOM’ is overt, showing that pro-drop is optional. In  (11)(a), 

an absolutive object is pro-dropped; however, in  (11)(b), the same absolutive object tə 
‘2SG.ABS’ is overt, again showing that pro-drop is optional.  

(10) a. Zero anaphora as nominative 

  ∅ dz-əm 

  pro go.PRS.IPFV-1SG 

  ‘I am going’ 

 b. Free pronoun as nominative 

  zə dz-əm 

  1SG.NOM go.PRS.IPFV-1SG 

  ‘I am going.’ 

(11) a. Zero anaphora as absolutive 

     ∅ wə wəh-əle 

  1SG.ERG pro PFV hit.PST-2SG 

  ‘I hit you.’ 
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 b. Free pronoun as absolutive 

     tə wə wəh-əle 

  1SG.ERG 2SG.ABS PFV hit.PST-2SG 

  ‘I hit you.’ 

2.1.3 2
nd

 position pronominal clitics 

In Pashto, 2
nd

 position pronominal clitics are a subset of the “weak” pronouns. 

They can perform three grammatical functions. As listed in Table 2, 2
nd

 position 

pronominal clitics can either function as an ergative subject, an accusative object, or a 

genitive possessor. Other 2
nd

 position clitics exist as well, including modal and adverbial 

particles; these are discussed in  2.2.1. 

Table 2: Pashto 2nd position pronominal clitics8 

Clitic Gloss 

mi 1SG; ergative, accusative, genitive 

di 2SG; ergative, accusative, genitive 

mo 1PL and 2PL; ergative, accusative, genitive 

ye 3; ergative, accusative, genitive 

Examples of 2
nd

 position clitics in these three grammatical functions along with 

their free pronoun counterparts are shown in  (12) through  (14). 

(12) a. 2
nd

 position clitic as ergative subject 

  z   xəbərə ye wə mən-ələ 
  1SG.GEN thing.said.ABS ERG.3 PFV accept.PST-3FSG 

  ‘He/she/they accepted what I said.’ 

 b. Free pronoun as ergative subject 

  haɣa z   xəbərə wə mən-ələ 
  3SG 1SG.GEN thing.said.ABS PFV accept.PST-3FSG 

  ‘He accepted what I said.’ 

                                                 
8 In the Pashto linguistic literature, 2nd position clitics are not usually marked by an equal sign (=) to show 

they are phonologically bound to their host. Instead, they are usually underlined or in bold font. In this 

thesis, 2nd position clitics are underlined in examples. 
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(13) a. 2
nd

 position clitic as accusative object 

  tor mi peʒən-i 
  Tor ACC.1SG know.PRS-3 

  ‘Tor knows me.’ 

 b. Free pronoun as accusative object 

  tor ma peʒən-i 
  Tor 1SG.ACC know.PRS-3 

  ‘Tor knows me.’ 

(14) a. 2
nd

 position clitic as genitive possessor 

  wror di dəltə dəi 
  brother GEN.2SG here be.3MSG 

  ‘Your brother is here.’ 

 b. Free pronoun as genitive possessor 

   t  wror dəltə dəi 
  2SG.GEN brother here be.3MSG 

  ‘Your brother is here.’ 

2.1.4 Oblique clitic pronoun 

The reduced forms of DPs which occur as objects of adpositions are also clitics. 

Tegey (1977:34) calls these clitics “oblique clitic pronouns.” These clitics are not 2
nd

 

position clitics, but rather occur where full DP objects of adpositions normally occur. 

Oblique clitics function as proclitics. Only three oblique clitic pronouns occur:   = 

‘OC.1’,  ə =‘OC.2’, and wə =‘OC.3’.
 9
 These clitics do not distinguish number or gender. 

In  (15) through  (17), the (a) examples contain an oblique clitic pronoun, while the (b) 

examples contain free pronouns in the same object of adposition positions. 

(15) a. Clitic as object of adpositional phrase 

  zə dər= tsəxə liri y-əm 

  1SG.NOM OC.2= from far be-1SG 

  ‘I am far from you (sg/pl).’ 

                                                 
9 The numbers ‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘3’ refer to first, second, and third person respectfully. The abbreviation OC 

stands for “oblique clitic.” 
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 b. Free pronoun as object of adpositional phrase 

  zə  t 10 tsəxə liri y-əm 

  1SG.NOM from +2SG.OBL from far be-1SG 

  ‘I am far from you(sg).’ 

(16) a. Clitic as object of adpositional phrase 

  spoʐməi   = sarə    t-ə də 
  Spozhmei OC.1= from seated-FSG be.3FSG 

  ‘Spozhmei is seated with me/us.’ 

 b. Free pronoun as object of adpositional phrase 

  spoʐməi zmʊʐ sarə    t-ə də 
  Spozhmei from +1PL.OBL from seated-FSG be.3FSG 

  ‘Spozhmei is seated with us.’ 

(17) a. Clitic as object of adpositional phrase 

  husen wər= tə w  -i 
  Hussein OC.3= to say.PRS-3 

  ‘Hussein is telling him/her/them.’ 

 b. Free pronoun as object of adpositional phrase 

  husen (wə)11 haɣa tə w  -i 
  Hussein to 3MSG to say.PRS-3 

  ‘Hussein is telling him.’ 

Tegey (1977:39) further notes that when oblique clitic pronouns occur with 

adpositions, only the postposition portion of a circumposition can occur. Examples  (15) 

through  (17) all show this fact. In  (15), the circumposition is  ə…t ə ə ‘from’, and 
in  (16), the circumposition is  ə… a ə ‘with’. As stated in footnote 10, 1

st
 and 2

nd
 

pronouns coalesce with the prepositional  ə in Kandahari Pashto. In the (a) examples 

                                                 
10 As with genitive possessors in § 2.1.1, when də  has an ablative meaning, 1st and 2nd person pronouns 

coalesce with də. Thus, də ‘from’ and t  ‘2SG.OBL’ combine to produce  t  in  (15)(b), and də ‘from’ and 
mʊʐ ‘1PL.OBL’ combine to produce zmʊʐ in  (16). In other Pashto dialects, this coalescence is optional. 

Thus, one can hear də t  t əxə or  t  t əxə ‘from you’. 
11 The circumposition wə…tə ‘to’ is usually only realized as the postposition tə ‘to’. However, in 

Kandahari Pashto, both the circumposition and the postposition can be used. 
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with oblique clitic pronouns, the preposition  ə ‘from’ is not present. Similarly, 

in  (17)(a), only the postposition tə ‘to’ can occur with the oblique clitic pronoun. 
2.1.5 Verbal directive clitic pronouns 

Pashto also has a set of verbal clitics which Tegey (1977:44) labels “deictic 

preverbs.” These proclitics are identical in form to the oblique clitic pronouns. However, 

they have a different function. Babrakzai (1999:33) calls   = ‘VC.1’,  ə = ‘VC.2’, and 

wə =‘VC.3’ “directive pronouns” and states, “The directive pronouns are used as 

prefixes with verbs, denoting the direction of the movement of the subject with 

intransitive verbs, and that of the direct object with transitive verbs.”   =‘VC.1’,  ə = 
‘VC.2’, and wə = ‘VC.3’ as directive clitic pronouns cliticize to the verb or perfective 

aspectual marker wə and not to postpositions. While Babrakzai (1999) and Tegey (1977) 

lump both oblique clitic pronouns and verbal directive pronouns into one group, I 

separate them because of their distinct functions. Thus, I gloss verbal directive pronouns 

as   = ‘VC.1’,  ə = ‘VC.2’, and wə = ‘VC.3’, where VC stands for “verbal clitic.” 

In  (18), the three verbal clitics appear with the intransitive verb  ə e ə  ‘arrive’. Since the 
verb is in the past tense, the verbal directive clitics show which direction the subject  ə 
habib xat ‘Habib’s letter’ has moved. With the use of   = ‘VC.1’ in (a), the letter has 

arrived where the speaker is. With the use of də = ‘VC.2’ in (b), the letter has arrived 

where the addressee is. With the use of wə = ‘VC.3’ in (c), the letter has arrived to a 

location where neither the speaker nor the addressee are present. 

(18) a. də habib xat   = wə rəs-ed-əi 
  GEN Habib letter VC.1= PFV arrive.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Habib’s letter arrived (to where I am).’ 

 b. də habib xat dər= wə rəs-ed-əi 
  GEN Habib letter VC.2= PFV arrive.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Habib’s letter arrived (to where you are).’ 
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 c. də habib xat wər= wə rəs-ed-əi 
  GEN Habib letter VC.3= PFV arrive.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Habib’s letter arrived (to where he/she/they is/are).’ 

With transitive verbs, the verbal clitics signify the direction which the object is 

moving. In  (19), the verbal clitics appear with the transitive verb  eʐə  ‘send’. The 
movement of the letter in  (19) is analogous to the movement in  (18).  

(19) a. habib    tə yəw xat   = wə leʐ-əi 
  Habib 1SG.OBL to one letter VC.1= PFV send.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Habib sent me a letter (to where I am).’ 

 b. habib t  tə yəw xat dər= wə leʐ-əi 
  Habib 2SG.OBL to one letter VC.2= PFV send.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Habib sent you a letter (to where you are).’ 

 c. habib tor tə yəw xat wər= wə leʐ-əi 
  Habib Tor to one letter VC.3= PFV send.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Habib sent Tor a letter (to where he/she/they is/are).’ 

Because verbal clitics encode movement, they often appear with verbs that take goal 

arguments marked by the adposition tə ‘to’. In addition to the verbal clitics in  (19), tə ‘to’ 
adpositional phrases also occur. In  (19), the person of the object of tə and the person of 

the verbal clitic are the same. However, this is not always the case, per Tegey (1977:46-

47) and contra Babrakzai (1999:83). In each of the examples in  (20), the person of the 

object of tə ‘to’ and the person of the verbal clitic do not match. In  (20)(a), the object of 

tə ‘to’ is t  ‘2SG.OBL’, while the verbal clitic is the 1
st
 person   = ‘VC.1’. In this sentence, 

the goal of the predicate is t  ‘2SG.OBL’; i.e., the gun is sent to the addressee. The 1
st
 

person verbal clitic   = ‘VC.1’ signifies where the gun has moved to; i.e., the sending 

resulted in the gun arriving where the speaker is. In  (20)(b), the goal is a third person, 

which appears in the adpositional phrase də tə ‘to him’, and the verbal clitic is 1
st
 person 

  = ‘VC.1’. Thus the gun was sent to ‘him’ and has arrived where the speaker is. Finally, 
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in  (20)(c), the goal is still a third person, but the verbal clitic is 2
nd

 person. Thus the gun 

was sent to ‘him’ but arrived at where the addressee is. In summary, verbal clitics are 

directional clitics which express the motion of the theme argument (e.g., də habib xat 
‘Habib’s letter’ in  (18), yəw xat ‘a letter’ in  (19), and yəw topak ‘a gun’ in  (20)) with 

reference to the participant indicated in the clitic. 

(20) a.        t  tə yəw topak   = wə leʐ-əi 
  Khushal 2SG.OBL to one gun VC.1= PFV send.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Khushal sent you a gun (to where I am).’ 

 b.        də tə yəw topak   = wə leʐ-əi 
  Khushal he.OBL to one gun VC.1= PFV send.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Khushal sent him a gun (to where I am).’ 

 c.        də tə yəw topak dər= wə leʐ-əi 
  Khushal he.OBL to one gun VC.2= PFV send.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Khushal sent him a gun (to where you are).’ 

  (transcription modified from Tegey 1977:46-7) 

Free DPs occur as the objects of tə ‘to’ in the sentences in  (19) and  (20). In  (21), 

the sentences from  (19) now have oblique clitic pronouns as the objects of tə ‘to’. 

(21) a. habib yəw xat   = tə   = wə leʐ-əi 
  Habib one letter OC.1= to VC.1= PFV send.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Habib sent me a letter (to where I am).’ 

 b. habib yəw xat dər= tə dər= wə leʐ-əi 
  Habib one letter OC.2= to VC.2= PFV send.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Habib sent you a letter (to where you are).’ 

 c. habib yəw xat wər= tə wər= wə leʐ-əi 
  Habib one letter OC.3= to VC.3= PFV send.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Habib sent him a letter (to where he/she/they is/are).’ 

Roberts (2000:107) describes the clitic patterns in sentences like the examples in  (21) as 

instances of clitic doubling; i.e., verbal clitics double the dative argument. However, 
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apparent person mismatches of clitics can also occur. The sentences in  (22) are the same 

as the person mismatch examples in  (20), except that in  (22), the objects of tə ‘to’ are 
oblique clitic pronouns. 

(22) a.        yəw topak dər= tə   = wə leʐ-əi 
  Khushal one gun OC.2= to VC.1= PFV send.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Khushal sent you a gun (to where I am).’ 

 b.        yəw topak wər= tə   = wə leʐ-əi 
  Khushal one gun OC.3= to VC.1= PFV send.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Khushal sent him a gun (to where I am).’ 

 c.        yəw topak wər= tə dər= wə leʐ-əi 
  Khushal one gun OC.3= to VC.2= PFV send.PST-3MSG 

  ‘Khushal sent him a gun (to where you are).’ 

  (transcription modified from Tegey 1977:46-7) 

The clitic person mismatches in  (22) show that each clitic has a different function; i.e., 

oblique clitic pronouns and verbal directive clitics are distinct in function. Thus, the 

examples  (21) are not truly examples of clitic doubling. 

2.1.6 Pro-Pre/Postpositional Phrases 

A final type of “weak” pronominal form exists in Pashto—the Pro-

Pre/Postpositional Phrase. 2
nd

 position clitics cannot function as the objects of 

adpositions. Often the oblique clitics   = ‘OC.1’,  ə = ‘OC.2’, and wə = ‘OC.3’ can 

occur in such oblique positions. However, not all adpositions allow these oblique clitics 

as their objects. In  (23)(a), the adpositional phrase  ə  t    i ‘in the room’ occurs. If the 

free noun  t   ‘room’ is not used, neither the 2nd position clitic ye ‘3’, as in  (23)(b), nor 

the adpositional clitic wə = ‘OC.3’ as in  (23)(c), can appear as the object of the 

adposition  ə … i to encode ‘in.3’. 
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(23) a. z   xor pə  t   ki də 
  1SG.GEN sister in room in be.3FSG 

  ‘My sister is in the room.’ 

 b. *z   xor pə ye ki də 
  1SG.GEN sister in 3 in be.3FSG 

  ‘My sister is in it.’ 

 c. *z   xor pə wər= ki də 
  1SG.GEN sister in OC.3 in be.3FSG 

  ‘My sister is in it.’ 

 d. z   xor pəkʂe də 
  1SG.POSS sister in.3 be.3FSG 

  ‘My sister is in it.’ 

Instead, pəkʂe can be used to express ‘in.3’, as in  (23)(d). This word pəkʂe takes the place 

of the entire adpositional phrase pə  t    i ‘in the room’. 
Tegey calls these “replacement words” such as  ə ʂe clitic pro-forms and labels 

them Pro-Pre/Postpositional Phrases (Pro-PPPs) (1977:34). These words can take the 

place of the entire adpositional phrase, but only for those that take a 3
rd

 person object. 

These Pro-PPPs are another subset of “weak” pronouns in Pashto. Pro-PPPs are 

functionally similar to placing the 2
nd

 position 3
rd

 person clitic ye inside an adpositional 

phrase, as in  (23)(b); however, whereas Pro-PPPs like  ə ʂe ‘in.3’ in  (23)(d) are 

grammatical,  (23)(b) is ungrammatical. Thus Pro-PPPs surface in similar environments as 

other clitics (Tegey’s WARP environments). In  (24), the Pro-PPP  ə  ‘on.3’ is used 

because its referent is previously mentioned in the discourse. That is,  ə  is short for the 

prepositional phrase  ə    ə    a  ‘on her father’ which contains a DP mentioned in the 

preceding independent clause. Similarly in  (25), the Pro-PPP dzine ‘from.3’ replaces an 

adpositional phrase containing the adposition  ə…t ə ə ‘from’. Since Tor’s brother is 
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already mentioned in the discourse, the Pro-PPP dzini refers to the PP  ə   ə  w    t ə ə 
‘from his brother’. 

(24) spoʐməi xpəl    r wə lid-əi. 
Spozhmei REFL father PFV see.PST-3MSG  

     ye    a pər wə kɽə 
then ERG.3 cry on.3 PFV do.PST.3FSG 

‘Spozhmei saw her father. Then she called to him.’ 

(25) tor xpəl wror pə kor ki  e   kəi. 
Tor REFL brother in house in found do.PST.PFV.3MSG 

 puʂtənə ye dzini wə kɽə tʃe mor tʃere də 
question ERG.3 from.3 PFV do.PST.3FSG COMP mother where be.3FSG 

‘Tor found his brother at home. He asked him, “Where is mother?”’ 

2.1.7 Conclusion 

Cliticization and zero anaphora are two processes which are used for topic 

continuity in Pashto discourse. Except for Pro-PPPs, Table 3 lists all these “weak” forms, 

which can be compared with their “strong” pronominal counterparts in Table 1. 

Table 3: "Weak" counterparts of "strong" pronouns 

(adapted from Tegey (1977:7)) 

 Nominative, Absolutive Accusative, Ergative, Genitive Oblique 

Singular 1
st
 Ø mi ra= 

2
nd

 Ø di dər= 
3

rd
 Ø ye wər= 

Plural 1
st
 Ø mo ra= 

2
nd

 Ø mo dər= 
3

rd
 Ø ye wər= 

Clitics are an important aspect of Pashto syntax. 2
nd

 position clitics are especially 

interesting and their analysis is pertinent to this thesis. In the next section, I focus on 2
nd

 

position clitics and their properties. 
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2.2 2nd position clitics 

Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics have been of great interest in linguistic research 

beginning with Tegey’s 1977 dissertation. Since 1977, many have tried to e plain the 

distribution of these clitics either syntactically or phonologically. This section gives an 

overview of 2
nd

 position clitics in Pashto and some of the analyses proposed for them. 

2.2.1 2
nd

 position clitic overview 

Table 4 lists what are generally considered to comprise the 2
nd

 position clitics in 

Pashto. 

Table 4: Pashto 2nd position clitics 

(adapted from Tegey (1977:81)) 

 Clitic Gloss 

Pronominal clitics mi 1SG; ergative, accusative, genitive 

di 2SG; ergative, accusative, genitive 

mo 1PL and 2PL; ergative, accusative, genitive 

ye 3; ergative, accusative, genitive 

Modal clitics bə future; habitual past; doubt 

di should, had better, let 

Adverbial clitics xo indeed, really, of course 

no then 

As seen in Table 4, there are three categories of 2
nd

 position clitics: pronominal, modal, 

and adverbial. All three categories appear after the first major-stressed constituent of a 

clause.
12

 2
nd

 position clitics generally pattern as enclitics.
13

 In § 5.3.2, I present a new 

analysis of the complementizer tʃe as an optional 2
nd

 position clitic in preposed adverbial 

clauses. 

                                                 
12 See  (40) and the subsequent discussion for more details on 2nd position clitic placement. 
13 While 2nd position clitics almost always behave as enclitics, in some cases they behave as ENDOCLITICS. 

Such cases of endoclisis are described in § 2.2.2.1.   
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2.2.1.1 Pronominal clitics 

As described in § 2.1.3, Pashto pronominal 2
nd

 position clitics can perform the 

function of ergative subject, accusative object, or genitive possessor. Examples of such 

uses of pronominal clitics can be seen in examples  (12) through  (14). 

2.2.1.2 Modal clitics 

Pashto has two modal 2
nd

 position clitics. These clitics are  ə and di. Bə has 

several senses. First, it can signal a future event as in  (26).  

(26)  a   bə   w     . -i 
tomorrow FUT Dawud come.PRS.PFV-3 

‘Dawud will come tomorrow.’ 

Bə can also signal a predicate in the habitual past, as in  (27). 

(27)   w   bə har-ə wrədz   .t -əi 
Dawud HAB.PST every-FSG day come.PST-3MSG 

‘Dawud would come every day.’ 

Bə can also signal doubt in the mind of the speaker, as in  (28). For this use of bə, the verb 

is in the subjunctive form of the present participle. 

(28)   w   bə   .ɣəl-ei wi 
Dawud DUB come.PTCP-3MSG be.SBJV-3 

‘Dawud might have come.’ or ‘David should have come (but I’m not sure).’ 

Di is usually used for a third person imperative. The verb is in the subjunctive. 

(29)        di wə k-i 
this job should SBJV do-3 

‘Let him do this job.’ or ‘He should do this job.’ 
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2.2.1.3 Adverbial clitics 

Two 2
nd

 position adverbial clitics also are attested in Pashto. The clitic xo 

functions similar to “You know?” at the end of an English sentence. 

(30)        xo     ə dəi 
this job indeed easy be.3MSG 

‘This job is easy, you know.’ 

No ‘then/thus’ can also appear in 2
nd

 position.
14

 

(31)   w   no   .ɣ-əi 
Dawud then come.PST.PFV-3MSG 

‘Then Dawud came.’ 

2.2.2 Placement of 2
nd

 position clitics 

2.2.2.1 Description of placement 

The label “2
nd

 position” refers to the position in which certain clitics appear in a 

clause. Pashto is not unique among the languages of the world in possessing such a group 

of clitics. 2
nd

 position clitics, sometimes referred to as Wackernegel clitics, are present in 

languages such as Serbo-Croatian, Pashto, Warlpiri, Tagalog, Luiseño, Sanskrit, Ancient 

Greek, and Russian. However, 2
nd

 position can have a different meaning in different 

languages (Zwicky 1977:19). Halpern (1995) states that 2
nd

 position generally means the 

second word of the clause (2W) or the second daughter of the clause (2D). In other 

words, 2D refers to the second constituent of the clause. Some languages allow for both 

2W and 2D. Serbo-Croatian shows a propensity for 2W, yet 2D is also possible. The 

normal placement of the clitic =je ‘AUX.3SG’ in (32)(a) appears as the second word of 

                                                 
14 No usually appears clause-initially meaning ‘so,’ ‘then,’ or ‘thus’; it has the same meaning regardless of 

where it occurs. However, it can occur in 2nd position, and Tegey includes it on his list of 2nd position 

clitics. 
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the clause and disrupts the subject DP. However, the clitic can optionally appear in 2D 

position after the subject DP, as in (32)(b). 

(32) Serbo-Croation 

a. Taj =je    e  voleo Mariju 

  that AUX.3SG man love.PTCP Maria 

  ‘That man loved Maria.’ 

 b. Taj    e  =je voleo Mariju 

  that man AUX.SG love.PTCP Maria 

  ‘That man loved Maria.’ 

  (taken from Halpern (1995:16)) 

Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics are 2D clitics. That is, they appear after the first full 

constituent of the clause. These clitics appear after the first major-stressed constituent of 

the clause (Tegey 1977:Chapter 3). Examples  (12),  (34), and  (35) demonstrate that the 

Pashto 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ appears in 2D position, rather than 2W. Example  (33) 

shows how the 2
nd

 position clitic (here functioning as the object in accusative case) 

always occurs after the first constituent of the clause. 

(33) a.        mi z  t  nə wəh-i 
  Khoshal ACC.1SG anymore NEG hit.PRS-3 

  ‘Khoshal doesn’t hit me anymore.’ 

 b. z  t  mi nə wəh-i 
  anymore ACC.1SG NEG hit.PRS-3 

  ‘He doesn’t hit me anymore.’ 

 c. nə mi wəh-i 
  NEG ACC.1SG hit.PRS-3 

  ‘He doesn’t hit me.’ 

 d. wəh-i mi 
  hit.PRS-3 ACC.1SG 

  ‘He hits me.’ 

  (transcription modified from Tegey 1977:132) 
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As stated above, Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics are 2D clitics. Unlike the Serbo-Croatian 2W 

clitics, Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics cannot disrupt phrasal categories such as DP or PP. 

In  (34)(a), two 2
nd

 position clitics occur after the first coordinate DP. Neither the modal 

clitic bə ‘FUT’ nor the 3
rd

 person pronominal clitic ye can occur inside the DP, as seen 

in  (34)(b). Similarly in  (35)(a), the ergative case 1
st
 person singular pronominal clitic mi 

occurs after the entire DP. The clitic cannot occur inside the DP after the clause-initial 

determiner, as in  (35)(b). 

(34) a. [xwʊʃal əw patang] bə ye dər= tə   .wɽ-i 
  Khoshal and Patang FUT ACC.3 OC.2= to bring.PRS.PFV-3 

  ‘Khoshal and Patang will bring it to you.’ 

  (transcription modified from Tegey (1977:84)) 

 b. *[xwʊʃal bə ye əw patang] dər= tə   .wɽ-i 
  Khoshal FUT ACC.3 and Patang OC.2= to bring.PRS.PFV-3 

  ‘Khoshal and Patang will bring it to you.’ 

(35) a. [haɣə ʃəl kələnə     ə əw ʂ    tə peɣlə] mi 
  that twenty year.old tall and pretty girl ERG.1SG 

   nən     wə lid-ə 
 today again PFV see.PST-3FSG 

  ‘I saw that 20-year old tall and pretty girl again today.’ 

  (transcription modified from Tegey (1977:83)) 

 b. *[haɣə mi ʃəl kələnə     ə əw ʂ    tə peɣlə]  
  that ERG.1SG twenty year.old tall and pretty girl 

  nən     wə lid-ə 
 today again PFV see.PST-3FSG 

  ‘I saw that 20-year old tall and pretty girl again today.’ 

When the 2nd position clitic functions as a genitive possessor, the clitic does not 

appear in normal genitive position before the noun it modifies. The normal prenominal 

position of a free possessive pronoun is shown in  (36). When the possessed noun occurs 
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sentence-initial, the 2nd position clitic will appear after it, as in  (37). However, with the 

addition of another consituent (the adverb parun ‘yesterday’ in  (38)), the 2nd position 

clitic mi ‘1SG’ now appears before the noun it possesses. These examples show that a 

genitive possessor 2nd position clitic is not syntactically part of the DP it modifies. 

Although semantically part of the noun phrase, the clitic functions as its own syntactic 

constituent. In fact, the clitic can be far away from the noun it modifies. In  (39), the clitic 

mi ‘1SG’ is the genitive possessor of  aɣz-o ‘brain-OBL.PL’. However, another DP 

intervenes between the possessed noun and the clitic possessor. 

(36) z   wror ra.ɣ-əi 
1SG.GEN brother come.PST.PFV-3MSG 

‘My brother came.’ 

(37) wror mi ra.ɣ-əi 
brother GEN.1SG come.PST.PFV-3MSG 

‘My brother came.’ 

(38) parun mi wror ra.ɣ-əi 
yesterday GEN.1SG brother come.PST.PFV-3MSG 

‘My brother came yesterday.’ 

(39) təl mi    xəbərə pə maɣz-o ki 
always GEN.1SG this issue in brain-OBL.PL in  

   = gərdz-ed-ə  
OC.1= move.PST-ANTIC

15
-3FSG 

‘This issue was always turning about in my mind.’ 

                                                 
15 The anticausative suffix here is used for intransitive verbs with patient or theme subjects. Babrakzai 

(1999:130-31) calls this group of verbs unaccusative dynamic verbs and the suffix –ed a detransitive 

marker. The present tense anticausative infix is –eʐ or –iʐ, and the past tense anticausative infix is –ed. 
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While Pashto clitic placement is largely syntactic, prosodic factors also contribute 

to clitic placement. In his seminal work on Pashto clitics, Tegey posits the following rule 

for 2nd position clitic placement. 

(40) Tegey’s clitic placement rule 

“Group I [2
nd

 position] clitics are placed after the first major surface constituent 

that bears at least one main stress—where ‘major constituent’ may be directly 

dominated by S, VP, or V” (1977:122). 

Thus, a clause-initial constituent that does not bear major stress cannot serve as a host for 

the clitic. Cross-linguistically, clitics are particles which do not bear stress or accent 

(Halpern 1995:14; Tegey 1977:1). While Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics cannot occur clause-

initially, the other groups of clitics can, including the oblique clitics   = ‘OC.1’, dər= 
‘OC.2’, and wər= ‘OC.3’, and the Pro-PPP clitic forms (cf. § 2.1.6). Such clitics do not 

bear major stress. Examples of such clause-initial clitics are shown in  (41) through  (43). 

In  (41), neither the clitic wər= ‘OC.3’ nor the adposition tə ‘to’ have major stress, and 
thus the PP cannot host the 2

nd
 position clitic mi ‘1SG’. Instead mi ‘1SG’ appears after the 

first major-stressed element wə ‘PFV’. In  (42), neither the Pro-PPP dzini ‘from.3’nor the 

directional clitic   = ‘VC.1’ receive major stress, and thus neither can host the 2
nd

 

position clitic mi ‘1SG’. Mi ‘1SG’ thus appears after the perfective particle wə ‘PFV’. 

In  (43), the first three clausal elements contain clitic forms. Thus the clitic must appear 

after the verb. 

(41) wər= tə wə mi way-əl16
 

OC.3= to PFV ERG.1SG say.PST-3MPL 

‘I told him.’ 

                                                 
16 The verb wayəl ‘say’ belongs to the category of verbs which Penzl labels “transitive-impersonal” 

(1955:98-99) and which Babrakzai labels as “verbs of involuntary activity” (1999:112). While these 

verbs do not take any overt DP object, they follow an ergative-absolutive system in the past tense. Verbal 

agreement is always 3MPL. The verb katəl ‘look’ in e ample  (141) also belongs to this category of verbs. 
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(42) dzini   = w  mi xist-əl 
from.3 VC.1= PFV ERG.1SG take.PST-3PL 

‘I took them (to myself) from him.’ 

(43)   = tə dzini   = ʃ  wə di 
OC.1= to from.3 VC.1= pick.PST-3MSG ERG.2SG 

‘You were picking it for me from it (and bringing it) here.’ 

(transcription modified from Tegey (1977:119)) 

Another example of the role of stress in clitic placement appears in the difference 

between perfective and imperfective forms of complex predicates. These predicates are 

Tegey’s Class III verbs (1977:94-99). Complex predicates in Pashto consist of a nominal 

or adjectival component plus a light verb, the most common of which is  əwə  ‘do’.17
 

When the complex predicate is a transitive verb, the stress shifts depending on aspect. In 

imperfective aspect, stress appears on the light verb portion of the complex predicate. 

Thus, when such an imperfective complex predicate is clause-initial, 2
nd

 position clitics 

must appear after the light verb, as in  (44)(a), where both  ə ‘FUT’ and ye ‘ACC.3’ follow 

the verb. When the complex predicate has perfective aspect, the stress falls on the non-

verbal component of the complex predicate. Thus, 2
nd

 position clitics appear after the 

non-verbal component, as in  (44)(b). 

(44) a. Imperfective aspect 

       kəw-ə m bə ye 

  broom do.PRS.IPFV-1SG FUT ACC.3 

  ‘I will be sweeping it.’ 

                                                 
17 Light verb constructions refer to complex predicate constructions which consist of multiple predicational 

elements such as nouns, adjectives, and verbs, which together function as a single unit. The verbs in these 

constructions are called “light” because their semantic contribution to the overall predicate is “light”; i.e., 

these verbs contribute something to the complex predicate, but not their full semantic power (Butt 

2003:1-2). In Pashto, the most common kinds of light verb constructions consist of a noun or adjective 

plus the verb kəwəl ‘do’. 
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 b. Perfective aspect 

       bə ye k-əm 

  broom FUT ACC.3 do.PRS.PFV-1SG 

  ‘I will sweep it.’ 

More verbal examples of stress affecting clitic placement are found in compound 

verbs. These are Tegey’s Class II verbs (1977:91-92). Compound verbs are a certain class 

of verbs in Pashto made of two morphemes. These morphemes are not synchronic but 

historical. As opposed to other verbs, compound verbs do not take the perfective particle 

wə in perfective forms. Such verbs distinguish aspect by stress. In imperfective aspect, 

stress appears on the second part of the compound. In perfective aspect, stress appears on 

the first part of the compound. Thus, in perfective aspect, a clitic intervenes inside a 

lexical word. Because of this clitic intervention, Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics have been 

labelled ENDOCLITICS. An example of such a compound verb is ʈe wə ə  ‘push’. It is 
composed of the two morphemes ʈe  and wa ə . In imperfective aspect, stress appears on 

the second component of the compound verb, and thus the clitic appears after the 

compound verb, as in  (45)(a). However, in perfective aspect, stress falls on the first 

component of the compound verb, and thus the 2
nd

 position clitic appears in the middle of 

the verb, as in  (45)(b). Example  (45)(b) is an example of endoclisis in Pashto. 

(45) a. Imperfective aspect 

  ʈel+w  ə  mi 
  push.PST.IPFV-3MSG ERG.1SG 

  ‘I was pushing him.’ 

 b. Perfective aspect 

  ʈ   mi w  ə 
  push ERG.1SG push.PST.PFV-3MSG 

  ‘I pushed him.’ 

  (transcription modified from Tegey (1977:92)) 
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Another class of verbs which behave similarly to compound verbs are what Tegey 

describes as “/a-/ initial” verbs (1977: 7-90). This class of verbs has a stem initial /a-/. 
The perfective marker wə merges with the initial /a-/ of such verbs to form /w /. This 

vowel coalescence is seen in  (46). 2
nd

 position clitics appear after the coalesced perfective 

marker, as in  (47). 

(46) wə axl-ə → w   -ə 
PFV take.IMP-2SG 

‘Take!’ 

(47) w  ye xl-ə 
PFV+a ACC.3 take.IMP-2SG 

‘Take it!’ 

One unique characteristic of /a-/ initial verbs is that in imperfective aspect, stress 

can appear either on the initial /a-/ or later in the verb like other verbs. When stress 

appears on the initial /a-/, a 2
nd

 position clitic appears immediately after the /a-/, as 

in  (48)(a). This creates another case of endoclisis in Pashto. However, if the stress 

appears later in the verb, the clitic appears post-verbally as in  (48)(b). 

(48) a.   mi xist-əl 
  ? ERG.1SG take.PST-3MPL 

  ‘I was taking them.’ 

 b. axist-ə l mi 
  take.PST-3MPL ERG.1SG 

  ‘I was taking them.’ 

  (transcription modified from Tegey (1977:89)) 

As seen in the above cases, stress plays an important role in 2
nd

 position clitic placement. 

Clitic placement is determined by both syntactic and prosodic factors. The result of these 

factors can produce examples of endoclisis.  
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Multiple 2
nd

 position clitics can occur within a single clause. The ordering 

template in  (49) is derived from Tegey (1977:191) and Roberts (2000:179). 

(49) 1  2 3 4 5 6 7 

xo bə mo mi di ye no 

‘indeed’ FUT 1PL, 2PL 1SG 2SG, 3 ‘then’ 

      ‘should’  

An example of multiple clitics in one clause is shown in  (50). 

(50) kʊm ʃei xo bə di nə wi pə     
some thing indeed DUB GEN.2SG NEG be.SBJV-3 necessary 

‘You mightn’t need anything, would you?’ 

2.2.2.2 Analyses of 2nd position clitics in Pashto 

Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics have received much attention in the academic literature 

for several reasons. As explained in the section above on 2
nd

 position clitic placement, 

“2
nd

 position” in Pashto is hard to define. Both stress and constituency play a role in 

determining where these clitics surface. Also, the seeming endoclisis of these particles is 

controversial. Current analyses of special clitics seem to concur that clitics do not appear 

within words. In other words, while proclitics and enclitics are attested, it is claimed that 

there are no true cases of endoclitics. However, languages such as Pashto, European 

Portuguese, and Udi provide evidence of such endoclitics (Anderson 2005:152). Pashto 

2
nd

 position clitics and endoclitics in other languages violate the Principle of Lexical 

Integrity (Bresnan 2001:92) which states that no syntactic process can disrupt a 

morphological word. Pashto endoclitics are especially puzzling because they can 

interrupt morphological words but not phrasal constituents. 

Since Tegey’s foundational work on clitics in 1977, various attempts have been 

made to explain the nature of Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics and resolve the competing 

demands of syntax and prosody. Both Tegey (1977) and Kaisse (1981) argue from a 
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generative grammar framework that phonological rules come after syntactic rules. Kaisse 

further rejects the claim that Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics are endoclitics, concluding that all 

such seeming cases of endoclisis really occur with bi-morphemic verbs. However, even if 

Kaisse is correct that these verbs are bi-morphemic, 2
nd

 position clitics still interfere with 

the lexical word, and thus endoclisis occurs. 

Others have argued that the position of Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics is primarily 

prosodic and have presented Optimality Theory analyses (van der Leeuw 1995; Roberts 

1997; Anderson 2005). Roberts’ 1997 prosodic approach maintains that syntactic 

categories only indirectly influence 2
nd

 position clitics by delineating the edge of a 

phonological phrase. The following alignment constraint is the main constraint governing 

clitic placement. 

(51) ALIGN (cl, L, PPh, R) 

Align the left edge of a clitic to the right edge of a phonological phrase. 

Roberts notes that such a constraint does not explain why a clitic can separate a prefix 

from its verb and why endoclisis occurs. In order to deal with this, Roberts claims that a 

single vowel can be its own phonological phrase. His OT analysis also does not explain 

why Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics do not disrupt coordinate phrases as exemplified in  (34) 

and  (35). To explain this behavior, Roberts assumed a parallel structure for coordinate 

phrases instead of a hierarchical or linear structure. Roberts himself (2000:76) criticizes 

this approach as “unprecedented and unusual.” 

Roberts however has changed his 1997 prosodic approach to the placement of 

Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics. He claims (2000) that the placement of 2
nd

 position clitics is a 

syntactic phenomenon. He claims there is no syntactic “2
nd

 position” for these clitics, but 

that 2
nd

 position clitics are rather agreement morphemes which appear as the head of an 

Agreement Phrase dominated by TP (Tense Phrase). DPs move to Spec/TP (Specifier of 
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Tense Phrase), just in front of the Agreement Phrase, in order to check an EPP feature.
18

 

Thus clitics seem to occur in “2
nd

 position,” but this is due to the high position of the 

Agreement Phrase under TP. When no NP is available to move to Spec/TP; i.e., when 

there is only a verb in the clause, then Prosodic Inversion occurs: the clitic minimally 

inverts with the verb as a last resort so that the clitic can obtain a host. This Prosodic 

Inversion is taken from Halpern’s (1995) approach to 2
nd

 position clitics. 

In his word-domain approach to Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics, Dost (2005) points out 

three major problems with Roberts’ 2000 syntactic analysis. First, the idea of clitics as 

agreement implies that 2
nd

 position clitics should double overt pronouns. However, this 

does not happen in Pashto. A clitic pronoun and a free DP which share the same 

grammatical function and referent cannot co-occur within the same clause (Tegey 

1977:135). The second problem Dost points out deals with the problem of endoclisis in 

Pashto as in  (45) and  (48). Such cases of clitic placement require Roberts’ Prosodic 

Inversion. However, defining the prosodic constituent which inverts with the clitic in 

Pashto requires a more fine-grained view of prosodic constituency than traditionally 

assumed. The third and final problem Dost describes as “the conceptual awkwardness of 

the ‘synta  first—then prosody’ derivation of the second position effect” (2005:5). In his 

elimination of clitics as a natural class and his assumption that Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics 

are purely syntactic, Roberts dismisses the cross-linguistic property that clitics are 

prosodically dependent on their hosts. In cases of last resort, however, Roberts claims 

that Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics do seek a host and thus undergo Prosodic Inversion. 

Furthermore, Roberts’ analysis fails to account for clauses in which an adverbial element 

                                                 
18 In formal syntax, TP (Tense Phrase) is equivalent to the clause. Spec/TP refers to the Specifier of the 

Tense Phrase. Spec/TP is the normal default structural subject position of the clause. An EPP (Extended 

Profile Projection) feature is a formal device used in certain languages for which the subject position 

must obligatorily be filled.  
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hosts the 2
nd

 position clitic. His analysis would require such an adverbial element to 

appear in Spec/TP, something which does not normally occur. 

The attempts to separate syntactic and prosodic effects of Pashto 2
nd

 position 

clitics have not sufficiently explained the behavior of Pashto clitics. The placement of 

these clitics depends on both syntactic and prosodic factors. Tegey’s original clitic 

placement rule  (40) encapsulates the need for both types of information. Recently Bögel 

(2010) has presented a Parallel Architecture approach to Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics in 

which syntax and prosody interact as parallel processes. She proposes a Prosodic 

Interaction Principle which states, “While synta  may not intervene in the word-internal 

structure after the morphological word is formed, prosody still has access to the internal 

structure of the prosodic word (e.g., the footing)” (2010:103). In this way, Bögel asserts 

that Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics can be explained without syntax violating the Principle of 

Lexical Integrity. The examples which break this principle surface because of prosodic 

constraints intervening in the lexical word. 

The syntactic and prosodic components of Pashto 2
nd

 position clitic placement 

cannot be separated. The need for both components continues to present challenges to 

traditional models of syntax and phonology. New approaches to the ordering of syntax 

and prosody such as the one in Bögel (2010) seem to be a valid direction to pursue. This 

thesis does not attempt to offer a new analysis for 2
nd

 position clitic placement. However, 

new data is presented involving 2
nd

 position clitics in subordinate clauses. Most all 

previous analyses have relied on Tegey’s 1977 data in which Tegey focuses on clitics in 

independent clauses. The data in this thesis should prove useful for further analyses of 2
nd

 

position clitics. 
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Chapter 3. Complement clauses 

3.1 Introduction 

Complement clauses are subordinate clauses which function as complements of 

the verb. Certain verbs license or require such complements. In Pashto, subordinate 

clauses can contain finite verb forms. Examples  (52) and  (53) contain complement 

clauses which function as the sentential complement of the verb    e ə  ‘know’ and 
wa ə  ‘say’, respectively. 

(52) zə poh-eʐ-əm [(tʃe) ahmad pə kor ki dəi]CP 
1SG.NOM know.PRS-ANTIC-1SG COMP Ahmad in house in be.3MSG 

‘I know that Ahmad is in the house.’ 

(53) mʊʐ w  -u [(tʃe)    yəw-a ʂə xəbərə də]CP 
1PL.NOM say.PRS-1PL COMP this one-FSG good thing.said be.3FSG 

‘We say that this is a good thing that was said.’ 

Non-finite complement clauses can also occur (Babrakzai 1999:209-10). All such cases 

of non-finite complements involve the infinitival form of the verb which ends in -əl. The 

following examples from Babrakzai illustrate both non-finite and finite clauses. In  (54)(a) 

the non-finite phrase is in the object position of the matrix clause. In  (54)(b), a finite 

complement clause appears after the verb.  

(54) a. asad [obə tʃəʂ-əl]OBJ ɣw ɽ-i 
  Asad water drink-INF want.PRS-3 

  ‘Asad wants to drink water.’ 

 b. asad ɣw ɽ-i [tʃe obə wə tʃəʂ-i]CP 
  Asad want.PRS-3 COMP water SBJV drink-3 

  ‘Asad wants to drink water.’ 

  (transcription modified from Babrakzai 1999:209-10) 
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While infinitival complements, as in  (54)(a), do occur in Pashto, they are much less 

prevalent than finite complements like those in  (52),  (53), and  (54)(b). 

Infinitival phrases do not behave completely like other CPs, but rather have mixed 

behavior. Infinitival phrases can take objects as   ə ‘water’ in  (54)(a). In this way, 

infinitival phrases pattern like CPs (cf.  (54)(b)). However, they also pattern like DPs: the 

infinitival phrase has gender and number and can be inflected for case. 

(55) asad də obo tʃəʂ-əl-o tsəxə ɖəɖə wə kɽə 
Asad from water.OBL drink-INF-OBL.PL from refraining PFV do.PST-3FSG 

‘Asad refrained from drinking water.’ 

In  (55), when the infinitive phrase functions as the object of the circumposition də…t əxə 
‘from’, it receives a phrasal form of case marking (all infinitival phrases are masculine 

plural in Pashto). As an oblique argument, the infinitive is inflected for oblique case. 

Note that obo ‘water.OBL’, the object of tʃəʂ-əl-o ‘drink-INF-OBL.PL’, is also inflected for 

oblique case. The non-inflected form obə ‘water’ occurs when the infinitive phrase is not 
the object of an adposition (cf.  (54)(a)). 

Another difference between infinitival phrases and CPs is that 2
nd

 position clitics 

cannot appear within the infinitival phrase, as in  (56)(a). The 2
nd

 position clitic mi 
‘1SG’cannot occur in the infinitival phrase. 2

nd
 position clitics can normally appear in any 

finite clause, as in  (56)(b) where mi ‘1SG’ is allowed. 

(56) a. *asad [obə mi tʃəʂ-əl]OBJ ɣw ɽ-i 
  Asad water GEN.1SG drink-INF want.PRS-3 

  ‘Asad wants to drink my water.’ 

 b. asad ɣw ɽ-i [tʃe obə mi wə tʃəʂ-i]CP 
  Asad want.PRS-3 COMP water GEN.1SG SBJV drink-3 

  ‘Asad wants to drink my water.’ 
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The prohibition of 2
nd

 position clitics in the infinitival phrase and the inflection of the 

infinitive suggest that in Pashto, infinitival phrases act as DPs. One more noteworthy 

point is that tʃe can never introduce an infinitival complement as exemplified in  (57). 

(57) *asad [tʃe obə tʃəʂ-əl] ɣw ɽ-i 
Asad COMP water drink-INF want.PRS-3 

‘Asad wants to drink water.’ 

Since the purpose of this thesis is the analysis of tʃe clauses, I only focus on finite 

subordinate clauses. 

3.2 Classification of CPs 

Complement clauses are proposition-denoting clauses as opposed to relative 

clauses which are property-denoting clauses (Aghaei 2006:36).
19

 In Pashto, there are two 

kinds of finite complement clauses. As complement clauses, they both denote 

propositions.  

3.2.1 Verbal complement CPs 

The first type of CP is a CP which functions as a core argument of the matrix 

verb. This CP is headed by the complementizer tʃe. Such verbal CPs have the structure 

in  (58). 

(58) [(DP) (DP) V [C IP]CP]IP 

(59) a. Non-controlled CP 

  dawud poh-eʐ-i [tʃe ahmad wrək dəi]CP 

  Dawud know.PRS-ANTIC-3 COMP Ahmad lost be.3MSG 

  ‘Dawud knows Ahmad is lost.’ 

                                                 
19 There is some debate as to whether the complement clause of a control predicate is truly a proposition. 

For the purposes of this thesis, I view all complement clauses, both controlled and non-controlled, as 

propositional. 
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 b. Controlled CP 

  dawud ɣw ɽ-i [tʃe kor tə w  ɽ.s-i]CP 

  dawud want.PRS-3 COMP house to go.SBJV-3 

  ‘Dawud wants to go home.’ 

For non-control sentences as in  (59)(a), the verb in the CP appears in the indicative 

mood. For those CPs in which there is a control relation, as in  (59)(b), the verb appears in 

the subjunctive mood. 

In Pashto, verbal complement CPs always occur after the verb which selects them. 

Examples  (60)(b) and  (60)(c) show that the CP cannot occur anywhere before the verb. 

The only possible order is for the CP to occur post-verbally in  (60)(a). 

(60) a. mʊʐ w  -u [(tʃe)    yəw-a ʂə xəbərə də]CP 
  1PL.NOM say.PRS-1PL COMP this one-FSG good thing.said be.3FSG 

  ‘We say that this is a good thing that was said.’ 

 b. *[(tʃe)    yəw-a ʂə xəbərə də]CP mʊʐ w  -u 
  COMP this one-FSG good thing.said be.3FSG 1PL.NOM say.PRS-1PL 

  ‘We say that this is a good thing that was said.’ 

 c. *mʊʐ [(tʃe)    yəw-a ʂə xəbərə də]CP w  -u 
  1PL.NOM COMP this one-FSG good thing.said be.3FSG say.PRS-1PL 

  ‘We say that this is a good thing that was said.’ 

In verbal complement clauses like  (60)(a), the complementizer is optional. This 

corresponds to Aghaei’s (2006) analysis that Farsi verbal complement CPs can have 

optional complementizers. As I point out later, only verbal complement CPs can have 

optional complementizers. Both nominal complement clauses (cf. § 3.2.2) and relative 

clauses require a complementizer. 

3.2.2 Nominal complement CPs 

The second type of complement clause in Pashto is a nominal complement CP. 

Similar to Farsi (Aghaei 2006, Farudi 2007), the DP which contains this CP must always 
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include a determiner. It can also contain a head noun and other modifiers like any other 

DP. Alternatively, it may consist solely of the determiner, most commonly    ‘this’, 
followed by the CP, as in  (61). The head noun in the DP is a proposition-denoting noun 

like  ə ə ə ‘issue, matter, news, thing said’ in  (62), fikr ‘thought’, ɣwəʂtə ə ‘request’, 
 awz ’ ‘issue’, w   ’at ‘truth, reality’, etc. The propositional CP is selected by these 
nouns. In  (61), the complement clause is introduced solely by the determiner    ‘this’. 
In  (62), the DP consists of a determiner    ‘this’ and a noun  ə ə ə ‘issue’ followed by a 

CP. Similarly in  (63), the determiner is    ‘this’ and the proposition-denoting noun is 

ɣwəʂtə ə ‘request’. 

(61) [   tʃe mʊʐ farq sərə lər-u]DP,
20 

 this COMP 1PL.NOM difference together have.PRS-1PL 

 pər  z   xəbərə də 
in place matter be.3FSG 

‘It is accurate that we are different from each other.’ 

(62) [   xəbərə tʃe    mʊshkil wəli stə]DP, 
this issue COMP this problem why there.is 

 təl z   pə maɣz-o ki   = gərdzed-ə 
always 1SG.GEN in brain-OBL.PL in VC.1= move.PST-3FSG 

‘This issue of why there is this problem was always turning about in my mind. 

(63) [də dui    ɣwəʂtənə tʃe rais  ’ash-unə 
GEN them this request COMP boss salary-PL 

 wər= z  t k-i]DP, də mənəl-o wəɽ nə də 
VC.3= more do.SBJV-3 GEN accept-OBL worthy NEG be.3FSG 

‘Their request that the boss raise their salaries is unacceptable.’ 

                                                 
20 The commas in examples  (61) through  (63) after the complex DP show that these DPs are left-dislocated 

from the independent clause. Reasons for such left-dislocation of sentence-initial complex DPs is dealt 

with in § 4.5. 
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For all nominal complement clauses, a determiner must occur with the head noun. 

In  (61) above, the determiner appears by itself without an overt noun. In  (64), no 

determiner occurs with the head noun, and the result is ungrammatical. 

(64) *xəbərə [tʃe    mʊshkil wəli stə] 
issue COMP this problem why there.is 

 təl z   pə maɣz-o ki   = gərdzed-ə 
always 1SG.GEN in brain-OBL.PL in VC.1= move.PST-3FSG 

‘This issue of why there is this problem was always turning about in my mind.’ 

The structure of such nominal CPs in English is shown in  (65).  

(65) [D [N CP]NP]DP 

 

[The fact that the earth is round]DP is known to everybody. 

(Aghaei 2006:42) 

In contrast with English, Pashto shows a dependency between the determiner and the CP. 

Because of the obligatory nature of the determiner, the normal English structure of 

determiner CPs in  (65) is not sufficient for Pashto nominal complements. Farudi 

(2007:12) observes that the structure in  (65) “does not capture the impossibility of bare 

nouns to occur in the DEM (NP) + CP construction; rather, it incorrectly predicts that 

NPs containing CPs should pattern with other nouns in the language.” The fact that a 

determiner is necessary in a nominal complement clause is somewhat puzzling. 

Normally, a CP is independently selected by the head noun. This selection seems to 

happen in Pashto as well. As mentioned previously, only certain proposition-denoting 

nouns allow for complement clauses. However, in Pashto, while the noun selects the 

complement, the noun must appear with a determiner. 

Aghaei (2006:42-45) points out the need for a new structure for Farsi complex 

DPs. In Farsi, the same dependency exists between D and CP. In  (66)(a) the determiner in 
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‘this’ is the Farsi counterpart of Pashto    ‘this’. The absence of in ‘this’ in  (66)(b) is 

ungrammatical. 

(66) a. hame [in    e‘   at [ke zamin dowr-e        mi-gard-a]-ro]  
  all this fact that Earth around-EZ sun IPFV-turn-3SG-ACC 

  qabul    -an 

  accept have-3PL 

  ‘Everybody accepts this fact that the Earth revolves around the sun.’ 

 b. *hame [   e‘   at [ke zamin dowr-e        mi-gard-a]-ro] 
  all fact that Earth around-EZ sun IPFV-turn-3SG-ACC 

  qabul    -an 
  accept have-3PL 

  ‘Everybody accepts this fact that the Earth revolves around the sun.’ 

  (Aghaei 2006:42-3) 

To account for the dependency between D and CP, Aghaei posits the structure 

in  (67) for Farsi DPs. In this structure, the CP is an adjunct which is headed by the 

embedded DP.  (67)(b) allows for the possibility of the determiner appearing without a 

noun. Aghaei patterns his analysis of nominal complements after Hindi correlatives, 

which can only modify a DP which contains a demonstrative (2006:44). 

(67) a. [DP CP]DP 

 

b. [[D]DP CP]DP 

Farudi (2007:12) elaborates on Aghaei’s structure to show the optionality of an overt NP 

in the head DP. 

(68) [[D  NP]DP CP]DP 

Under this analysis, the ke clause in  (66)(a) becomes an adjunct to the head DP instead of 

a complement to the noun. Farudi chooses to interpret Farsi determiners as free variables 
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in this particular construction, and states that the CP must bind a variable provided by the 

determiner (2007:13). While this approach offers a semantic explanation of nominal 

complement clauses, it does not explain the syntactic dependency of the determiner in the 

complement clause. Also, under Aghaei and Farudi’s analysis, the CP is not functioning 

as a complement, but as an adjunct. As in Pashto, a ke CP in Farsi only occurs with 

certain propositional nouns. Thus, an adjunct structure does not accurately describe the 

nature of a nominal complement clause. The issue seems to be that the head of the 

nominal complement clause must be definite. In Pashto, there are no definite or indefinite 

articles or morphemes. Thus, the presence of a determiner is necessary to make the noun 

specific. For the purpose of this thesis, I do not attempt to posit any new structure for 

Pashto complex DPs. 

The CP component of a DP clause can appear in two different positions in the 

sentence. As in  (69)(a), the CP can occur directly after the head noun and before the verb. 

These CPs can also be extraposed as in  (69)(b). In such situations, the CP is not 

contiguous to the head noun or determiner. However, as  (69)(c) shows, the CP cannot 

occur before the head noun or determiner. Furthermore, the head noun or determiner 

cannot occur separately from the CP component when the CP component is pre-verbal as 

in  (69)(d). Thus the nominal complement clause forms a constituent unless the CP is 

extraposed. 

(69) a. [   xəbərə [tʃe    mʊshkil wəli stə]CP]DP, 

  this issue COMP this problem why there.is 

  təl z   pə  maɣz-o ki   = gərdzed-ə 
  always 1SG.GEN in brain-OBL.PL in VC.1= move.PST-3FSG 

  ‘This issue of why there is this problem was always turning about in my mind. 
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 b.    xəbərə təl z   pə maɣz-o ki  
  this issue always 1SG.GEN in brain-OBL.PL in 

    = gərdzed-ə [tʃe    mʊshkil wəli stə]CP 

  VC.1= move.PST-3FSG COMP this problem why there.is 

  ‘This issue was always turning about in my mind as to why there is this 

  problem.’ 

 c. *[tʃe    mʊshkil wəli stə]CP    xəbərə 
  COMP this problem why there.is this issue 

  təl z   pə maɣz-o ki   = gərdzed-ə 
  always 1SG.GEN in brain-OBL.PL in VC.1= move.PST-3FSG 
  ‘This issue of why there is this problem was always turning about in my mind. 

 d. *   xəbərə təl [tʃe    mʊshkil wəli stə]CP  
  this issue always COMP this problem why there.is 

  z   pə maɣz-o ki   = gərdzed-ə 
  1SG.GEN in brain-OBL.PL in VC.1= move.PST-3FSG 

  ‘This issue of why there is this problem was always turning about in my mind. 

In their potential for extraposition, DP-associated CPs exhibit similar behavior to 

relative clauses (cf. § 4.4). Like nominal complement clauses, relative clauses must follow 

the head noun they modify. They can either come in situ directly after the head noun as 

in  (70)(a) or be extraposed as in  (70)(b). However, relative clauses cannot appear before 

the head noun as in  (70)(c). Also, nothing can intervene between the head noun and the 

relative clause when the relative clause occurs pre-verbally as in  (70)(d). 

(70) a. zə haɣə səɽei [tʃe də  a  a    dəi] wəh-əm 

  1SG.NOM that man COMP from Kandahar be.3MSG hit.PRS-1SG 

  ‘I am going to hit that man who is from Kandahar.’ 

 b. zə haɣə səɽei wəh-əm [tʃe də  a  a    dəi] 
  1SG.NOM that man hit.PRS-1SG COMP from Kandahar be.3MSG 

  ‘I am going to hit that man who is from Kandahar.’ 
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 c. *zə [tʃe də  a  a    dəi] haɣə səɽei wəh-əm 

  1SG.NOM COMP from Kandahar be.3MSG that man hit.PRS-1SG 

  ‘I am going to hit that man who is from Kandahar.’ 

 d. *zə haɣə səɽei nən [tʃe də  a  a    dəi] wəh-əm 

  1SG.NOM that man today COMP from Kandahar be.3MSG hit.PRS-1SG 

  ‘I am going to hit that man today who is from Kandahar.’ 

The extraposition of CP components of DPs in Pashto corresponds to similar forms in 

Farsi (Aghaei 2006:130-45). 

Nominal complements are also similar to relative clauses in that for both types of 

clauses the complementizer is obligatory, as illustrated in  (71). 

(71) a. Nominal complement clause 

  *[[   xəbərə]DP [   mʊshkil wəli stə]CP]DP, 

  this issue this problem why there.is 

   təl z   pə maɣz-o ki   = gərdzed-ə 
  always 1SG.GEN in brain-OBL.PL in VC.1= move.PST-3FSG 

  ‘This issue of why there is this problem was always turning about in my mind. 

 b. Relative clause 

  *zə haɣə səɽei [də  a  a    dəi] wəh-əm 

  1SG.NOM that man from Kandahar be.3MSG hit.PRS-1SG 

  ‘I am going to hit that man who is from Kandahar.’ 

In both the nominal complement clause in  (71)(a) and the relative clause in  (71)(b), the 

absence of tʃe yields an ungrammatical result. Thus, a verbal complement CP is the only 

type of complement clause that allows for an optional complementizer. 

As pointed out by Robson and Tegey (1996:204-5), nominal complement clauses 

can appear as the objects of adpositions. The determiner appears in the normal position 

for the object of the adposition, and the CP constituent appears either immediately after 

the adposition, as in  (72)(a), or post-verbally (extraposed), as in  (72)(b). In both examples 
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in  (72), the determiner de appears in the normal object position of the circumposition 

 ə… ə   ə ‘for’. 

(72) a. də [de]DP də   ə [tʃe t  wə win-əm]CP, 
  for this.OBL for COMP 2SG.ACC SBJV see-1SG 

  zə dəltə   .ɣl-əm  

 1SG.ABS here come.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘In order to see you, I came here.’ 

  (Literally: ‘For this that might I see you, I came here.’) 

 b. zə dəltə də [de]DP də   ə   .ɣl-əm 

  1SG.ABS here for this.OBL for come.PST.PFV-1SG 

  [tʃe t  wə win-əm]CP 
 COMP 2SG.ACC SBJV see-1SG 

  ‘I came here in order to see you.’ 

  (Literally: ‘I came for this that I might see you.’) 

Many other circumpositions take DPs as their objects. These include tə … əxki ‘before’, 
tə …w   tə ‘after’, də… ə   z   ‘instead of’, də… ə   t   ‘because’, də… a ə ‘with’, 
and many more. When a nominal complement clause appears as the object of one of these 

circumpositions, its meaning is similar to an adverbial clause in English, as exemplified 

in the glosses in  (72). 

3.2.3 Complement clause properties 

Verbal complement CPs function as arguments of the matrix clause, while 

nominal complements function as part of a DP argument; i.e., part of a subject, object, or 

object of adposition. The CP component of a nominal complement clause is a component 

of a complex DP. 
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(73) [   xəbərə [tʃe    mʊshkil wəli stə]CP]DP, 
this issue COMP this problem why there.is 

 təl z   pə maɣz-o ki   = gərdzed-ə 
always 1SG.GEN in brain-OBL.PL in VC.1= move.PST-3FSG 

‘This issue of why there is this problem was always turning about in my mind. 

In  (73), the DP containing the nominal complement clause functions as the subject of the 

matrix clause. The head noun xəbərə ‘issue’ is feminine singular and triggers agreement 
in person, gender, and number on the matrix verb. 

In Pashto, the only non-oblique DP arguments are subject and object. There is no 

secondary object. Many verbs however subcategorize for oblique arguments. For 

example,    e ə  ‘know’ has the following subcategorization: 

(74) pohedəl ‘know’  <experiencer, stimulus> 

     |      | 

            SUBJ   OBL 

 [zə]SUBJ *(pə) [paʂto]OBL poh-eʐ-əm 

1SG.NOM in Pashto know.PRS-ANTIC-1SG 

‘I know Pashto.’ 

In example  (74), the stimulus paʂto ‘Pashto’ appears as an oblique DP.  

Many verbs like    e ə  ‘know’also take complement clauses. However, since 
the argument the complement clause replaces is normally an oblique DP, the strategies 

for complementation are more complex than usual. A verbal complement clause cannot 

be marked by an adposition. Thus, in  (75), the adpositional phrase is not present, and 

there is another lexical entry for    e ə  ‘know’ in which the stimulus is a sentential 
complement. 
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(75) pohedəl ‘know’  <experiencer, stimulus> 

     |      | 

            SUBJ   S-COMP 

 dawud poh-iʐ-i [(tʃe) ahmad wrək dəi]CP 

Dawud know.PRS-ANTIC-3 COMP Ahmad lost be.3MSG 

‘Dawud knows Ahmad is lost.’ 

As noted by Babrakzai (1999:211), many experiencer predicates and light verb 

constructions have oblique arguments for which CP replaces DP. All Pashto verbs which 

take complement clauses that correspond to oblique arguments in simple clauses license a 

complement clause similar to    e ə  ‘know’ in  (75). That is, the adpositional phrase is 

not present and there is a verbal complement CP. In such cases, each of these verbs 

would have two separate lexical entries—one which takes an oblique argument, and one 

which takes a verbal complement. When the verb takes a verbal complement, the 

complementizer is optional, as in  (75). 

Verbs that take complement CPs can also employ a DP in the matrix clause which 

is co-indexed with the post-verbal CP. In example  (76), the original subcategorization of 

the verb from  (74) is still intact. The oblique DP is now a complex DP, headed by de 
‘this.OBL’, whose complement clause is extraposed. 

(76) dawud pə [de]DP poh-iʐ-i [*(tʃe) ahmad wrək dəi]CP 

Dawud in this.OBL know.PRS-ANTIC-3 COMP Ahmad lost be.3MSG 

‘Dawud knows Ahmad is lost.’ 

Farudi (2007:9-10) asserts that corresponding DP+CP constructions in Farsi are 

syntactically complex DPs. Like other DPs in Pashto, the complementizer is not optional 

in  (76). If the extraposed CP were a verbal complement CP with a co-indexed dummy de 

‘this.OBL’ in the matrix clause, then the complementizer would be expected to be 

optional. Furthermore, in place of the determiner de ‘this.OBL’, an overt noun could have 
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been used. In  (77), the overt noun xəbərə ‘issue’ together with the determiner de 
‘this.OBL’ is used instead of solely the determiner de ‘this.OBL’. 

(77) dawud pə [de xəbərə]DP poh-iʐ-i 
Dawud in this.OBL issue know.PRS-ANTIC-3 

 [*(tʃe) ahmad wrək dəi]CP 

 COMP Ahmad lost be.3MSG 

‘Dawud knows Ahmad is lost.’ 

The use of such complex DPs is not limited to oblique positions. Subjects and 

objects can also be DPs in which the head noun or determiner appears in the canonical 

position in the matrix clause, and the CP is extraposed. Examples  (78) and  (79) show that 

a head noun or determiner can appear as a subject or an object in the matrix clause. The 

(a) sentences have no complex DP, but rather a sentential complement after the verb. The 

(b) sentences contain a determiner in the matrix clause and an extraposed CP. The (c) 

sentences contain a DP with an overt noun in the matrix clause and an extraposed CP. 

Note that in the (a) sentences, the complementizer tʃe is optional, as is normal for verbal 

complement clauses. However, in the (b) and (c) sentences, tʃe is not optional, as is 

normal for nominal complement clauses. 

(78) Nominal complement clause as subject 

 

a. Verbal CP 

    = tə      ə də [(tʃe) ahmad     ɽə dəi]CP 

  OC.1= to evident be.3FSG COMP Ahmad sick be.3MSG 

  ‘It is evident to me that Ahmad is sick.’ 

 b. Determiner in subject 

  [  ]DP   = tə      ə də [*(tʃe) ahmad     ɽə dəi]CP(extraposed) 

  this OC.1= to evident be.3FSG COMP Ahmad sick be.3MSG 

  ‘This is evident to me that Ahmad is sick.’ 
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 c. Determiner + NP in subject 

  [   xəbərə]DP   = tə      ə də 
  this matter OC.1= to evident be.3FSG 

  [*(tʃe) ahmad     ɽə dəi]CP(extraposed) 
 COMP Ahmad sick be.3MSG 

  ‘This matter is evident to me that Ahmad is sick.’ 

(79) Nominal complement clause as object 

 

a. Verbal CP 

  zə mən-əm [(tʃe)              

  1SG.NOM accept.PRS-1SG COMP this act possibility 

  nə lər-i]CP 
 NEG have.PRS-3 

  ‘I accept that this is impossible.’ 

 b. Determiner in object 

  zə [  ]DP mən-əm 

  1SG.NOM this accept.PRS-1SG 

   [*(tʃe)              nə lər-i]CP(extraposed) 

  COMP this act possibility NEG  have.PRS-3 

  ‘I accept (this) that this is impossible.’ 

 c. Determiner + NP in object 

  zə [   xəbərə]DP mən-əm 

  1SG.NOM this matter accept.PRS-1SG 

  [*(tʃe)              nə lər-i]CP(extraposed) 

  COMP this act possibility NEG  have.PRS-3 

  ‘I accept (this matter) that this is impossible.’ 

In the analysis of similar Farsi constructions, Farudi (2007:5) assumes that “the 

CP ‘provides the content’ of the propositional slot provided by DP.” As applied to 

Pashto, the (a) forms and the (b)/(c) forms above have different syntactic categories, yet 

the same semantic categories. Thus the question arises as to why a nominal complement 

clause is used as opposed to a verbal complement clause. The answer to this question lies 
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on the pragmatic level. The use of a nominal complement clause focuses the propositional 

content in the extraposed CP. For the purposes of this paper, I do not venture further into 

the realm of pragmatics. However, it is important to note the reason why such syntactic 

structures as the nominal complement clauses in (b)/(c) above occur in Pashto. 
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Chapter 4. Relative clauses 

4.1 Introduction 

A relative clause is a subordinate clause that modifies a head noun within a DP. 

This DP functions as a constituent of a matrix clause. In restrictive relative clauses,
21

 

“[T]he head noun designates a class which the referent must belong to; and the modifying 

clause restricts (or narrows) the identity of the referent to a specific member of that class” 

(Kroeger 2005:231). Although adjectives precede the noun they modify, Pashto relative 

clauses always follow the head noun, as in example  (80). 

(80) haɣə halək [*(tʃe) ∅ haltə    t dəi],22
 z   wror dəi 

that boy COMP  there seated be.3MSG 1SG.GEN brother be.3MSG 

‘That boy that is sitting there is my brother.’ 

The head noun halək ‘boy’ is followed by the complementizer tʃe and the relative clause 

haltə nast dəi ‘is sitting there’. The complementizer tʃe is mandatory in relative clauses, 

as shown in  (80). 

In this chapter, I show that all DPs in Pashto are relativizable. Furthermore, I 

detail both the relativization strategies for various DPs and also the positions in which a 

restrictive relative clause can occur in a sentence. Finally, I explore an interesting 

                                                 
21 This chapter focuses on restrictive relative clauses. Thus, unless otherwise specified, the term “relative 

clause” refers to a restrictive relative clause. In § 4.5.4, I refer to non-restrictive relative clauses. 
22 The comma after this relative clause shows that the sentence-initial complex DP is separate from the 

body of the main clause. In all examples of  relative clauses given before § 4.4, the complex sentence-

initial DPs correspond to either nominative (as in  (80)) or absolutive (as in  (81)(b)) arguments. Since the 

relative clause is separate from the body of the main clause, pro functions as the corresponding 

nominative or absolutive argument in the body of the main clause. For the purpose of simplicity, pro in 

the main clause is not marked. Reasons for such separation of sentence-initial complex DPs from the 

body of the main clause are outlined in § 4.5. 
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constraint on complex DPs (including restrictive relative clauses) appearing in clause-

initial position. The discussion in this section clarifies the confusion in some previous 

literature surrounding the potential for ergative arguments to occur as head nouns of 

relative clauses. 

4.2 Relativization possibilities 

As Babrakzai (1999:238-41) demonstrates, all positions on Keenan and Comrie’s 

(1977) Accessibility Hierarchy for relativization are relativizable in Pashto. The 

following examples in  (81) show a relativized nominative, ergative, accusative, 

absolutive, indirect object, oblique argument, oblique non-argument, genitive possessor, 

and object of comparison. 

(81) a. Relatived nominative subject 

  haɣə səɽei [tʃe ∅   z   tə dz-i], 
  that man.NOM COMP  market to go.PRS.IPFV-3 

  z        dəi 
 1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘That man that is going to the market is my father.’ 

 

  (Simple clause: ‘That man goes to the market.’) 

 b. Relativized ergative subject 

  haɣə səɽei [tʃe zə ye wə wəh-ələm], 

  that man COMP 1SG.ABS ERG.3 PFV hit.PST-1SG 

  wə təʂt-ed-əi 
  PFV flee.PST-ANTIC-3MSG 

  ‘That man that hit me ran away.’ 

 

  (Simple clause: ‘That man hit me.’) 
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 c. Relativized accusative object 

  d  səɽei [tʃe zə ye win-əm], 

  this man COMP 1SG.NOM ACC.3 see.PRS-1SG 

  z        dəi 
 1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘This man that I see is my father.’ 

 

  (Simple clause: ‘I see that man.’) 

 d. Relativized absolutive object 

  haɣə səɽei [tʃe    ∅ wə w  ə], 
  that man COMP 1SG.ERG  PFV hit.PST-3MSG  

  wə təʂt-ed-əi 
  PFV flee.PST-ANTIC-3MSG 

  ‘That man that I hit ran away.’ 

 

  (Simple clause: ‘I hit that man.’) 

 e. Relativized indirect object (oblique) 

  haɣə səɽei [tʃe    pese mi wər= tə war.kɽe], 

  that man COMP this money ERG.1SG CL.3= to give.PFV.PST.3FPL 

  z        dəi 
  1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘That man that I gave this money to is my father.’ 

 

  (Simple clause: ‘I gave this money to that man.’) 

 f. Relativized oblique argument 

  haɣə səɽei [tʃe pʊʂtənə mi dzine wə kɽə], 
  that man COMP question ERG.1SG from.3 PFV do.PST.3FSG 

  z        dəi 
 1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘That man that I asked is my father.’ 

 

  (Simple clause: ‘I asked that man.’) 
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 g. Relativized non-argument: object of adpositional phrase 

     xwənə [tʃe pkʂe gərdz-əm], z   də 
  this room COMP in.3 move.PRS-1SG 1SG.GEN be.3FSG 

  ‘This room in which I am moving about is mine.’ 

 

  (Simple clause: ‘I walk in the room.’) 

 h. Relativized genitive possessor 

  haɣə səɽei [tʃe wror ye os   z   tə w  ɽ-əi], 
  that man COMP brother GEN.3 now market to go.PST.PFV-3MSG 

  z        dəi 
  1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘That man whose brother just went to the market is my father.’ 

 

  (Simple clause: ‘That man’s brother just went to the market.’) 

 i. Relativized object of comparison 

  haɣə səɽei [tʃe zə tər haɣa jəg y-əm], 

  that man COMP 1SG.NOM beyond 3SG tall be-1SG 

  z        dəi 
 1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘That man who I am taller than is my father.’ 

 

  (Simple clause: ‘I am taller than that man.’) 

The examples in  (81) show that any DP can be relativized. 

4.3 Relativization strategies 

4.3.1 Description of relativization strategies 

In order to describe the relativization strategies employed in Pashto, it is 

necessary to consider different relativized functions and also the tense of each clause. 

Pashto has a nominative-accusative case system in the present tense and an ergative-

absolutive case system in the past tense. For present tense clauses in which S or A is 

relativized, zero appears in the S or A position in the relative clause.
 
In example  (82)(a), 

the nominative subject (S)  əɽe  ‘man’ is relativized and zero is left where  əɽe  ‘man’ 
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would normally occur. Similarly in  (82)(b), the nominative subject (A) ʂə zə ‘woman’ is 
relativized and zero is left where ʂə zə ‘woman’ would normally occur. 

(82) a. Relatived S in present tense (nominative) 

  haɣə səɽei [tʃe ∅   z   tə dz-i], 
  that man COMP  market to go.PRS.IPFV-3 

  z        dəi 
  1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘That man that is going to the market is my father.’ 

 b. Relativized A in present tense (nominative) 

  haɣə ʂədzə [tʃe ∅ kamis gənɖ-i], 
  that woman COMP  shirt sew.PRS-3 

  z   mor də 
 1SG.GEN mother be.3FSG 

  ‘That woman that is sewing a shirt is my mother.’ 

For present tense clauses in which the accusative object (P) is relativized, a 

separate strategy is used. The only possible strategy is pronoun retention. In  (83), the 2
nd

 

position clitic ye ‘3’is not optional in the relative clause. The clitic functions as the 

accusative object in place of the relativized P  əɽe  ‘man’. 

(83) Relativized P in present tense (accusative) 

d  səɽei [tʃe zə *(ye)23 win-əm], 

this man COMP 1SG.NOM ACC.3 see.PRS-1SG 

 z        dəi 
1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

‘This man that I see is my father.’ 

                                                 
23 Without the 2nd position resumptive clitic ye ‘3’, this sentence is grammatical. However, it is no longer a 

relative clause. Instead, it becomes an inverted adverbial tʃe clause. The adverbial clause has a 

circumstantial meaning, i.e., ‘It being the case that I see that man’. This structure is described 

in  Chapter 5. 
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In examples  (82) and  (83), the nominative-accusative system of present tense clauses 

exhibits itself through relative clause strategies. Relativized S and A function together in 

that zero occurs in the relative clause, while relativized P demands a resumptive pronoun. 

Conversely, in past tense clauses, the relativized functions of S and P function 

alike and A is distinct. Relativized S and P in past tense clauses leave zero in the relative 

clause. In  (84)(a), the absolutive subject (S)  əɽe  ‘man’ is relativized and zero occurs 
where  əɽe  ‘man’ would normally occur. Similarly, in  (84)(b),  əɽe  ‘man’ is a 
relativized absolutive object (P) and zero occurs in the relative clause. Here also a 

resumptive pronoun is not allowed. 

(84) a. Relativized S in past tense (absolutive) 

  haɣə səɽei [tʃe ∅ os   z   tə w  ɽ-əi],  
  that man COMP  now market to go.PST.PFV-3MSG 

  z        dəi 
 1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘That man that just went to the market is my father.’ 

 b. Relativized P in past tense (absolutive) 

  haɣə səɽei [tʃe    ∅ wə w  ə], 
  that man COMP 1SG.ERG  PFV hit.PST-3MSG 

  wə təʂt-ed-əi 
 PFV flee.PST-ANTIC-3MSG 

  ‘That man that I hit ran away.’ 

When A is relativized in past tense clauses, analogous to relativized P in present 

tense clauses, a resumptive pronoun is obligatory. In example  (85), the relativized 

ergative subject (A)  əɽe  ‘man’ mandates a resumptive clitic pronoun in the relative 

clause where  əɽe  ‘man’ would normally occur. The absence of this resumptive pronoun 
yields an ungrammatical result. 
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(85) Relativized A in past tense (ergative) 

haɣə səɽei [tʃe zə *(ye) wə wəh-ələm], 

that man COMP 1SG.ABS ERG.3 PFV hit.PST-1SG 

 wə təʂt-ed-əi  
PFV flee.PST-ANTIC-3MSG 

‘That man that hit me ran away.’ 

Examples  (84) and  (85) show the ergative-absolutive behavior of relative clause 

strategies in the past tense. For relativized S and P, zero occurs in the relative clause, and 

for relativized A, a resumptive clitic pronoun occurs in the relative clause. These 

conclusions line up with the description of relative clause strategies by Robson and 

Tegey (1996:206) and Babrakzai (1999:236-37).  

In the case of oblique DPs, there is only one valid relativization strategy—

pronoun retention. In both examples in  (86), the relativized function of the head noun is 

an oblique DP, i.e., the object of an adposition. In each of these examples, a resumptive 

pronoun must appear in the relative clause in place of the relativized DP. If these 

resumptive pronouns are dropped, the sentences are ungrammatical. 

(86) a. haɣə səɽei [tʃe puʂtənə *(wər= tsəxə24
) kəw-əm], 

  that man COMP question OC.3= from do.PRS-1SG 

  z        dəi 
 1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘That man that I am asking is my father.’ 

   Corresponding simple clause: 

  də haɣə səɽi tsəxə pʊʂtənə kəw-əm 

  from that man.OBL from question do.PRS.PFV-1SG 

  ‘I ask that man.’ 

                                                 
24The 3rd person directional clitic wər= can be used with tsəxə ‘f   ’    t e    e c      c  t c    -

form dzine ‘f   .3’ ca   e  ace t e e t  e PP. 
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 b.    səɽei [tʃe zə *(wər= tə)    t y-əm], 

 this man COMP 1SG.NOM OC.3= to seated be-1SG 

  z        dəi 
 1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘This man that I am sitting ne t to is my father.’ 

   Corresponding simple clause: 

  zə de səɽi tə    t y-əm 

  1SG.NOM this.OBL man.OBL to seated be-1SG 

  ‘I am sitting ne t to this man.’ 

Similar to objects of adpositions, relativized genitive DPs also require a 

resumptive pronoun. The 2nd position clitic ye ‘3’ is the resumptive pronoun, as in  (87). 

(87) haɣə səɽei [tʃe wror *(ye) os   z   tə w  ɽ-əi], 
that man COMP brother GEN.3 now market to go.PST.PFV-3MSG 

 z        dəi 
1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

‘That man whose brother just went to the market is my father.’ 

 Corresponding possessive clause: 

də haɣə səɽi wror os   z   tə w  ɽ-əi 
GEN that man.OBL brother now market to go.PST.PFV-3MSG 

‘That man’s brother just went to the market.’ 

As seen in the preceding examples, a relativized oblique or possessor DP requires 

the presence of a resumptive pronoun in the relative clause. In addition to the 3rd person 

oblique clitic wə = ‘OC.3’, Pro-PPPs, mentioned in § 2.1.6, can also be used resumptively 

in relative clauses. Several examples of these Pro-PPPs in relative clauses follow. For 

 ə…   ‘in,’ there are several corresponding variants of Pro-PPPs:  ə e   ə ʂe   əʂ e     
 əʂ e    ‘in.3’. 
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(88)    xwənə [tʃe *(pəkʂe) gərdz-əm], z   də 
this room COMP in.3 move.PRS-1SG 1SG.GEN be.3FSG 

‘This room in which I am moving about is mine.’ 

 Simple clause: 

pə    xwənə ke gərdz-əm 

in this room in move.PRS-1SG 

‘I am moving about in this room.’ 

The corresponding Pro-PPP of locative pə … a  e ‘on’ is either pər or bande ‘on.3’ in 

Kandahari Pashto. Pre ‘on.3’ is used in Eastern and Central Pashto. 

(89)    mez [tʃe   t   *(pər) iʐd-əm], z   dəi 
that table COMP book on.3 put.PRS.IPFV-1SG 1SG.GEN be.3MSG 

‘This table on which I am placing the book is mine.’ 

 Simple clause: 

pər    mez     e   t   iʐd-əm 

on that table on book put.PRS.IPFV-1SG 

‘I am putting the book on this table.’ 

Instrumental pə…    e ‘by/with’ corresponds to the Pro-PPPs pə or     e ‘by/with.3’. 

(90)    tʃakuʂ [tʃe mex-unə *(pə) ʈək wəh-əm], 

that hammer COMP nail-PL with.3 pound hit.PRS-1SG 

 z   dəi 
1SG.GEN be.3MSG 

‘This hammer with which I am pounding nails is mine.’ 

 Simple clause: 

pə    tʃakuʂ     e mex-unə ʈək wəh-əm 

with this hammer with nail-PL pound hit.PRS-1SG 

‘I pound nails with this hammer.’ 

The corresponding Pro-PPP to the adposition də…t əxə ‘from’ is dzine ‘from.3’in 

Pashto. Dzine ‘from.3’ is the equivalent of tre ‘from.3’ in Eastern and Central Pashto. 
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(91) haɣə səɽei [tʃe pʊʂtənə mi *(dzine) wə kɽə], 
that man COMP question ERG.1SG from.3 PFV do.PST.3FSG 

 z        dəi 
1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

‘That man that I asked is my father.’ 

 Simple clause: 

də haɣə səɽi tsəxə mi pʊʂtənə wə kɽə 
from that man.OBL from ERG.1SG question PFV do.PST.3FSG 

‘I asked that man.’ 

Pro-PPPs take the place of the entire adpositional phrase. Thus the strategy involved can 

still be seen as a resumptive pronoun strategy; however, the overt pronoun is hidden 

within the clitic pro-form. 

4.3.2 Relativization patterns 

As outlined in § 4.3.1, an overt resumptive pronoun is mandatory in all relative 

clauses except when a nominative or absolutive argument is relativized. When a 

nominative or absolutive argument is relativized, zero occurs in the relativized clause 

(cf.  (82) and  (84)). When an ergative, accusative, oblique, or genitive argument is 

relativized, a clitic or Pro-PPP form is used resumptively. The patterns of relativized DPs 

in Pashto are shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Relativization patterns 

Non-past 
tenses 

(Nominative-
Accusative) 

S (nominative) 
∅ 

Oblique / 
Genitive 

 
 

resumptive 
clitic 

pronoun or 
Pro-PPP 

Object of 
comparison 

 
 

resumptive 
free pronoun 

A (nominative) 
∅ 

P (accusative) 
resumptive clitic 

pronoun 
Past Tense 
(Ergative-

Absolutive) 

S (absolutive) 
∅ 

A (ergative) 
resumptive clitic 

pronoun 

P (absolutive) 
∅ 

The patterns of relativization in Pashto concur with cross-linguistic 

generalizations on relativization. The high end of the NP accessibility hierarchy (Keenan 

and Comrie 1977) function alike, and the farther down a DP is located on the hierarchy, 

the more explicit the resumptive pronoun is. Nominative and absolutives are the highest 

DPs on the hierarchy (Fox 1987), and zero occurs in the relative clause. Accusative, 

ergative, oblique, and genitive DPs are lower on the hierarchy and require resumptive 

clitic pronoun forms. The lowest level on the hierarchy is the object of comparison. In 

Pashto, this position is the least frequently relativized and has no clitic form. Thus, when 

an object of comparison is relativized, a resumptive free pronoun is necessary, as 

in  (81)(i). Pashto thus exhibits a cross-linguistic tendency for DPs on the high end of the 

accessibility hierarchy to take weaker forms, and for DPs on the low end of the hierarchy 

to take more explicit pronominal forms in relative clauses. 

Tegey (1977) presents the zero anaphora and clitic forms in Pashto as performing 

the same process. They are weak forms of free pronouns and mark topic continuity in a 

discourse (cf. § 2.1.1). This grouping of zero anaphora with cliticization has implications 
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for relative clauses. In describing relative clause strategies in Pashto, Robson and Tegey 

(1996:206) state, “Within the original sentence that becomes the relative clause, there is 

always a noun identical to the noun that the clause modifies; however, that noun has been 

changed to a weak pronoun and follows weak pronoun rules (e.g., if a subject, it drops in 

present tense sentences; if a subject in a transitive past tense sentence, it remains, etc.).” 

This statement implies that the zeros in relativized nominatives and absolutives are not 

gaps, but invisible pro forms, and that pronoun retention is the only relativization strategy 

in Pashto. While one strategy simplifies the analysis of relative clauses, the evidence for 

such an analysis is not conclusive. For the purposes of this thesis, I do not label the zeros 

in questions as either gaps or pro. What is more valuable is the fact that zeros occur for 

more accessible DPs and that resumptive pronouns occur for the less accessible DPs. 

4.4 Relative clause positions in the matrix clause 

Since relative clauses function adjectivally, they perform basically the same 

function as an adjective. That is, relative clauses modify a noun. The head noun has a 

grammatical function within the independent matrix clause. Adjectives in Pashto 

normally precede the head noun they modify as shown in  (92). 

(92)   DP: ADJ N 

 jəg səɽei 
 tall man 

 ‘tall man’ 

 

*DP: N ADJ 

 *səɽei jəg 

 man tall 

 ‘tall man’ 

Although relative clauses function like adjectives, they do not appear in the same position 

as adjectives. That is, relative clauses cannot appear pre-nominally, per Robson and 
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Tegey (1996:206) and contra Babrakzai (1999:242). Relative clauses must appear after 

the head noun which they modify as in  (93).
25

 The relative clause appears immediately 

after the head noun səɽei ‘man’. The relative clause cannot precede the head noun as 

in  (94). 

(93) zə haɣə səɽei [tʃe də  a  a    dəi] wəh-əm 

1SG.NOM that man COMP from Kandahar be.3MSG hit.PRS-1SG 

‘I am going to hit that man who is from Kandahar.’ 

(94) *zə [tʃe də  a  a    dəi] haɣə səɽei wəh-əm 

1SG.NOM COMP from Kandahar be.3MSG that man hit.PRS-1SG 

‘I am going to hit that man who is from Kandahar.’ 

Pashto relative clauses can occur in two different positions. Relative clauses can 

either occur immediately after the head noun they modify, or they can be extraposed. In 

the first case, nothing can intervene between the head noun and the relative clause; the 

relative clause is contiguous to the head noun it modifies, as in  (93). In  (95), the adverb 

 ə  ‘today’ appears between the head noun and the RC. This yields an ungrammatical 
result. 

(95) *zə haɣə səɽei nən [tʃe də  a  a    dəi] wəh-əm 

1SG.NOM that man today COMP from Kandahar be.3MSG hit.PRS-1SG 

‘I am going to hit that man today who is from Kandahar.’ 

Extraposed relative clauses appear after the verb. Since Pashto is an SOV language, 

extraposition places the relative clause in sentence-final position. Extraposition is the 

only instance in which a relative clause appears discontinuous from the noun it modifies. 

In  (96), the relative clause is extraposed after the verb. 

                                                 
25 Examples  (93) through  (96) were previously presented in example  (70). 
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(96) zə haɣə səɽei wəh-əm [tʃe də  a  a    dəi] 
1SG.NOM that man hit.PRS-1SG COMP from Kandahar be.3MSG 

‘I am going to hit that man who is from Kandahar.’ 

Whether a relative clause immediately follows the head noun it modifies or is 

discontinuous in an extraposed position after the verb is determined pragmatically. For 

the purposes of this thesis, I do not try to explain such pragmatic motivations. 

4.5 Constraint on clause-initial complex DPs 

Several authors have commented on a purported constraint which is said to block 

the occurrence of a relative clause within an ergative DP. Babrakzai (1999:237) cites 

Tegey (1979) in stating that “an ergative cannot function as the head of a relative clause.” 

This would be an extremely surprising restriction, if true. Roberts (2000) also cites Tegey 

(1977, 1979) in noting that “when the head of the RC is a transitive subject in past tense 

(i.e., ergative), a coreferential pronominal clitic appears in the matrix clause, as well as in 

the RC itself” (2000:155). What Babrakzai and Roberts fail to note is that the stipulation 

on ergatives not functioning as the head of a relative clause only occurs when the 

complex DP occurs clause-initially. 

What Tegey himself actually says is that sentence-initial ergative arguments 

cannot function as head nouns of relative clauses. Such relative clauses are “e tracted” 

and the head noun is not inflected for ergative case. Instead, a resumptive pronoun 

functions as the ergative subject in the main clause. Tegey (1979) formalizes this 

constraint on sentence-initial complex ergative arguments by introducing a Pashto Pro 

Copying rule which “neutralizes the form of a sentence-initial ergative head NP (by 

converting it superficially to an absolutive shape), and which yields a pronominal copy in 

the main sentence” (1979:392). What Tegey describes is a left-dislocation process in 

which the sentence-initial DP appears outside the body of the main clause, is separated 
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from the main clause by a pause, and is the antecedent of a resumptive pronoun in the 

main clause. 

I argue that this constraint on clause-initial complex arguments holds not only for 

ergatives but also for nominative, accusative, and absolutive DPs. Tegey (1979:410) also 

mentions that Pro Copying occurs for accusatives; however, no NP Neutralization takes 

place since nominatives and accusatives have the same morphological form. Tegey does 

not mention nominative and absolutive arguments in sentence-initial position. However, I 

claim that the restriction blocks any complex DP from appearing in clause-initial 

position. It is most often and most easily observed in the case of ergatives, because the 

case marking changes on the head noun when it is left-dislocated and because a 

resumptive ergative pronoun is present. Evidence from 2
nd

 position clitic placement is 

crucial in providing an accurate analysis of this pattern. As detailed in  Chapter 2, 2
nd

 

position clitics appear in a fixed position in a clause and do not intervene within syntactic 

constituents. Thus, the placement of 2
nd

 position clitics shows whether a sentence-initial 

complex DP is part of the main clause or is left-dislocated. 

4.5.1 Clause-initial complex DPs 

In Pashto, the initial constituent of a clause cannot be a complex DP, i.e., a DP 

containing a restrictive relative clause or a complement clause. This restriction on the 

initial constituent is manifested when the clause contains a 2
nd

 position clitic. Normally 

the 2
nd

 position clitic would come after the first constituent. Thus, the clitic would appear 

immediately after the relative clause; however, this cannot happen in Pashto. Tegey 

(1977:Chapter 4) points out that sentence-initial DPs containing relative clauses are not 

part of the clause in which the clitic originates. That is, these DPs are left dislocated and 

thus cannot host the 2
nd

 position clitic. In  (97)(b), the sentence-initial subject DP contains 

a relative clause, and the 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ appears immediately after the 
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relative clause. This is ungrammatical. Mi ‘1SG’ must appear after   ʂ   ‘evening’ as 

in  (97)(a). Also notice that the complex DP is separate from the body of the main clause 

by a pause. 

(97) a. haɣə njələi [tʃe də tor sarə w  ɽ-ə wə], 
  that girl COMP with Tor with standing-FSG be.PST.3FSG 

    ʂ   mi    a   tə     -i 
  evening ACC.1SG cinema to take.PRS.IPFV-3 

  ‘That girl who was standing with Tor is taking me to the movies this evening.’ 

 b. *haɣə njələi [tʃe də tor sarə w  ɽ-ə wə] 
  that girl COMP with Tor with standing-FSG be.PST.3FSG 

  mi   ʂ      a   tə     -i 
  ACC.1SG evening cinema to take.PRS.IPFV-3 

  ‘That girl who was standing with Tor is taking me to the movies this evening.’ 
  (transcription modified from Tegey (1977:128)) 

In the following examples in  (98), the same pattern emerges. The head noun and 

the RC are contiguous sentence-initially. The modal clitic  ə ‘FUT’ cannot appear 

immediately after the relative clause in  (98)(a). Instead, it must follow the first 

constituent after the relative clause. It can appear after a resumptive pronoun coreferential 

with the left-dislocated DP, as in  (98)(b) where it follows  aɣa ‘3SG’. However, since the 

resumptive pronoun in this example is the nominative subject of the clause, pro-drop can 

also occur. In this case, there is no resumptive pronoun, and  ə ‘FUT’ appears after the 

adverb ʒə  ‘soon’ as in  (98)(c). In either case, the complex DP is left-dislocated and thus 

does not count in terms of 2
nd

 position clitic placement.  
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(98) a. *haɣə səɽei [tʃe dəltə     kəw-i] bə 
  that man COMP here work do.PRS-3 FUT 

  ʒər kor tə w  ɽ.s-i 
 soon house to go.PRS.PFV-3 

  ‘That man that works here will soon go home.’ 

 b. haɣə səɽei [tʃe dəltə     kəw-i], haɣa bə 
  that man COMP here work do.PRS-3 3SG FUT 

  ʒər kor tə w  ɽ.s-i 
 soon house to go.PRS.PFV-3 

  ‘That man that works here will soon go home.’ 

 c. haɣə səɽei [tʃe dəltə     kəw-i], ʒər bə 
  that man COMP here work do.PRS-3 soon FUT 

  kor tə w  ɽ.s-i 
 house to go.PRS.PFV-3 

  ‘That man that works here will soon go home.’ 

In  (99)(a) and (b), the sentence-initial DP is the object of the main clause. There is 

no overt subject in the main clause. The 2
nd

 position clitic ye ‘3’ functions as the object of 

the matrix clause and is coreferential with the sentence-initial DP. Thus the sentence-

initial DP is left-dislocated. In  (99)(a), ye ‘3’occurs in second position after  ə ‘NEG’. 

However, in  (99)(b), ye ‘3’ appears immediately after the RC. This is ungrammatical.  

(99) a. h ɣə səɽeii [tʃe dəltə     kəw-i], 
  that man COMP here work do.PRS-3 

  nə yei peʒən-əm 
 NEG ACC.3 know.PRS-1SG 

  ‘That man that works here, I don’t know him.’ 
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 b. *h ɣə səɽeii [tʃe dəltə     kəw-i] yei 

  that man COMP here work do.PRS-3  ACC.3 

  nə peʒən-əm 
 NEG know.PRS-1SG 

  ‘That man that works here, I don’t know him.’ 

 c. *h ɣə səɽei [tʃe dəltə     kəw-i] 
  that man COMP here work do.PRS-3 

  nə peʒən-əm 
 NEG know.PRS-1SG 

  ‘I don’t know that man that works here.’ 

 d. h ɣə səɽei nə peʒən-əm 

  that man NEG know.PRS-1SG 

  ‘I do not know that man.’ 

 e. zə h ɣə səɽei [tʃe dəltə     kəw-i] 
  1SG.NOM that man COMP here work do.PRS-3 

  nə peʒən-əm 
 NEG know.PRS-1SG 

  ‘I don’t know that man that works here.’ 

Furthermore, the absence of ye ‘3’ in the main clause is also ungrammatical, as 

in  (99)(c). This shows that the clash between complex sentence-initial DPs and clitics is 

not due to the clitic’s inability to cliticize to a relative clause, since there are no clitics 

in  (99)(c). Rather the problem is that a complex DP occupies the initial position of the 

independent clause. Note that in  (99)(d), a simple DP without a relative clause functions 

as the object of the matrix clause and can appear in sentence-initial position. Also, 

in  (99)(e), when an overt subject appears in the sentence-initial position, the sentence 

from example  (99)(c) becomes grammatical. 

As with restrictive relative clauses, nominal complement clauses cannot occur in 

clause-initial position. They must be left-dislocated. In  (100)(a) and (b), a nominal 
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complement clause is in clause-initial position. In  (100)(a), the 2
nd

 position clitic  ə ‘FUT’ 

cannot appear immediately after the complex DP, just as in  (97)(b) and  (98)(a). 2
nd

 

position clitics must appear after the first constituent after the DP, as in  (100)(b). The 

clitics  ə ‘FUT’ and ye ‘3’appear after the adpositional phrase   ə -      tə ‘to my 
mother’. Furthermore, in  (100), the DP containing the complement clause is functioning 

as the object of the matrix clause. Thus, as was the case in  (99), a resumptive pronoun is 

obligatory in the matrix clause. The clitic ye ‘3’ in  (100)(b) performs the object role in the 

matrix clause. In  (100)(c), the DP containing the complement clause is not in sentence-

initial position. Thus, as was the case in  (99)(e), there is no longer any need for a 

resumptive pronoun. The complex DP fulfills the role of object in the matrix clause.  

(100) a. *[haɣə xəbərə [tʃe ahmad dwəhəm-ə ʂədzə kəɽ-e də]CP]DP 
  that news COMP Ahmad second-FSG woman do.PTCP-FSG be.3FSG 

  bə xpəl-i mor tə wə w  -əm 
 FUT REFL-OBL.FSG mother to PFV tell.PRS-1SG 

  ‘The news that Ahmad has taken a second wife I will tell to my mother.’ 

 b. [haɣə xəbərə [tʃe ahmad dwəhəm-ə ʂədzə kəɽ-e də]CP]DP, 
  that news COMP Ahmad second-FSG woman do.PTCP-FSG be.3FSG 

   xpəl-i mor tə bə ye wə w  -əm 
 REFL-OBL.FSG mother to FUT ACC.3 PFV tell.PRS-1SG 

  ‘The news that Ahmad has taken a second wife, I will tell it to my mother.’ 

 c. zə bə [haɣə xəbərə [tʃe ahmad dwəhəm-ə ʂədzə 
  1SG.NOM FUT that news COMP Ahmad second-FSG woman 

   kəɽ-e də]CP]DP xpəl-i mor tə wə w  -əm 
 do.PTCP-FSG be.3FSG REFL-OBL.FSG mother to PFV tell.PRS-1SG 

  ‘I will tell my mother the news that Ahmad has taken a second wife.’ 
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4.5.2 Complex DPs in subordinate clause-initial position 

Complex DPs can occur in complement clauses in Pashto. Such complement 

clauses can either be governed by non-control predicates or by control predicates. When 

the verbal CP is governed by a non-control predicate, the same restrictions on clause-

initial position in independent clauses apply. In  (101), the verb    e ə  ‘know’ is a non-

control predicate. The verbal complement clause that follows has the same behavior as an 

independent clause with regards to clause-initial complex DP constraints. The restrictive 

relative clause in  (101) is in clause-initial position in the verbal complement clause. The 

head noun of this restrictive relative clause performs the role of object in the verbal 

complement clause. In  (101)(a), the clause-initial complex DP (within the verbal 

complement CP) is separated by a pause from the body of the complement clause. The 

clitic ye ‘3’ appears resumptively and is coreferent with     ‘job’, the head noun of the 
relative clause. In  (101)(b), the absence of the pause and resumptive pronoun yields an 

ungrammatical result. 

(101) a. zə poh-eʐ-əm [tʃe daɣə     [tʃe z   
  1SG.NOM know.PRS-ANTIC-1SG COMP this job COMP 1SG.GEN 

      r    tə   . əɽ-ei w-ʊ], tər.sarə 
 father 1SG.OBL to give.PTCP-MSG be.PST-3MSG complete  

  kəwə -   ye s-əm]CPverbal 

  do-OPT ACC.3 become-1SG 

  ‘I know that this job that my father has given me, I can complete it.’ 
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 b. *zə poh-eʐ-əm [tʃe daɣə     [tʃe z   
 1SG.NOM know.PRS-ANTIC-1SG COMP this job COMP 1SG.GEN 

     r    tə   . əɽ-ei w-ʊ] tər.sarə 
 father 1SG.OBL to give.PTCP-MSG be.PST-3MSG complete 

  kəwə -   s-əm]CPverbal 
 do-OPT become-1SG 

  ‘I know that I can complete that job that my father has given me.’ 

While verbal complement clauses governed by non-control predicates behave as 

independent clauses with regards to clause-initial complex DPs, verbal complement 

clauses governed by control predicates behave differently. With control predicates, 

complex DPs can occur clause-initially in verbal complement clauses. In  (102), the verb 

ɣw ʂtə  ‘want’ is a control predicate. When no subject is mentioned in the complement 

clause, the subject of the matrix clause controls the subject of the complement clause. 

The restrictive relative clause which appears in clause-initial position performs the role of 

object in the complement clause; however, this relative clause is not left-dislocated. No 

resumptive pronoun is needed in  (102)(a). The presence of a pause and a resumptive 

pronoun
26

 in  (102)(b) yields an ungrammatical sentence. A native speaker of Pashto 

described the presence of ye ‘3’ in  (102)(b) as redundant. 

(102) a.    ɣwoʂt-əl [tʃe haɣə   t   [tʃe      mi 
  1SG.ERG want.PST-3MPL COMP that book COMP father GEN.1SG 

     . əɽ-ei w-ʊ] wə lwəl-əm]CP 
  give.PTCP-MSG be.PST-3MSG SBJV read-1SG 

  ‘I wanted to read that book that my father gave me.’ 

                                                 
26 Note here that the subjunctive marker wə and the clitic ye ‘3’ coalesce to form we. 
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 b. *   ɣwoʂt-əl [tʃe haɣə   t   [tʃe      mi 
  1SG.ERG want.PST-3MPL COMP that book COMP father GEN.1SG 

    . əɽ-ei w-ʊ], we lwəl-əm]CP 
  give.PTCP-MSG be.PST-3MSG SBJV+ACC.3 read-1SG 

  ‘I wanted to read that book that my father gave me.’ 

4.5.3 Ergative arguments in clause-initial position 

The constraint on clause-initial complex DPs is often most noticeable when the 

head noun of the DP is an accusative (as in  (99) through  (101)) or an ergative argument. 

When a DP is left-dislocated from the clause, a resumptive pronoun is necessary. For 

nominative and absolutive arguments, such a resumptive pronoun is possible, but pro-

drop can also occur. 

Ergative arguments are subjects and often appear clause-initially. When the 

ergative argument is a complex DP, left-dislocation occurs. That is, the complex DP is 

left-dislocated from the clause, and a resumptive pronoun coreferent with the head noun 

of the complex DP appears in the main clause. Tegey (1977:129) describes such complex 

ergative arguments and left-dislocation only in terms of clitic placement. Tegey (1979) 

further expounds on sentence-initial complex ergative arguments by introducing a Pashto 

Pro Copying rule which “neutralizes the form of a sentence-initial ergative head NP (by 

converting it superficially to an absolutive shape), and which yields a pronominal copy in 

the main sentence” (1979:392). Such a rule accounts for the following data in  (103) 

and  (104). In the (a) sentences, the head noun  əɽ  ‘man.ERG’ is inflected for oblique case 

as a normal ergative argument. There is no resumptive pronoun later in the clause, and no 

pause. These (a) sentences are ungrammatical. However, their (b) counterparts are 

grammatical. In the (b) sentences, the head noun  əɽe  ‘man’ is not inflected for oblique 
case as an ergative argument. Instead, the noun appears in the direct case form as an 

absolutive argument would normally appear. A pause occurs after the embedded clause, 
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and the 2
nd

 position clitic ye ‘3’ appears as the resumptive pronoun in the second position 

after the relative clause. 

(103) a. *haɣə səɽi [tʃe   .ɣəi] peɣlə wə wəh-ələ 
  that man.ERG COMP come.PST.PFV.3MSG girl PFV hit.PST-3FSG 

  ‘The man who came hit the girl.’ 

 b. haɣə səɽei [tʃe   .ɣəi], peɣlə ye wə wəh-ələ 
  that man.ABS COMP come.PST.PFV.3MSG girl ERG.3 PFV hit.PST-3FSG 

  ‘The man who came, he hit the girl.’ 

(104) a. *haɣə səɽi [tʃe zə wər= sarə   .ɣləm] 
  that man.ERG COMP 1SG.NOM OC.3= with come.PST.PFV.1SG 

  tor wə w  ə 
 Tor PFV hit.PST-3MSG 

  ‘The man that I came with hit Tor.’ 

 b. haɣə səɽei [tʃe zə wər= sarə   .ɣləm], 
  that man.ABS COMP 1SG.NOM OC.3= with come.PST.PFV.1SG 

  tor ye wə w  ə 
  Tor ERG.3 PFV hit.PST-3MSG 

  ‘The man that I came with, he hit Tor.’ 

  (transcription modified from Tegey 1979:392-93) 

Tegey’s (1977, 1979) description of such Pro Copying has created some 

confusion in the Pashto literature. Babrakzai cites Tegey (1979) in stating that “an 

ergative cannot function as the head of a relative clause” (1999:237). Roberts (2000) also 

cites Tegey (1977, 1979) in noting that “when the head of the RC is a transitive subject in 

past tense (i.e., ergative), a coreferential pronominal clitic appears in the matrix clause, as 

well as in the RC itself” (2000:155). What Babrakzai and Roberts fail to note is that the 

stipulation on ergatives not functioning as the head of a relative clause only occurs when 

the complex DP occurs clause-initially. When a complex DP is the ergative subject of the 

matrix clause, it often appears sentence-initially. However, such ergative DPs can occur 
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in other positions. Similar to the examples above,  (105)(a) and (b) show that an ergative 

head noun in sentence-initial position cannot be inflected for ergativity (as in (b)), but 

must be uninflected, and a resumptive pronoun must appear in the main clause (as in (a)). 

In  (105)(c), the ergative head noun appears in clause-initial position, but the RC is 

extraposed after the verb. In this sentence, the ergative head noun is inflected. 

(105) a. Head noun not inflected for ergativity and resumptive pronoun in main clause 

  haɣə njuni [tʃe os pə   ɣ ki gərdz-i], 
  those girls.ABS COMP now in garden in move.PRS-3 

   parun ye xpəl    -unə tər.sarə kɽəl 
  yesterday ERG.3 REFL work-PL complete do.PST.PFV.3MSG 

  ‘Those girls that are walking in the garden now, yesterday they finished their 

  work. 

 b. Head noun inflected for ergativity and RC in situ  

  *haɣo njuno [tʃe os pə   ɣ ki gərdz-i] 
  those.ERG girls.ERG COMP now in garden in move.PRS-3 

   parun xpəl    -unə tər.sarə kɽəl 
  yesterday REFL work-PL complete do.PST.PFV.3MSG 

  ‘Those girls that are walking in the garden now finished their work yesterday.’ 

 c. Head noun inflected for ergativity and RC extraposed 

  haɣo njuno parun xpəl    -unə tər.sarə 
  those.ERG girls.ERG yesterday REFL work-PL complete  

   kɽəl [tʃe os pə   ɣ ki gərdz-i] 
  do.PST.PFV.3MSG COMP now in garden in move.PRS-3 

  ‘Those girls that are walking in the garden now finished their work yesterday.’ 

Example  (105)(c) shows that an ergative argument can function as the head of a relative 

clause. The issue of why sentence-initial ergatives cannot function as heads of relative 

clauses is not an issue of ergativity constraints, but rather of the constraints on complex 

DPs in clause-initial position. 
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4.5.4 Non-restrictive relative clauses and clause-initial complex DPs 

Non-restrictive relative clauses can occur in Pashto. In a non-restrictive relative 

clause, “[T]he referent of the head noun can be identified independently, and the clausal 

modifier simply presents additional information about that referent” (Kroeger 2005:231). 

Babrakzai calls non-restrictive relative clauses “appositive relative clauses,” which “do 

not restrict the referential domain of the head noun” (1999:245). As appositive clauses, 

non-restrictive relative clauses are set apart from the main clause by a pause.
27

 An 

example of a non-restrictive relative clause is shown in  (106). Note that commas are used 

to show the required pause for the non-restrictive relative clause. 

(106) də    ʊl ʂ  , [tʃe    pkʂe ɖer ʒwənd ter kəi],  
GEN Kabul city COMP 1SG.ERG in.3 much life pass do.PST.PFV.3MSG 

 os stər səw-ei dəi 
now big become.PTCP-3MSG be.3MSG 

‘Kabul City, in which I spent much time, has become big now.’ 

(transcription modified from Babrakzai 1999:245) 

Since non-restrictive relative clauses are appositive structures, they behave 

differently than restrictive relative clauses. When a restrictive relative clause appears in 

clause-initial position, a 2
nd

 position clitic cannot intervene between the head noun and 

the RC. As shown in § 4.5.1, such clause-initial restrictive relative clauses are left-

dislocated from the main clause, and 2
nd

 position clitics appear in the second position 

after the relative clause. In  (107), there is a restrictive relative clause in clause-initial 

position. The future clitic  ə ‘FUT’ cannot intervene between the head noun and the RC 

                                                 
27 Several native speakers of Pashto claim that non-restrictive relatives are used rarely in colloquial speech. 

If they are used, they are usually short parenthetical clauses. In written Pashto, non-restrictive relative 

clauses are more common. 
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as in  (107)(a). Instead, the relative clause must be left-dislocated, as in  (107)(b), and the 

clitic appears after  a   ‘tomorrow’.  

(107) a. 2
nd

 position clitic between head noun and RC of restrictive relative clause 

  *haɣə səɽei bə [tʃe lʊngoʈa ye pər sar 
  that man.NOM FUT COMP turban GEN.3 on head 

  kəɽ-e də]  a     . -i 
  do.PTCP-FSG be.3FSG tomorrow come.PRS.PFV-3 

  ‘That man who is wearing a turban will come tomorrow.’ 

 b. Restrictive relative clause left-dislocated 

  haɣə səɽei [tʃe lʊngoʈa ye pər sar kəɽ-e 

  that man.NOM COMP turban ERG.3 on head do.PTCP-FSG 

  də],  a   bə   . -i 
  be.3FSG tomorrow FUT come.PRS.PFV-3 

  ‘That man who is wearing a turban will come tomorrow.’ 

However, in a clause-initial non-restrictive relative clause, 2
nd

 position clitics appear 

immediately after the head noun, and before the relative clause. In  (108), the head noun 

of the non-restrictive relative clause is a proper noun. The future clitic bə ‘FUT’ appears 

after the head noun, and the pause comes after the clitic. 

(108) 2
nd

 position clitic between head noun and RC of non-restrictive relative clause 

ahmad bə, [tʃe os pə jarmani ki os-iʐ-i], 
Ahmad FUT COMP now in Germany in reside.PRS-ANTIC-3 

  a   z   kor tə   . -i 
tomorrow 1SG.GEN house to come.PRS.PFV-3 

‘Ahmad, who now lives in Germany, will come to my house tomorrow.’ 

As shown in § 2.2.2, 2
nd

 position clitics do not interrupt syntactic constituents. 

Therefore, the fact that 2
nd

 position clitics intervene between the head noun and RC 

portion of a non-restrictive relative clause shows that the head noun and RC portion of a 

non-restrictive relative clause do not form a syntactic constituent. 
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For this reason, the constraint on sentence initial complex DPs does not pertain to 

non-restrictive relative clauses. Since the head noun and RC of a non-restrictive relative 

clause do not form a single constituent, the RC portion is not part of the clause-initial 

constituent. Head nouns of clause-initial non-restrictive relative clauses are not left-

dislocated. Therefore, the head noun of a clause-initial non-restrictive relative clause can 

function as the ergative argument of the main clause. 

(109) a  a            bə, [tʃe num ye pə ʈol afɣ    t   ki 
Ahmad Shah Baba HAB.PST COMP name GEN.3 in all Afghanistan in 

 mashhʊr dəi], ɖer ʂə    -unə kəw-əl 
famous be.3MSG very good deed-PL do.PST-3PL 

‘Ahmad Shah Baba, whose name is famous in all of Afghanistan, did very good 

things.’ 

(110) z   z  ən-o, [tʃe os pə jarmani ki os-iʐ-i], 
1SG.GEN sons-ERG COMP now in Germany in reside.PRS-ANTIC-3 

 nən   = tə wə way-əl tʃe… 
today CL.1= to PFV say.PST. PFV-3PL COMP 

‘My sons, who now live in Germany, today told me that…’ 

In  (109), the head noun of the non-restrictive relative clause is the proper noun ahma  
          ‘Ahmad Shah Baba’. This proper noun performs the role of ergative subject 
and is not left-dislocated. That is, there is no resumptive pronoun coreferential with the 

proper noun that appears after the relative clause. Note also that the 2nd position clitic bə 
‘HAB.PST’ appears immediately after the head noun. In  (110), the head noun is not a 

proper noun. However, it is the head noun of a non-restrictive relative clause. Notice that 

the head noun is inflected in the oblique case as an ergative argument, and that there is no 

resumptive pronoun coreferential with the head noun later in the clause. 
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The constraint on no complex DPs in clause-initial position is strange. I do not 

have an explanation for why such a constraint exists in Pashto. The data related to this 

constraint can be confusing when one does not take into account the kind of relative 

clause or information structure in the sentence. The data presented in this section dispels 

the claim that ergative DPs cannot function as the head nouns of restrictive relative 

clauses. Ergative arguments can indeed function as the head nouns of relative clauses, 

except when they occur in clause-initial position. 
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Chapter 5. Adverbial clauses 

5.1 Introduction 

Adverbial clauses modify the main clause of a sentence in a similar way that 

adverbs modify verb phrases (Thompson et al. 2007:237-38). In Pashto, many 

subordinate clauses are introduced by the subordinating morpheme tʃe. Complement 

clauses, relative clauses, and most adverbial clauses are all introduced by tʃe. Some 

adverbial clauses are introduced by a combination of a wh-question word plus tʃe, as with 

 ə ə ‘when’ in  (111). Conditional clauses are introduced by  ə ‘if’, as in  (112). 

(111) [kələ tʃe mʊ   nasrʊdin kor tə   .ɣəi], 
when COMP Mullah Nasruddin house to come.PST.PFV.3MSG 

     e ye pʊʂtənə dzini wə kɽə... 
wife.ERG GEN.3 question from.3 PFV do.PST.3FSG 

‘When Mullah Nasruddin came home, his wife asked him…’ 

(112) [kə asad   . -i], zə bə ye wə gor-əm 

if Asad come.SBJV 1SG.NOM FUT ACC.3 PFV see.PRS-1SG 

‘If Asad comes, I will see him.’ 

(transcription modified from Robson and Tegey 1996:216) 

Other clauses with adverbial meaning involve nominal complement clauses which 

function as the objects of certain adpositions (cf. § 3.2.2).
28

 Since this paper focuses on 

subordinate tʃe clauses, I do not describe in detail subordinate clauses introduced by kə 
‘if’ or by a wh-question word plus tʃe.

29
 

                                                 
28 While these types of clauses are adverbial semantically, structurally they are not adverbial clauses. 

Instead the object of the adposition is a DP containing a nominal complement clause. 
29 While the study of these types of adverbial clauses is helpful, they are not within the scope of this thesis. 

Furthermore, the understanding of subordinate tʃe clauses is essential for understanding the structure of 
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When a sentence contains an adverbial tʃe clause, the meaning of these complex 

sentences is derived from the juxtaposition of the two clauses and the verbal forms used 

in each clause (Babrakzai 1999:223). Depending on the semantics of the clause, these 

adverbial tʃe clauses can be preposed or postposed in relation to the independent clause. 

Adverbial tʃe clauses can introduce purpose, result, conditional, reason, circumstantial,  

and various temporal clauses. 

In this chapter, I classify the major kinds of adverbial tʃe clauses and their 

location with respect to the independent clause. Then I look at one particular 

phenomenon in which a constituent can appear before tʃe in a preposed adverbial clause. 

I label such clauses as INVERTED ADVERBIAL CLAUSES because tʃe does not appear in its 

normal sentence-initial position. In inverted adverbial clauses, only one main-stressed 

syntactic constituent appears before tʃe. However, multiple syntactic constituents can 

appear before tʃe when the intitial constituents contain clitic forms. The phenomenon of 

inverted adverbial clauses has not been described adequately in the literature. 

5.2 Adverbial tʃe clause classification 

Adverbial tʃe clauses can appear in postposed position or in preposed position. 

When the adverbial clause is preposed, it is set off from the main clause by a pause. Such 

a pause is marked by a comma in the following data. When an adverbial clause is 

postposed, there is no pause between the independent clause and the postposed clause. 

The following types of adverbial clauses are those observed in my research. 

                                                                                                                                                 

 

 

clauses introduced by wh-question words together with tʃe. Some discussion about clauses introduced by 

wh-questions words together with tʃe is presented in § 6.2.4.3 
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5.2.1 Purpose 

One use of tʃe is to introduce a purpose clause (Robson and Tegey 1996:211). 

This purpose tʃe clause follows the independent clause, and the verb in the subordinate 

clause is in the subjunctive mood. Such purpose clauses are found in  (113) and  (114). 

(113) zə dəltə   .ɣl-əm [tʃe     wə k-əm] 

1SG.NOM here come.1PST.PFV-1SG COMP work SBJV do-1SG 

‘I came here in order to work.’ 

(114) daɣə kamis   .wɽ-ə [tʃe zə ye w ɣwʊnd-əm] 

this shirt bring.IMP-2SG COMP 1SG.NOM ACC.3 SBJV.wear-1SG 

‘Bring me this shirt so that I can wear it.’ 

A negated verb in the purpose tʃe clause signals a negative purpose. This is similar to a 

clause introduced by lest in English. 

(115) ʒər s-ə [tʃe də maktab dər=       
fast become.IMP-2SG COMP GEN school OC.2= on 

   wa tə nə s-i] 
late NEG become.SBJV-3SG 

‘Hurry so that you won’t be late for school (lest you be late for school).’ 

5.2.2 Result 

Result clauses can also be expressed using tʃe clauses. Such result clauses are 

postposed after the independent clause, and the verbal form in the tʃe clause is in the 

indicative mood. Result clauses are usually accompanied by an intensifier such as    ə or 

    ə ‘so, so much’ in the independent clause. These sentences are similar to English 
so…that result sentences. Robson and Tegey (1996:210-11) call these clauses 

consequential clauses. 
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(116) ahmad donə xwʊʃ   ə w-ʊ 
Ahmad so happy be.PST-3MSG 

 [tʃe pə xpəl-o      ki nə dzay-ed-əi] 
COMP  in REFL-OBL.PL clothes.OBL in NEG fit-become.PST.IPFV-3MSG 

‘Ahmad was so happy that he didn’t fit in his clothes (idiomatic for “he was 

ecstatic”).’ 

(117) daɣə njələi donə ʂ    ta də 
this girl so beautiful be.3FSG 

 [tʃe stərgi nə pər ruɳ-iʐ-i] 
COMP eyes NEG on. 3 open –become.PRS.IMPF-3 

‘This girl is so beautiful that eyes do not open on her (idiomatic for “she blinds 

you with her beauty”).’ 

5.2.3 Conditional 

While most conditional clauses are introduced by  ə ‘if’, tʃe can also be used to 

introduce conditional clauses. All such conditional tʃe clauses are preposed before the 

independent clause, as seen in  (118). 

(118) [tʃe        sar tə wə nə rəsəw-əm], 

COMP this job head to SBJV NEG deliver-1SG 

 z   rais bə ɖer xafa s-i 
1SG.GEN boss FUT very upset become.PRS.PFV-3 

‘If I don’t complete this job, my boss will become very upset.’ 

The verb form of the tʃe clause has the same tense as the verb in a kə conditional clause. 

In kə conditional clauses, the verb often is in the subjunctive mood (cf.  (112)). In  (118), 

the verb in the dependent tʃe clause is also in the subjunctive mood. The subject of the 

dependent clause is pro-dropped. In  (119), the conditional clause is part of a 

counterfactual sentence. Such sentences are normally introduced by kə ‘if’; however, tʃe 
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is also appropriate. The verb form in the dependent clause is the normal form for a 

counterfactual clause. 

(119) [tʃe yəw zui mi də    -  ], 
COMP one son ERG.1SG have-OPT 

 no də haɣa də   ə bə mi ʒwənd kəwə -   
then for 3SG for CF ERG.1SG life do-OPT 

‘If I had had a son, then I would have lived for him.’ 

5.2.4 Reason 

Adverbial tʃe clauses can also express reason. These tʃe clauses can be preposed 

or postposed, and the verb in the tʃe clause is in the indicative mood. In  (120), the tʃe 
clause is preposed and gives a reason for the proposition in the independent clause. 

(120) [tʃe    xpəl zui nə gəɳ-e], 

COMP 1SG.ACC REFL son NEG consider.PRS-2SG 

 no zə bə t  xpəl      wə nə gəɳ-əm 
then 1SG.NOM FUT 2SG.ACC REFL father PFV NEG consider.PRS-1SG 

‘Since you don’t consider me your son, I won’t consider you my father.’ 

In  (121), the reason clause is postposed after the independent clause. 

(121) ʒər s-əi [tʃe də maktab dər=       
fast become.IMP-2PL COMP GEN school OC.2= on  

   wa tə kiʐ-i] 
late become.PRS.IPFV-3 

‘Hurry up because you all are becoming late for school.’ 

5.2.5 Circumstantial 

Another type of tʃe clause is a circumstantial clause. A circumstantial clause only 

occurs in a preposed position. Circumstantial tʃe clauses highlight a particular feature of 
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the context in which the main clause assertion is made. In this way, circumstantial clauses 

are similar to English adverbial clauses introduced by ‘it being the case’. 

(122) [haɣə a    -unə tʃe tə lər-e], 
those hope-PL COMP 2SG.NOM have.PRS-2SG 

 zə bə ye pʊra k-əm 
1SG.NOM FUT ACC.3 fulfill do.PRS.PFV-1SG 

‘It being the case that you have those hopes, I will fulfill them.’ 

Many clauses like  (122) are similar to relative clauses. However, the structure of the 

clause is not a relative clause. In  (122), the pre-tʃe DP haɣə a    -unə ‘those hopes’ is 
the accusative object of the dependent clause. A relative clause would require a 

resumptive clitic pronoun after tʃe in the dependent clause.
30

 However, since the 

dependent clause in  (122) is an adverbial tʃe clause, the pre-tʃe DP haɣə a    -unə 
‘those hopes’ is not a head noun, but rather it performs the role of object in the dependent 

clause. 

5.2.6 Temporal 

Adverbial tʃe clauses can also encode temporal relations. These temporal tʃe 
clauses can be either preposed or postposed. The tense, aspect, and mood of the verb 

form in the dependent clause in relation to the verb form of the independent clause 

partially determine the meaning of the sentence. 

5.2.6.1 Postposed temporal clauses 

In postposed temporal tʃe clauses, the verb is normally in the perfective past 

tense. The verb in the independent clause can appear in one of two tenses. First, the 

                                                 
30 One might argue that resumptive pronouns are optional in relative clauses and that the dependent clause 

in  (122) is a relative clause. However, when the head noun of the relative clause is not in sentence-initial 

position, resumptive pronouns are mandatory (cf. § 4.3.1). Furthermore, 2nd position clitics pattern in 

circumstantial tʃe clauses like other adverbial clauses. The behavior of 2nd position clitics in subordinate 

clauses is described in  Chapter 6. 
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independent clause verb can appear in the imperfective past tense. In this type of complex 

sentence, the postposed tʃe clause signals a completed action in the past tense that 

occurred while the event described in the independent clause was in process. In  (123), the 

independent clause contains an imperfective past tense verb tl-ə  ‘I was going’. The 

postposed tʃe clause contains the perfective past tense verb wə  ə e -ə  ‘they stopped’. 
Thus the postposed tʃe clause signals what happened against the background of the 

independent clause. 

(123) kor tə tl-əm [tʃe wəsləw   səɽ      = tə 
house to go.PST.IPFV-1SG COMP armed men OC.1= to 

 wə dər-ed-əl] 
PFV stop.PST-ANTIC-3PL 

‘I was going home when armed men stopped in front of me.’ 

A second option for the tense and aspect of the verb in the independent clause is 

the past perfect form. In  (124), the verb in the independent clause te   əwe  wʊ ‘it had 
passed’ is in the past perfect form.

31
 The subordinate tʃe clause contains a perfective past 

tense verb form. 

(124) z   də   təg yəw kal ter səw-ei w-ʊ 
1SG.GEN from coming one year pass become.PTCP-MSG be.PST-3MSG 

 [tʃe ɖer saxt mariz sw-əm] 

COMP very severe sick become.PST.PFV-1SG 

‘From my coming one year had passed when I became very badly sick.’ 

In both examples  (123) and  (124), the verbs in the independent clauses give background 

information. The verb in the dependent tʃe clause signals a main event in a storyline. 

                                                 
31 The perfect is formed by the participle of the verb, inflected for gender and number, followed by a form 

of ‘to be’. For the present perfect, ‘to be’ is in the present tense. For the past perfect, ‘to be’ is in the past 

tense. All perfect predicates follow an ergative-accusative system. 
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Thus, a postposed bare tʃe clause is used to signal that main event in relation to the 

background of the independent clause. Because of this relationship, the order of the 

clauses signals the order of the action in the sentence. 

5.2.6.2 Preposed temporal clauses 

While postposed temporal tʃe clauses seem to be limited to a few combinations of 

tense structures, preposed temporal tʃe clauses have more options. That is, various 

combinations of verbs in the dependent and independent clause can occur together. Four 

types of preposed temporal clauses are enumerated in the following discussion. Other 

verb forms, such as perfect forms, can also occur in certain sentences. 

In a preposed temporal tʃe clause, one possible verb form is the present indicative 

form. When the present indicative is used in the dependent clause, the tʃe clause 

describes a general truth or habitual event. The verb in the independent clause also 

appears in the present indicative. Examples of preposed temporal tʃe clauses with present 

indicative verbs are shown in  (125) and  (126). 

(125) [tʃe    səɽei dəltə   .dz-i], 
COMP this man here come.PRS.IPFV-3 

 zə ɖer xwʊʃ   ə keʐ-əm 

1SG.NOM very happy become.PRS.IPFV-1SG 

‘When that man comes here, I become very happy.’ 

(126) [tʃe xəlg t  zəher-əw-i], 
COMP people 2SG.ACC degraded–do.PRS.IMPFV-3 

 no zə ham zəher-eʐ-əm 

then 1SG.NOM also degraded-become.PRS.IMPFV-1SG 

‘When people degrade you, I also am degraded.’ 

Another common type of preposed temporal tʃe clauses involves verb forms in the 

perfective past tense. Both the tʃe clause and the independent clause contain perfective 
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past tense verbs. When such verb forms are used in complex sentences, a temporal 

sequence relation is created between the preposed dependent tʃe clause and the 

independent clause. 

(127) [tʃe    səɽei dəltə   .ɣ-əi], 
COMP this man here come.PST.PFV-3MSG 

 ɖer xwʊʃ   ə sw-əm 

very happy become.PST.PFV-1SG 

‘When this man came here (after that man came here), I became very happy.’ 

(128) [tʃe    xpəl-i stərgi     -i kɽ-e], 

COMP 1SG.ERG REFL-FPL eye.FPL open-FPL do.PST.PFV-3FPL 

    rəxchinə ye pə chapə   ə wə wəh-ələ 
this hat ERG.3 with slap PFV hit.PST.PFV-3FSG 

‘When I opened my eyes (after I opened my eyes), he slapped this hat.’ 

In  (127) and  (128), the clauses in the complex sentence are in a temporal sequence 

relation. After the event named by the dependent clause occurred, the event named by the 

independent clause occurred. 

In another type of preposed temporal tʃe clause, the verb in the tʃe clause is in the 

imperfective past tense. The verb in the independent clause can occur in various tenses. If 

the independent clause verb is also in the imperfective past tense, the sentence can 

describe a general or habitual situation in the past. The modal particle  ə is used with 

such habitual past verbs. 
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(129) [tʃe    səɽei bə dəltə   .tl-əi], 
COMP this man HAB.PST here come.PST.IPFV-3MSG 

 ɖer bə xwʊʃ   ə ked-əl-əm 

much HAB.PST happy become.PST.IPFV-1SG 

‘When this man would come here, I would become very happy.’
32

 

Without the use of the habitual particle  ə, the imperfective past tense signals the 

past progressive. If the tʃe clause has such an imperfective past tense verb, then the 

independent clause can also appear in the imperfective past. In  (130), the verbs in both 

clauses are in the imperfective past tense. There is a concurrent time relation describing 

one action that was occurring during another ongoing action in the past. 

(130) [tʃe    səɽei dəltə   .tl-əi], 
COMP this man here come.PST.IPFV-3MSG 

 zə pə   z   ki gərdz-ed-ələm 

1SG.ABS in market in move.PST-ANTIC-1SG 

‘When this man was coming here, I was walking in the market.’ 

However, the verb in the independent clause can also appear in the perfective past 

tense. In this case, a concurrent time relation occurs. In  (131), the verb in the dependent 

tʃe clause is in the imperfective past tense and describes an ongoing action in the past 

tense. The perfective past verb in the independent clause signals a completed action that 

occurred while the dependent clause predicate was occurring. 

                                                 
32 The predicate in the independent clause is xwʊʃ   ə ked-əl-əm ‘happy become.PST.IPFV-1SG’. The 

word ɖer ‘very, much’ is an intensifier which can modify an adjective or a predicate. Thus ɖer ‘much’ is 
its own constituent in  (129) and modifies the predicate. For this reason, the 2nd position clitic bə 
‘HAB.PST’ occurs immediately after ɖer ‘much’. 
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(131) [tʃe os    xpəl moʈar  t  zui tə wər.kəw-əi] 
COMP now 1SG.ERG REFL car 2SG.GEN son to give.PST.IPFV-3MSG 

 t  dzini   = wə gərdz-əw-əi 
2SG.ERG from.3 VC.1= PFV move.PST-CAUS-3MSG 

‘Just now as I was giving my car to your son, you took it away from him.’ 

Notice that this last type of complex sentence is similar to the postposed temporal tʃe 
clause in § 5.2.6.1. The order of the verb forms in both types of sentences is imperfective 

past in the first clause followed by perfective past in the second clause. However, the 

order of independent and dependent clause is reversed. When the dependent is ordered 

first, the sentence has a concurrent time relation similar to While…. or As… concurrent 

time sentences in English. When the independent clause comes first as in § 5.2.6.1, the 

postposed dependent clause signals an abrupt event in the mainline of the story. 

The verb in the preposed temporal tʃe clause can also appear in the subjunctive 

mood. As seen in § 5.2.3, the present subjunctive can be used in adverbial bare tʃe clauses 

to signal a future conditional predicate. However, a present subjunctive verb form in a tʃe 
clause can also encode a predicate whose completion is farther removed from reality. In 

both  (132) and  (133), the dependent clause verb is in the present subjunctive. The 

predicates in both of these examples are unfulfilled. 

(132) [tʃe    səɽei dəltə   .s-i], 
COMP this man here come.SBJV-3 

 zə bə ɖer xwʊʃ   ə s-əm 

1SG.NOM FUT very happy become.PRS.PFV-1SG 

‘When that man comes here (i.e., he hasn’t come yet), I will be very happy.’ 
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(133) [tʃe zə dar.s-əm],     bə xpəl kor tə  

COMP 1SG.NOM come.to.2.SBJV-1SG then FUT REFL house to  

 w  ɽ.s-u 
go.PRS.PFV-1PL 

‘When I come to you, then we will go to our house.’ 

This use of the present subjunctive in preposed tʃe temporal clauses is probably 

the same use as in conditional clauses described in § 5.2.3. In some languages, such when 

and if clauses are not distinguished (Thompson et al. 2007:258). In English, such clauses 

are largely determined by a degree of expectability. In Pashto, there is a separate 

morpheme,  ə ‘if’, for conditional clauses. Temporal clauses can also be made explicit 

using the wh- word  ə ə ‘when’ together with tʃe. However, the use of adverbial tʃe 
clauses to encode when and if clauses collapses the two into one structure. In Pashto, 

future conditional predicates in  ə clauses can occur in the perfective past tense. For such 

future conditional clauses with perfective past tense verb forms, the independent clause is 

usually marked by the future clitic  ə ‘FUT’. In tʃe temporal clauses as well, the 

perfective past tense can be used to signal a future unfulfilled event. Such a temporal tʃe 
clause is in  (134). In this example, the tʃe clause does not have a conditional if reading, 

but rather a temporal when reading. However, its verb form is similar to a conditional 

verb form.  

(134) [tʃe zmʊʐ imtə   -unə      sw-əl] 
COMP 1PL.GEN test-PL finished become.PST.PFV-3MPL 

     bə w  ɽ.s-u 

then FUT go.PRS.PFV-1PL 

‘When our tests are finished, then we will go.’ 
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Although such temporal and conditional tʃe clauses are identical structurally, for the 

purposes of semantically categorizing types of bare tʃe clauses, I do not collapse the two 

into one group. 

5.2.7 Conclusion 

As seen in the classification above, adverbial tʃe clauses can encode many types 

of subordinate clauses including purpose, result, reason, conditional, and various 

temporal clauses. When such an adverbial tʃe clause is juxtaposed with an independent 

clause, the preposing or postposing of the bare tʃe clause and the verbal form used in the 

tʃe clause determines the semantic interpretation of the clause. 

5.3 Inverted adverbial tʃe clauses 

As shown in § 5.2, tʃe can introduce various types of adverbial subordinate 

clauses. The type of adverbial clause is evident by the verb forms used in both the 

dependent and independent clauses, and by the location of the dependent clause in 

relation to the independent clause. Preposed adverbial clauses are unique in Pashto, 

because one major-stressed syntactic constituent can occur before tʃe. This phenomenon 

is governed by both syntactic and prosodic factors. In fact, the possible syntactic 

elements that can occur before tʃe correspond to the possible syntactic elements that can 

occur before 2
nd

 position clitics. One way of accounting for this fact is to say that tʃe can 

optionally occur as a 2
nd

 position clitic in preposed adverbial clauses. 

5.3.1 Description of inversion in preposed adverbial clauses 

Preposed adverbial tʃe clauses behave differently than other subordinate clauses 

in Pashto with regards to the position of tʃe. In preposed tʃe adverbial clauses, clausal 

elements can appear before tʃe. Because subordinate clauses are usually introduced by 

tʃe, the normal positions of tʃe and the first constituent of the clause are “inverted.” For 
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this reason, I label these preposed adverbial clauses in which a constituent appears before 

tʃe as INVERTED ADVERBIAL CLAUSES.  

To describe the phenomenon of inverted adverbial clauses, it is important to note 

which adverbial tʃe clauses are preposed. Table 6 shows the classification of such tʃe 
clauses described in § 5.2. 

Table 6: Position of tʃe adverbial clauses 

Preposed Postposed 

If conditional clause 
Reason 

Circumstantial 
Temporal clauses (§ 5.2.6.2) 

Purpose 
Result 
Reason 

Temporal clauses (§ 5.2.6.1) 

In the preposed tʃe clauses, clausal constituents can appear before tʃe. 
Example  (135) is the same as the temporal sequence sentence  (128) except that    
‘1SG.ERG’, the subject of the tʃe clause, now appears before the complementizer tʃe. 

(135) [   tʃe xpəl-i stərgi     -i kɽ-e], 

1SG.ERG COMP REFL-FPL eye.FPL open.PST.PFV-FPL do.PST.PFV-3FPL 

    rəxchinə ye pə chapə   ə wə wəh-ələ 
this hat ERG.3 with slap PFV hit.PST.PFV-3FSG 

‘When I opened my eyes (after I opened my eyes), he slapped this hat.’ 

As stated above, inverted adverbial clauses in Pashto only occur with preposed 

adverbial tʃe clauses. Examples  (136) and  (137) are taken from sentences  (121) and  (123) 

which have postposed adverbial tʃe clauses. In  (136), the constituent  ə  aktab ‘of 

school’ in the postposed reason clause, and in  (137), the constituent wə  əw    əɽ    
‘armed men’ in the postposed temporal clause cannot occur before tʃe. 
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(136) *ʒər s-əi [də maktab tʃe dər=        
fast become.IMP-2PL GEN school COMP OC.2= on 

   wa tə kiʐ-i] 
late become.PRS.IPFV-3 

‘Finish your tea because you all are becoming late for school.’ 

(137) *kor tə tl-əm [wəsləw   səɽ    tʃe   = tə 
house to go.PST.IPFV-1SG armed men COMP OC.1= to 

 wə dər-ed-əl] 
PFV stop.PST-ANTIC-3PL 

‘I was going home when armed men stopped in front of me.’ 

Similar inverted preposed clauses occur in Farsi. Like tʃe in Pashto, the 

complementizer ke in Farsi introduces many types of subordinate clauses. Taghvaipour 

(2005:64) comments that one of ke’s functions is as a topicalizer. In Taghvaipour’s 
example (shown here in  (138)), the object of the preposed ke clause appears before ke. 

(138) Farsi 

[xunæ-ro ke tæmiz kærdi], be mæn telefon kon 
house-RA that clean do.PST.2SG to I phone do.IMP.2SG 

‘As soon as you are done with cleaning the house, call me.’ 

(Taghvaipour 2005:64) 

Other examples of inverted adverbial clauses in preposed ke adverbial clauses are 

seen in Afghan Farsi, i.e., Dari. In  (139), the subject of the preposed ke clause ma ‘1SG’ 

occurs before the complementizer ke. 

(139) Afghan Farsi 

[ma ke az pesh-e daftar pas   a -am], 

1SG COMP from before-EZ office back come.PST-1SG 

   z i    -a me-kun-am 

then this job-RA IPFV-do-1SG 

‘When I come back from the office, then I will do this job.’ 

(personal field notes) 
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5.3.2 Tʃe as an optional 2
nd

 position clitic 

5.3.2.1 Constituents which appear before tʃe in inverted adverbial clauses  

As seen in the Farsi examples in  (138) and  (139), subjects and objects can occur 

before ke at the beginning of preposed adverbial clause. In Pashto as well, various 

constituents of the clause can appear before tʃe. However, two constituents that both 

receive major stress cannot occur before tʃe. In  (140), tʃe can appear clause-initially, as in 

(a), or after the subject DP     əɽe  ‘this man’, as in (b). However, the DP     əɽe  ‘this 

man’ and the adverb  ə tə ‘here’ cannot both occur before tʃe, as in (c). 

(140) a. [tʃe    səɽei dəltə   .dz-i], 
  COMP this man here come.PRS.IPFV-3 

  zə ɖer xwʊʃ   ə keʐ-əm 

 1SG.NOM very happy become.PRS.IPFV-1SG 

 ‘When that man comes here, I become very happy.’ 

 b. [   səɽei tʃe dəltə   .dz-i], 
  this man COMP here come.PRS.IPFV-3 

  zə ɖer xwʊʃ   ə keʐ-əm 

  1SG.NOM very happy become.PRS.IPFV-1SG 

  ‘When that man comes here, I become very happy.’ 

 c. *[   səɽei dəltə tʃe   .dz-i], 
  this man here COMP come.PRS.IPFV-3 

  zə ɖer xwʊʃ   ə keʐ-əm 

 1SG.NOM very happy become.PRS.IPFV-1SG 

 ‘When that man comes here, I become very happy.’ 

The question arises as to what constituents can appear before tʃe in inverted 

adverbial clauses. To answer this question, it is necessary to consider clauses without free 

DPs and adverb phrases, i.e., clauses with only verbal elements, including the perfective 

auxiliary wə, and various clitics, including clitic Pro-PPPs and adpositional phrases with 
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clitics in object position. These kinds of clauses are important because the verbal 

elements mentioned above cannot occur before free DPs and adverb phrases in Pashto. 

In  (141), there are no free DPs. The ergative subject is the 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’, 

and there is no object (cf. footnote 16). In  (141)(a), the preposed adverbial clause is 

introduced by tʃe. In  (141)(b), the perfective auxiliary wə occurs before tʃe. 

(141) a. [tʃe wə mi kat-əl], 
 COMP PFV ERG.1SG look.PST-3MPL 

  etsok nə wʊ 
 no one NEG be.PST-3MSG 

 ‘When I looked, there was no one.’ 

 b. [wə tʃe mi kat-əl], 
  PFV COMP ERG.1SG look.PST-3MP 

   etsok nə wʊ 
  no one NEG be.PST-3MSG 

  ‘When I looked, there was no one.’ 

In  (142), again there are no free DPs. The ergative subject is the 2
nd

 position clitic 

mi ‘1SG’. Also, in  (142)(a), the Pro-PPP dzini ‘from.3’ and the directional clitic   = 
‘VC.1’ appear before the perfective auxiliary.

33
 Neither of these carry stress. The Pro-PPP 

dzini ‘from.3’ cannot appear before tʃe by itself, as in  (142)(b). The directional clitic   = 

‘VC.1’ cannot appear before tʃe together with dzini ‘from.3’ either, as in  (142)(c). 

However, in  (142)(d), dzini ‘from.3’,   = ‘VC.1’, and the perfective auxiliary wə all 

appear before tʃe because wə is stressed. 

                                                 
33 Recall from § 2.2.2.1 that the initial a in axistəl separates from its stem and coalesces with the perfective 

auxiliary wə. 
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(142) a [tʃe dzini   = w  mi xist-əl], 
  COMP from.3 VC.1= PFV+a ERG.1SG take.PST-3MPL 

   no kor tə w  ɽ-əm 

  then home to go.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I took them from him, then I went home.’ 

 b. *[dzini tʃe   = w  mi xist-əl], 
  from.3 COMP VC.1= PFV+a ERG.1SG take.PST-3MPL 

   no kor tə w  ɽ-əm 

  then home to go.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I took them from him, then I went home.’ 

 c. *[dzini   = tʃe w  mi xist-əl], 
  from.3 VC.1= COMP PFV+a ERG.1SG take.PST-3MPL 

   no kor tə w  ɽ-əm 

  then home to go.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I took them from him, then I went home.’ 

 d. [dzini   = w  tʃe mi xist-əl], 
  from.3 VC.1= PFV+a COMP ERG.1SG take.PST-3MP 

   no kor tə w  ɽ-əm 

  then home to go.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I took them from him, then I went home.’ 

In  (143), the ergative subject is again a 2
nd

 position clitic. In  (143)(a), the 

unstressed adpositional phrase wə = tə ‘to him’, which has the 3
rd

 person clitic wə = 

‘OC.3’ as its object, appears directly before the perfective auxiliary wə. The adpositional 

phrase wə = tə ‘to him’ cannot appear before tʃe by itself, as shown in  (143)(b). 

However, both the adpositional phrase wə = tə ‘to him’ and the perfective auxiliary wə 
can appear before tʃe together, as in  (143)(c). 
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(143) a. [tʃe wər= tə wə mi way-əl], 
  COMP OC.3= to PFV ERG.1SG tell.PST-3MPL 

   no dzini w  ɽ-əm 

  then from.3 go.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I told him, then I left him.’ 

 b. *[wər= tə tʃe wə mi way-əl], 
  OC.3= to COMP PFV ERG.1SG tell.PST-3MPL 

   no dzini w  ɽ-əm 

  then from.3 go.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I told him, then I left him.’ 

 c. [wər= tə wə tʃe mi way-əl], 
  OC.3= to PFV COMP ERG.1SG tell.PST-3MPL 

   no dzini w  ɽ-əm 

  then from.3 go.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I told him, then I left him.’ 

In  (144)(a), the absolutive subject of the preposed adverbial clause is pro-

dropped, and only the verb is present. The verb in the preposed clause,  ʂe.   tə  ‘to sit’, 
is a compound intransitive verb consisting of two morphemes (cf. § 2.2.2.1). As 

exemplified in  (144)(b), when the verb is in the perfective aspect, the first morpheme of 

the compound verb receives stress and can occur before tʃe. 

(144) a. [tʃe kʂ .   t-ələm], no bidə sw-əm 

  COMP sit.PST.PFV-1SG then asleep become.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I sat down, then I fell asleep.’ 

  b. [kʂ  tʃe    t-ələm], no bidə sw-əm 

  sit COMP sit.PST.PFV-1SG then asleep become.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I sat down, then I fell asleep.’ 

While  (140)(c) shows that two free (i.e., not containing clitics) constituents cannot 

be fronted together before tʃe, examples  (141) through  (143) show that indeed multiple 
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syntactic constituents can occur before tʃe when those constituents include clitic Pro-

PPPs and adpositional phrases with clitics as their objects; i.e., when only one element of 

the pre-tʃe string is stressed. Furthermore, example  (144) shows that one morpheme 

within a compound verb can occur before tʃe when it is stressed. 

5.3.2.2 2
nd

 position clitic analysis of tʃe in inverted adverbial clauses 

As described in Chapter 2, stress plays a major role in 2
nd

 position clitic 

placement. Tegey’s clitic placement rule is repeated here. 

(145) Tegey’s clitic placement rule 

“Group I [2
nd

 position] clitics are placed after the first major surface constituent 

that bears at least one main stress—where ‘major constituent’ may be directly 

dominated by S, VP, or V” (1977:122). 

As described in § 2.2.2.1, clitic Pro-PPPs, directional clitics, and adpositional phrases 

with clitics as objects do not receive major stress, and thus do not host 2
nd

 position clitics. 

Also described in § 2.2.2.1, 2
nd

 position clitics appear after the first morpheme of 

compound verbs in the perfective aspect. With regards to the possible syntactic elements 

that can occur before tʃe in inverted adverbial clauses, the same issues of stress apply. All 

the examples from  (141) to  (144) require one major surface constituent that bears primary 

stress. Thus, Pro-PPPs, directional clitics, and adpositional phrases with clitics as objects 

cannot occur before tʃe by themselves. They can only occur before tʃe together with a 

constituent that receives major stress, in examples  (141) through  (143) the perfective 

auxiliary wə. In  (144), the compound verb is in the perfective aspect, and thus major 

stress falls on the first morpheme kʂe. Thus, the first morpheme can occur before tʃe. 
However, only one major-stressed constituent can appear before tʃe in inverted adverbial 

clauses. Since all free constituents have a major stress, two free constituents cannot 

simultaneously appear before tʃe, as in  (140)(c). Similarly, a 2
nd

 position clitic cannot 

appear in “3
rd

 position” after two free constituents. 
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The data presented in § 5.3.2.1 shows that in inverted adverbial clauses, tʃe 
behaves like other 2

nd
 position clitics. That is, the possible constituents that can occur 

before tʃe are precisely the constituents that occur before 2
nd

 position clitics. In other 

words, tʃe obeys Tegey’s clitic placement rule in  (40). Tʃe appears immediately after the 

first constituent of the preposed adverbial clause that bears major stress. By analyzing tʃe 
as a 2

nd
 position clitic, the question is no longer which clausal constituents can appear 

before tʃe, but rather after which constituents does tʃe appear in the clause. 

The 2
nd

 position cliticization of tʃe is optional in preposed adverbial clauses. Tʃe 
can also appear clause-initially with no change in meaning, as in the (a) examples 

of  (140) through  (144). The optionality of a morpheme to function as a 2
nd

 position clitic 

is attested in Latin where =cum ‘together with’ functions as an enclitic with personal and 

relative pronouns, but otherwise functions as a non-clitic preposition (Plank 2005:288, 

Hagège 2010:117). The Indo-Iranian Pamiri languages are closely related to Pashto. In 

the Pamiri languages, the position of some clitics is preferably 2
nd

 position; however, 

they also can occur further to the right in the clause (Erschler 2010:4-7). In Pashto, the 

particle no ‘then’ also e hibits optionality for placement in that it can occur in 2
nd

 

position or clause-initially (cf. footnote 14). While most Pashto clitics are strictly 2
nd

 

position, tʃe in preposed adverbial clauses is similar to no ‘then’ in that it optionally can 

occur as a 2
nd

 position clitic. Furthermore, in all other Pashto subordinate clauses 

(complement, relative, and postposed adverbial), tʃe never functions as a 2
nd

 position 

clitic (cf.  (136) and  (137)). Thus, the 2
nd

 position cliticization of tʃe is limited to preposed 

adverbial clauses. 

As a 2
nd

 position clitic, tʃe is unique when compared to other Pashto 2
nd

 position 

clitics in terms of its relative order. Since there is only one 2
nd

 position in a clause, tʃe 
naturally appears contiguous to the other 2

nd
 position clitics in inverted adverbial clauses. 
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However, tʃe can occur on either side of other 2
nd

 position clitics. In  (146), tʃe can occur 

immediately before the 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’, as in (a) (previously  (141)(a)), or 

immediately after mi ‘1SG’, as in (b).
34

 

(146) a. [wə tʃe mi kat-əl], 
  PFV COMP ERG.1SG look.PST-3MPL 

   etsok nə wʊ 
  no one NEG be.PST-3MSG 

  ‘When I looked, there was no one.’ 

 b. [wə mi tʃe kat-əl], 
  PFV ERG.1SG COMP look.PST-3MPL 

  etsok nə wʊ 
  no one NEG be.PST-3MSG 

  ‘When I looked, there was no one.’ 

When traditional 2
nd

 position clitics occur together in the same clause, they 

always occur in a fixed order (cf. § 2.2.2.1). A 2
nd

 position clitic analysis of tʃe thus 

results in tʃe having a different behavior than other 2
nd

 position clitics in that it can either 

appear first in a string of clitics or last in a string of clitics. 

5.3.2.3 A fronting analysis of inverted adverbial clauses 

Because tʃe can optionally occur as a 2
nd

 position clitic only in preposed adverbial 

claues, and because of its dissimilarity with the fixed order of other 2
nd

 position clitics, 

some questions arise in analyzing tʃe as a 2
nd

 position clitic. An alternative analysis of 

inverted adverbial clauses is to view the constituent which appears before tʃe as the result 

                                                 
34 The position of 2nd position clitics in subordinate clauses is described in detail in  Chapter 6. Special 

attention is given to the distinguishing role of 2nd position clitics in inverted adverbial clauses and relative 

clauses. 
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of a fronting process. According to this analysis, a fronting process causes one or more 

constituents to appear before an otherwise clause-initial tʃe. 
A fronting analysis of inverted adverbial tʃe clauses does not account for the data 

for several reasons. First, a fronting process would have to be a very limited process that 

only fronts the first constituent of a clause. As seen in  (141) through  (144), both the 

perfective marker wə and the first morpheme  ʂ  of  ʂ .  st-ə ə  ‘I sat’ can appear 

before tʃe. However, when a free DP is present in the adverbial clause, these morphemes 

cannot appear before tʃe. As mentioned in § 5.3.2.1, free DPs and adverbial phrases 

always precede auxiliary verb particles, clitic pro-forms, and other verbal elements. 

In  (147)(b), the presence of the DP ahmad ‘Ahmad’ in the clause inhibits wə ‘PFV’ from 

appearing before tʃe. In  (148)(b), the presence of the adverb  a tə ‘there’ inhibits  ʂ  
from appearing before tʃe. 

(147) a. [tʃe ahmad wə kat-əl], etsok nə wə 
  COMP Ahmad PFV look.PST-3MPL no one NEG be.PST-3MPL 

 ‘When Ahmad looked, there was no one.’ 

 b. *[wə tʃe ahmad kat-əl], etsok nə wə 
  PFV COMP Ahmad look.PST-3MPL no one NEG be.PST-3MPL 

 ‘When Ahmad looked, there was no one.’ 

(148) a. [tʃe haltə kʂ .   t-ələm], no bidə sw-əm 

  COMP there sit.PST.PFV-1SG then asleep become.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I sat down there, then I fell asleep.’ 

 b. *[kʂ  tʃe haltə    t-ələm], no bidə sw-əm 

  sit COMP there sit.PST.PFV-1SG then asleep become.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I sat down there, then I fell asleep.’ 

A fronting analysis does not predict these inhibitions; however, a 2
nd

 position clitic 

analysis of tʃe does. That is, in the clauses in  (147)(b) and  (148)(b), tʃe cannot appear 

where it does because the clause in  (149)(a) and (b) are not well-formed Pashto clauses. 
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(149) a. *wə ahmad kat-əl 
  PFV Ahmad look.PST-3MPL 

  ‘Ahmad looked.’ 

 b. *kʂ  haltə    t-ələm 

  sit there sit.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘I sat there.’ 

A second problem with a fronting analysis of inverted adverbial clauses is that 

multiple syntactic constituents can appear before tʃe. As described in § 5.3.2.2, the first 

constituent of the dependent clause that receives major stress and all the constituents that 

occur before that constituent can optionally appear before tʃe. Prosody and syntax 

function together in determining where tʃe can appear in a dependent clause. If the 

phenomenon of inverted adverbial clauses were solely a syntactic fronting process, then 

multiple syntactic constituents would not be expected to appear in a pre-tʃe position, as 

in  (142)(d) and  (143)(c). The fact that multiple syntactic constituents can occur before tʃe 
on the basis of a prosodic feature—stress—suggests that fronting is not taking place. A 

2
nd

 position analysis of tʃe, however, corresponds to the syntactic and prosodic thrusts 

which guide normal 2
nd

 position clitic placement in the language. Furthermore, the cases 

of attested endoclisis in the world’s languages are few and controversial. In Pashto, 

endoclisis occurs with 2
nd

 position clitics (cf. § 2.2.2.1). A fronting analysis would create 

another source for a pattern identical to endoclisis in sentences like  (144)(b). However, a 

2
nd

 position clitic analysis of tʃe explains this example. 

A final problem with a fronting analysis in adverbial clauses is that the constituent 

which occurs before tʃe does not have a specific pragmatic function in that position. 

Taghvaipour labels the similar inversion in Farsi preposed clauses as a topicalization 

process (2005:64). However, Taghvaipour does not actually explain the pragmatic 

function of topic for this structure. For Pashto, this inversion does not appear to be solely 
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a topicalization process. A focused constituent can also occur before tʃe. An example of 

such a focused element before tʃe occurs in  (150). The PP  a  a    tə ‘to Kandahar’ is 
focused in contrast with    ʊ  tə ‘to Kabul.’ This focused PP occurs before tʃe. 

(150) k  ʊl tə nə balki [ a  a    tə tʃe dz-i],  

Kabul to NEG rather Kandahar to COMP go.IPFV-3 

 ɖer xwʊʃ   ə kiʐ-i 
very happy become.PRS.IPFV-3 

‘Not to Kabul, but when he goes to Kandahar, he becomes very happy.’ 

Furthermore, fronting in inverted adverbial clauses cannot be labeled solely as a 

topicalization process given the data in  (141) through  (144). In  (141), the perfective 

auxiliary wə is in fronted position before tʃe. However, such markers are not usually 

topicalized. In  (142) and  (143), multiple constituents are fronted. Thus, no single element 

is being topicalized. Finally, in  (144), a single morpheme,  ʂe, of a compound verb is 

fronted. This morpheme on its own does not carry any semantic value apart from the 

other morpheme    t of the compound verb  ʂe.   tə  ‘to sit’. 
While a fronting analysis of inverted adverbial clauses and a 2

nd
 position clitic 

analysis of tʃe both have some drawbacks, the fronting analysis has many weaknesses. 

The behavior of tʃe in inverted clauses is remarkably similar to other 2
nd

 position clitics. 

For this reason, the 2
nd

 position clitic analysis of tʃe is the analysis that best explains the 

data. 

5.4 Conclusion 

Adverbial tʃe clauses can express many different kinds of semantic functions. 

Preposed adverbial tʃe clauses have a unique property in that the subordinating 

morpheme tʃe does not necessarily appear clause-initially. This chapter shows that tʃe can 

optionally occur as a 2
nd

 position clitic in inverted adverbial clauses. This phenomenon is 
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quite interesting because elsewhere in the language, tʃe always appears clause-initially. 

The peculiar behavior of tʃe in inverted adverbial tʃe clauses results in surface 

similarities with relative clauses. In the next chapter, I focus on 2
nd

 position clitic 

placement in subordinate clauses. The description of 2
nd

 position clitic placement sheds 

light on the syntactic differences between relative clauses and inverted adverbial clauses. 
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Chapter 6. 2
nd

 position clitics in subordinate clauses 

6.1 Issues in previous analyses 

The interaction of 2
nd

 position clitics and subordinate clauses is a matter which 

has not been examined in depth. However, certain conclusions have been drawn about the 

nature of 2
nd

 position clitics based upon a faulty understanding of subordinate clause 

structure in Pashto. For this reason, a clear outline of subordinate clauses is necessary for 

future analyses of 2
nd

 position clitics. 

Since Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics were first described in 1977 by Tegey, various 

scholars have tried to describe the complex nature of these particles. The different 

analyses have been based upon synta , phonology, or a combination of the two. Roberts’ 

(2000) syntactic analysis of 2
nd

 position clitics proposes that clitics are morphemes which 

occupy an agreement position high in the phrase structure tree. There is only one position 

higher in which phrasal constituents can occur, namely Spec/TP. This would correspond 

to the subject position in a language like English. In most sentences, the subject or object 

will move up to Spec/TP.
35

 With this analysis, a syntactic second position for clitic 

placement is eliminated. Clitics surface in so-called “second position” because of their 

location high in the tree structure under TP. When no overt DP is available to move to 

Spec/TP, the clitic undergoes Prosodic Inversion with the verb. 

In proposing such an analysis, Roberts cites examples in which it appears that 

clitic placement is optional. However, I will show that  (151)(a) and (b) are structurally 

                                                 
35 The Clitic Phrase is dominated by TP, and an EPP feature causes the subject or object DP to move to 

Spec/TP. 
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different kinds of clauses. Example  (151)(a) is an adverbial tʃe clause, while  (151)(b) is a 

true relative clause.
36

 

(151) a. haɣə joɽa tʃe ye aɣwost-e wə 
  that suit COMP ERG.3 wear.PTCP-FSG be.PST.3FSG 

  ganda w-ə 
  dirty be.PST-3FSG 

  ‘The suit that he was wearing was dirty.’ 

 b. haɣə joɽa tʃe aɣwost-e ye wə  

  that suit COMP wear.PTCP-FSG ERG.3 be.PST.3FSG 

  ganda w-ə 
  dirty be.PST-3FSG 

  ‘The suit that he was wearing was dirty.’ 

  (transcription modified from Roberts (2000:89)) 

The placement of the 2
nd

 position clitic ye ‘3’ appears to optionally occur directly after 

the complementizer tʃe in  (151)(a), or after the participial portion of the verb in  (151)(b) 

by Prosodic Inversion. Roberts states that in  (151)(a), the absence of an overt DP in the 

embedded clause allows the clitic to remain in situ with the complementizer tʃe as its 

phonological host (2000:89). If a DP were present in the embedded clause, the DP would 

have moved to Spec/TP, causing the clitic to seem to appear in second position. 

Roberts presents the examples in  (152). 

(152) a. kələ tʃe mi wə lid-ə     ɽ(ə) w-ʊ 
  when COMP ERG.1SG PFV see.PST-3MSG sick be.PST-3MSG 

  ‘When I saw him, he was sick.’ 

                                                 
36 Although the subordinate clauses in  (151)(a) and (b) are structurally different, I do not gloss them 

differently in order to represent Roberts’ (2000) analysis. For the same reasoning, I do not include 

brackets around the subordinate clauses or commas between clauses in examples  (151) through  (154).  
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 b. *kələ tʃe wə lid-ə mi     ɽ(ə) w-ʊ 
  when COMP PFV see.PST-3MSG ERG.1SG sick be.PST-3MSG 

  ‘When I saw him, he was sick.’ 

  (transcription modified from Roberts (2000:89)) 

In  (152)(a), the 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ identifies the ergative subject of ‘saw’, and the 

object is pro-dropped. With the absence of an overt DP in the clause in  (152)(a), mi ‘1SG’ 

remains in its base position as head of the Agreement Phrase (2000:90). In contrast 

with  (151), Prosodic Inversion cannot occur in  (152). Thus  (152)(b) is ungrammatical. 

Roberts does not have an explanation for why Prosodic Inversion is allowed in  (151) but 

not in  (152). 

Roberts asserts that when an overt DP is present in an argument position in the 

embedded clause, clitics can no longer occur immediately after the complementizer tʃe. 
In examples  (153) and  (154), a resumptive pronoun occurs inside the relative clause. For 

both  (153) and  (154), the only possible placement of the clitic ye ‘3’ is after the first 

constituent following tʃe, as in the (a) examples.  

(153) a. haɣə kisa tʃe     ye lwəl-i 
  that story COMP John ACC.3 read.PRS-3 

  ɖer-ə uʐd-a də 
  very-FSG  long-FSG be.3FSG 

  ‘The story that John is reading is very long.’ 

 b. *haɣə kisa tʃe ye     lwəl-i 
  that story COMP ACC.3 John read.PRS-3 

  ɖer-ə uʐd-a də 
  very-FSG long-FSG be.3FSG 

  ‘The story that John is reading is very long.’ 

  (transcription modified from Roberts (2000:90)) 
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(154) a. haɣə səɽei tʃe tə ye melmə kəɽ-ei w-e 

  that man COMP 2SG.ABS ERG.3 guest do.PTCP-MSG be.PST-2SG 

  w  ɽ-əi 
  go.PST.PFV-3MSG 

  ‘The man who had invited you left.’ 

 b. ?
37

 haɣə səɽei tʃe ye tə melmə kəɽ-ei w-e 

   that man COMP ERG.3 2SG.ABS guest do.PTCP-MSG be.PST-2SG 

  w  ɽ-əi 
  go.PST.PFV-3MSG 

  ‘The man who had invited you left.’ 

 c. *haɣə səɽei tʃe tə melmə ye kəɽ-ei w-e 

  that man COMP 2SG.ABS guest ERG.3 do.PTCP-MSG be.PST-2SG 

  w  ɽ-əi 
  go.PST.PFV-3MSG 

  ‘The man who had invited you left.’ 

  (transcription modified from Roberts (2000:91)) 

Roberts thus uses examples  (151) through  (154) to assert that “a second-position 

clitic may immediately follow the complementizer tʃe only when the clause does not 

contain a full NP” (2000:91). When a full DP subject or object is present in the embedded 

clause, this DP will move to Spec/TP in order to satisfy the EPP, and thus the clitic will 

appear in what seems like second position. 

While this analysis seems to fit the few examples seen here, there are several 

problems with this argument. First, Roberts’ conclusion maintains that a clitic cannot 

occur immediately after the complementizer if there is an overt DP in the clause. 

However, the clitic can appear immediately after the complementizer even when there is 

an overt DP in the clause. In comparison with  (152), an overt DP is present in  (155). This 

                                                 
37 Roberts (2000:92) calls this example marginal. However, all the Pashtuns with whom I checked this 

example reject its grammaticality. 
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DP—    ə ə ə ‘this news’—is the absolutive object of the subordinate clause. In spite of 

the presence of this full DP, the 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ still can appear immediately 

after the complementizer tʃe. 

(155) [kələ tʃe mi    xəbərə w w e -ələ], 
when COMP ERG.1SG this news hear.PST.PFV-FSG 

 no ɖer xwʊʃ   ə sw-əm 
then very happy become.PST.PFV-1SG 

‘When I heard this news, I became very happy.’ 

Example  (155) proves that the lack of a full DP in the dependent clause is not the factor 

that allows a 2
nd

 position clitic to appear immediately after tʃe. 
Another problem with Roberts’ analysis is the fundamental understanding of the 

subordinate clause structure in  (151). In  (151), both (a) and (b) receive the same gloss. 

Thus the different placement of the clitic implies optionality for clitic placement which 

then has to be explained using Prosodic Inversion. However, I claim that the two clauses 

(a) and (b) are structurally distinct. The true relative clause appears in  (151)(b), while the 

subordinate clause in  (151)(a) is an adverbial clause. To be more specific, the subordinate 

clause in  (151)(a) is an inverted adverbial tʃe clause in which the object of the clause 

 aɣə   ɽa ‘that suit’ appears before tʃe. This adverbial clause is a circumstantial clause 

(cf. § 5.2.5). A better gloss for  (151)(a) would be ‘It being the case that he had put on the 

suit, it was dirty’.  

Since the dependent clause in  (151)(a) is an inverted adverbial tʃe clause, where 

does second position come in relation to tʃe? This is an important question. I show in the 

following section that a 2
nd

 position clitic in an inverted adverbial tʃe clause is contiguous 

to the complementizer tʃe. This is expected since tʃe functions as a 2
nd

 position clitic in 

inverted adverbial clauses. To begin, I describe how all subordinate tʃe clauses 
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(complement, relative, and adverbial) behave the same with respect to clitic placement. 

Then I illustrate how 2
nd

 position clitics appear contiguous to the complementizer tʃe in 

inverted adverbial clauses. Such an analysis counters Roberts’ argumentation and 

eliminates the mystery of Prosodic Inversion in examples  (151) and  (152). Ultimately, 

this analysis shows that the different placement of the 2
nd

 postion clitic ye ‘3’ in  (151) is 

not a case of optional clitic placement, but rather due to the differences in clause types 

between  (151)(a) and (b). 

6.2 2
nd

 position clitic placement in subordinate clauses 

As previously shown, the three main types of subordinate clauses in Pashto are 

introduced by the same complementizer tʃe. Just like independent clauses, subordinate 

clauses can also contain 2
nd

 position clitics. The fact that clauses are subordinate does not 

change the “rules” about where 2
nd

 position clitics appear in the clause. 

6.2.1 Complement clauses 

Recall that verbal complement clauses always appear post-verbally in Pashto (cf. 

§ 3.2.1). Thus, similar to postposed adverbial clauses (cf.  (136) and  (137)), no constituent 

of the verbal complement clause can occur before tʃe. In  (156), the subject of the 

dependent clause, tə ‘2SG’, cannot occur before tʃe. 

(156) *zə poh-eʐ-əm [te tʃe dawud peʒən-e] 

1SG.NOM know.PRS-ANTIC-1SG 2SG.NOM COMP Dawud know.PRS-2SG 

‘I know that you know Dawud.’
38

 

Since inversion is not possible in complement clauses, all complement clauses are 

introduced by tʃe.39
 

                                                 
38 In this e ample, two different verbs are glossed ‘know’. Pohedəl means to know cognitively, while 

peʒəndəl means to know familiarly. 
39 Recall from § 3.2.1 that tʃe is optional for verbal complement clauses. 
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Second position in a subordinate clause is the same as in an independent clause. 

However, the complementizer tʃe does not count in regards to clitic placement. Thus 

apart from inverted adverbial tʃe clauses, 2
nd

 position clitics do not occur immediately 

after tʃe. In the verbal complement clause in  (157)(a), the 2
nd

 position clitic ye ‘3’ occurs 

in the second position of the CP after the subject tə ‘2SG’. E ample  (157)(b) shows that 

the placement of the clitic immediately after the complementizer tʃe is ungrammatical. 

The clitic placement in the subordinate clause in  (157)(a) is the same as an independent 

clause. In the independent clause in  (157)(c), the clitic ye ‘3’ also appears after tə ‘2SG’. 

(157) Verbal complement clause 

a. zə poh-eʐ-əm [tʃe tə ye 

  1SG.NOM know.PRS-ANTIC-1SG COMP 2SG.NOM ACC.3 

  peʒən-e] 

  know.PRS-2SG 

  ‘I know that you know him.’ 

 b. *zə poh-eʐ-əm [tʃe ye tə  

  1SG.NOM know.PRS-ANTIC-1SG COMP ACC.3 2SG.NOM 

  peʒən-e] 

  know.PRS-2SG 

  ‘I know that you know him.’ 

 c. te ye peʒən-e 

  2SG.NOM ACC.3 know.PRS-2SG 

  ‘You know him.’ 

In the absence of a full DP in the complement clause, Roberts’ analysis would 

predict optional Prosodic Inversion of the clitic with the verb, as in  (151). However, 

when a full DP does not occur in the complement clause, 2
nd

 position clitics cannot 

appear contiguous to tʃe. The examples in  (158)(a) and (b) are the same as the examples 

in  (157)(a) and (b) except that the subject tə ‘2SG.NOM’ has been pro-dropped. Thus, no 
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overt DP occurs in the complement clause. The 2
nd

 position clitic ye ‘3’ can only occur 

after the verb, as in  (158)(a), and not before the verb, as in  (158)(b).  

(158) a. zə poh-eʐ-əm [tʃe peʒən-e ye] 
  1SG.NOM know.PRS-ANTIC-1SG COMP know.PRS-2SG ACC.3 

  ‘I know that you know him.’ 

 b. *zə poh-eʐ-əm [tʃe ye peʒən-e] 
  1SG.NOM know.PRS-ANTIC-1SG COMP ACC.3 know.PRS-2SG 

  ‘I know that you know him.’ 

In nominal complement clauses as well, the second position clitic appears after 

the first constituent following tʃe in the CP component. In  (159)(a), the modal 2
nd

 

position clitic  ə ‘FUT’ appears in second position after  a   ‘tomorrow’ in the embedded 
CP of the complex DP. The clitic cannot appear immediately after the complementizer tʃe 
as in  (159)(b). 

(159) Nominal complement clause
40

 

a. [   xəbərə [tʃe  a   bə dʊ    
  this news COMP tomorrow FUT world 

  ɣarq-ə s-i]], ɣalat-ə də 
  drown-FSG become.PRS.PFV-3 wrong-FSG be.3FSG 

  ‘This news that the world is going to end tomorrow is wrong.’ 

 b. *[   xəbərə [tʃe bə  a   dʊ    
  this news COMP FUT tomorrow world 

  ɣarq-ə s-i]], ɣalat-ə də 
  drown-FSG become.PRS.PFV-3 wrong-FSG be.3FSG 

  ‘This news that the world is going to end tomorrow is wrong.’ 

                                                 
40 This e ample also poses a problem for Roberts’ (2000) analysis of 2nd position clitics. For his analysis to 

work, adverbs would have to be allowed in Spec/TP. However, adverbs traditionally do not appear in this 

position. 
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Similarly, for those complex DPs with extraposed elements, 2
nd

 position clitics appear in 

the second position after tʃe. In  (160)(a), although the CP component of the complex DP 

is extraposed, the 2
nd

 position clitic ye ‘3’ appears after the first constituent after the 

complementizer,        ‘this deed’. The clitic cannot appear immediately after tʃe as 

in  (160)(b). 

(160) Extraposed CP in a complex DP 

a. zə pə [de] poh-eʐ-əm 

  1SG.NOM in this.OBL know.PRS-ANTIC-1SG 

  [tʃe        ye kəɽ-ei dəi] 
  COMP this deed ERG.3 do.PTCP-MSG be.3MSG 

  ‘I know that he did this.’ 

 b. *zə pə [de] poh-eʐ-əm 

  1SG.NOM in this.OBL know.PRS-ANTIC-1SG 

  [tʃe ye        kəɽ-ei dəi] 
  COMP ERG.3 this deed do.PTCP-MSG be.3MSG 

  ‘I know that he did this.’ 

Thus 2
nd

 position clitics always appear in the second position after the complementizer 

tʃe in complement clauses. 

6.2.2 Relative clauses 

Relative clauses frequently contain 2
nd

 position clitics. As in complement clauses, 

2
nd

 position clitics in relative clauses serve their normal functions of ergative subject, 

accusative object, and genitive possessor. However, in contrast to complement clauses, 

2
nd

 position clitics can also serve as resumptive pronouns in relative clauses. Recall that 

relativized accusative arguments in present tense clauses, relativized ergative arguments 

in past tense clauses, relativized oblique DPs, and relativized genitive DPs require a 

resumptive pronoun in the relative clause (cf. § 4.3). Regardless of whether a 2
nd

 position 
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clitic in a relative clause is resumptive or not, it always appears in 2
nd

 position. In  (161), 

the 2
nd

 position clitic  ə is not a resumptive pronoun; instead, it is a modal clitic that 

marks the habitual past. The Pro-PPP pə ʂe ‘in.3’ is the resumptive element. The 2nd
 

position clitic must appear after the pronoun  ʊʐ ‘1PL’ as in  (161)(a) and cannot appear 

immediately after tʃe as in  (161)(b). 

(161) Non-resumptive 2
nd

 position clitic pronoun in a relative clause 

a. haɣə w  ə [tʃe mʊʐ bə har-ə wrədz 

  that stream COMP 1PL HAB.PST every-FSG day 

   pəkʂe ləmb-ed-əlu], zmʊʐ kor tə nɪʒde w-ə 
  in.3 swim.PST-ANTIC-1PL 1PL.GEN house to near be.PST-3FSG 

  ‘That stream in which we would go swimming every day was near our house.’ 

 b. *haɣə w  ə [tʃe bə mʊʐ har-ə wrədz 

  that stream COMP HAB.PST 1PL every-FSG day 

   pəkʂe ləmb-ed-əlu], zmʊʐ kor tə nɪʒde w-ə 
  in.3 swim.PST-ANTIC-1PL 1PL.GEN house to near be.PST-3FSG 

  ‘That stream in which we would go swimming every day was near our house.’ 

Similarly, in  (162)(a), the 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ is not resumptive but is a genitive 

possessor of the subject of the embedded clause. This 2
nd

 position clitic is not 

syntactically part of the subject DP ‘my father’, since free possessor DPs occur before the 

noun (cf. § 2.1.3). The Pro-PPP pəkʂe ‘in.3’ is the resumptive element. The 2
nd

 position 

clitic mi ‘1SG’ must appear after      ‘father’ as in  (162)(a) and cannot appear 

immediately after the complementizer tʃe as in  (162)(b). 

(162) Non-resumptive 2
nd

 position clitic pronoun in a relative clause 

a. daɣə kor [tʃe      mi pəkʂe os-iʐ-i], 
  this house COMP father GEN.1SG in.3 reside.PRS-ANTIC-3 

  ɖer ɣaʈ dəi 
  very big be.3MSG 

  ‘This house that my father lives in is very big.’ 
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 b. *daɣə kor [tʃe mi      pəkʂe os-iʐ-i], 
  this house COMP GEN.1SG father in.3 reside.PRS-ANTIC-3 

  ɖer ɣaʈ dəi 
  very big be.3MSG 

  ‘This house that my father lives in is very big.’ 

When a 2
nd

 position clitic is used resumptively in a relative clause, it must still appear in 

the second position after tʃe. In  (163)(a), the 2
nd

 position clitic ye ‘3’ is a resumptive 

pronoun used to fill the accusative object position of the embedded clause. It can only 

appear after the first constituent of the embedded clause zə ‘1SG’. The appearance of ye 

‘3’ immediately after the complementizer as in  (163)(b) yields an ungrammatical result. 

(163) Relativized object (P) in present tense – resumptive pronoun 

a.    səɽei [tʃe zə ye win-əm], 

  this man COMP 1SG.NOM ACC.3 see.PRS-1SG 

  z        dəi 
  1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘This man that I see is my father.’ 

 b. *   səɽei [tʃe ye zə win-əm], 

  this man COMP ACC.3 1SG.NOM see.PRS-1SG 

  z        dəi 
  1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘This man that I see is my father.’ 

Similarly, when an ergative argument is relativized, the resumptive pronoun appears in 

second position after tʃe. In  (164)(a), the 2
nd

 position clitc ye ‘3’ appears after the first 

constituent following the complementizer tʃe. The clitic ye ‘3’ cannot appear immediately 

after tʃe as in  (164)(b). 
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(164) Relativized ergative (A) in past tense – resumptive pronoun 

a. haɣə səɽei [tʃe zə ye wə wəh-ələm], 

  that man COMP 1SG.ABS ERG.3 PFV hit.PST-1SG 

  wə təʂt-ed-əi 
  PFV flee.PST-ANTIC-3MSG 

  ‘That man that hit me ran away.’ 

 b. *haɣə səɽei [tʃe ye zə wə wəh-ələm], 

  that man COMP ERG.3 1SG.ABS PFV hit.PST-1SG 

  wə təʂt-ed-əi 
  PFV flee.PST-ANTIC-3MSG 

  ‘That man that hit me ran away.’ 

The same pattern is seen with resumptive genitive clitics. In  (165)(a), the 2
nd

 position 

clitic ye ‘3’ must appear after the first constituent following tʃe.41
 The appearance of ye 

‘3’ immediately after tʃe in  (165)(b) is ungrammatical. 

(165) Relativized genitive possessor – Resumptive pronoun 

a. haɣə səɽei [tʃe wror ye os   z   tə w  ɽ-əi], 
  that man COMP brother GEN.3 now market to go.PST.PFV-3MSG 

   z        dəi 
  1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘That man whose brother just went to the market is my father.’ 

 b. *haɣə səɽei [tʃe ye wror os   z   tə w  ɽ-əi], 
  that man COMP GEN.3 brother now market to go.PST.PFV-3MSG 

   z        dəi 
  1SG.GEN father be.3MSG 

  ‘That man whose brother just went to the market is my father.’ 

                                                 
41 Again recall that the clitic ye ‘3’ is not part of the DP containing wror ‘brother’ (cf.  (162)). A normal 

possessor would occur before the noun it modifies. 
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Relative clauses behave similarly to complement clauses with respect to the 

placement of 2
nd

 position clitics. Regardless of whether they are resumptive or not, these 

clitics always appear in the second position which is immediately after the first 

constituent that receives major stress following tʃe. These clitics can never appear 

immediately after the complementizer tʃe. 
6.2.3 Adverbial tʃe clauses 

As described in  Chapter 5, adverbial tʃe clauses can either be postposed after the 

independent clause or preposed before the independent clause. Sentence meaning is 

partially determined by the position of the adverbial tʃe clause in relation to the 

independent clause and the verbal forms used in each clause. When the complementizer 

tʃe introduces an adverbial clause (i.e., in non-inverted tʃe clauses), it cannot host a 2
nd

 

position clitic. Thus, as in complement clauses and relative clauses, 2
nd

 position clitics 

appear after the first constituent following tʃe in adverbial clauses. 

6.2.3.1 Adverbial tʃe clauses and 2
nd

 position clitics 

As in other subordinate tʃe clauses, 2
nd

 position clitics appear in the second 

position after tʃe in non-inverted adverbial clauses as well. In the postposed adverbial 

purpose clause in  (166)(a), the clitic ye ‘3’ appears as the second constituent after tʃe. Ye 

‘3’ cannot appear immediately after the complementizer as in  (166)(b). 

(166) Postposed adverbial purpose clause  
a. daɣə kamis   wɽ-ə [tʃe zə ye w ɣwʊnd-əm] 

  this shirt bring.IMP-2SG COMP 1SG.NOM ACC.3 SBJV.wear-1SG 

  ‘Bring me that shirt so that I can wear it.’ 

 b. *daɣə kamis   wɽ-ə [tʃe ye zə w ɣwʊnd-əm] 

  this shirt bring.IMP-2SG COMP ACC.3 1SG.NOM SBJV.wear-1SG 

  ‘Bring me that shirt so that I can wear it.’ 
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Preposed non-inverted adverbial tʃe clauses behave the same as postposed clauses with 

respect to 2
nd

 position clitics. In  (167)(a), the preposed temporal tʃe clause introduces a 

sequence of events. The 2
nd

 position clitic mo ‘1PL’ appears after the first constituent of 

the tʃe clause, the DP yəw   t mazal ‘one hour distance’. The clitic cannot appear 

immediately after tʃe as in  (167)(b). 

(167) Preposed temporal adverbial clause 

a. [tʃe yəw   t mazal mo wə kəi], 
  COMP one hour distance ERG.1PL PFV do.PST.PFV.3MSG 

            wə s-u 

  then rain PFV become.PST-3MSG 

  ‘After we traveled for one hour, it began to rain.’ 

 b. *[tʃe mo yəw   t mazal wə kəi], 
  COMP ERG.1PL one hour distance PFV do.PST.PFV.3MSG 

             wə s-u 

  then rain PFV become.PST-3MSG 

  ‘After we traveled for one hour, it began to rain.’ 

Thus for adverbial clauses, whether preposed or postposed, 2
nd

 position clitics appear in 

the second position after the complementizer tʃe. A 2
nd

 position clitic can never appear 

immediately after tʃe when tʃe is the first word of the clause. 

6.2.3.2 Inverted tʃe clauses and 2
nd

 position clitics 

As stated in the previous section, clitics cannot appear immediately after tʃe when 

tʃe introduces the clause. However, Pashto has one structure in which the complementizer 

tʃe is not the introductory word of the dependent clause. This structure is the inverted 

adverbial tʃe clause in which a clausal constituent occurs before the complementizer tʃe 
(cf. § 5.3). 
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When a constituent occurs before tʃe in an inverted adverbial clause, 2
nd

 position 

clitics can surface directly adjacent to the complementizer tʃe. If the pre-tʃe constituent 

were to occur after tʃe, a second position clitic would appear after this constituent in 

second position following tʃe. However, inversion results in the clitic occurring 

immediately after tʃe. Examples  (168)(a) and (b) illustrate this process. In  (168)(a), 

repeated from  (167)(a), tʃe introduces the clause, and thus all clausal constituents follow 

tʃe. In this case, the clitic must appear after the first DP  əw   t mazal ‘one hour 

distance’. However, in  (168)(b), the DP  əw   t  aza  ‘one hour distance’ occurs before 

tʃe, and the adverbial clause is inverted. Thus the 2
nd

 position clitic mo ‘1PL’ occurs 

immediately after tʃe. The clitic mo ‘1PL’ can also optionally appear immediately before 

tʃe, as in  (168)(c). However, the 2
nd

 position clitic mo ‘1PL’ cannot appear in the second 

position after tʃe in an inverted adverbial clause, as in  (168)(d). Such clitic placement 

yields an ungrammatical result. 

(168) a. [tʃe yəw   t mazal mo wə kəi], 
  COMP one hour distance ERG.1PL PFV do.PST.PFV.3MSG 

            wə s-u 

  then rain PFV become.PST-3MSG 

  ‘After we traveled for one hour, it began to rain.’ 

 b. [yəw   t mazal tʃe mo wə kəi], 
  one hour distance COMP ERG.1PL PFV do.PST.PFV.3MSG 

             wə s-u 

  then rain PFV become.PST-3MSG 

  ‘After we traveled for one hour, it began to rain.’ 
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 c. [yəw   t mazal mo tʃe wə kəi], 
  one hour distance ERG.1PL COMP PFV do.PST.PFV.3MSG 

             wə s-u 

  then rain PFV become.PST-3MSG 

  ‘After we traveled for one hour, it began to rain.’ 

 d. *[yəw   t mazal tʃe wə mo kəi], 
  one hour distance COMP PFV ERG.1PL do.PST.PFV.3MSG 

             wə s-u 

  then rain PFV become.PST-3MSG 

  ‘After we traveled for one hour, it began to rain.’ 

In all the preposed tʃe clauses in  (168), it is as if tʃe does not count in terms of clitic 

placement. That is, the position of 2
nd

 position clitics is identical to their position in the 

corresponding independent clause. The independent clause corresponding to the 

dependent tʃe clauses in  (168) is shown in  (169). 

(169) yəw   t mazal mo wə kəi 
one hour distance ERG.1PL PFV do.PST.PFV.3MSG 

‘We traveled for one hour.’ 

In the corresponding dependent clause (seen in various forms in  (168)(a)-(c)), the 

structure of the independent clause is preserved regardless of the presence of tʃe. Only the 

position of tʃe varies. 

Another example of 2
nd

 position clitics appearing in inverted adverbial tʃe clauses 

is illustrated in  (170). The inverted adverbial tʃe clauses in  (170)(b)-(c) are semantically 

the same as the non-inverted clause in  (170)(a). In  (170)(a), the 2
nd

 position clitic  ə, 
marking the habitual past, appears directly after the pronoun zə ‘1SG’. When zə ‘1SG’ 

occurs before tʃe in  (170)(b), the clitic  ə occurs immediately after tʃe. The clitic  ə can 
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also appear after zə ‘1SG’ and before tʃe as in  (170)(c). The clitic  ə cannot appear farther 

to the right of tʃe in an inverted adverbial clause, as in  (170)(d). 

(170) a. [tʃe zə bə də      wət-ələm], 

  COMP 1SG.ABS HAB.PST outside go.out.PST-1SG 

   anɖ w  -  -o bə nə peʒənd-ələm 

  friend-PL-ERG HAB.PST NEG know.PST-1SG 

  ‘When I would go outside, my friends wouldn’t recognize me.’ 

 b. [zə tʃe bə də      wət-ələm], 

  1SG.ABS COMP HAB.PST outside go.out.PST-1SG 

   anɖ w  -  -o bə nə peʒənd-ələm 

  friend-PL-ERG HAB.PST NEG know.PST-1SG 

  ‘When I would go outside, my friends wouldn’t recognize me.’ 

 c. [zə bə tʃe də      wət-ələm], 

  1SG.ABS HAB.PST COMP outside go.out.PST-1SG 

   anɖ w  -  -o bə nə peʒənd-ələm 

  friend-PL-ERG HAB.PST NEG know.PST-1SG 

  ‘When I would go outside, my friends wouldn’t recognize me.’ 

 d. *[zə tʃe də      bə wət-ələm], 

  1SG.ABS COMP outside HAB.PST go.out.PST-1SG 

   anɖ w  -  -o bə nə peʒənd-ələm 

  friend-PL-ERG HAB.PST NEG know.PST-1SG 

  ‘When I would go outside, my friends wouldn’t recognize me.’ 

Examples  (169) and  (170) show that when 2
nd

 position clitics occur in an inverted 

adverbial tʃe clause, the clitic can appear in two possible positions. It can appear 

immediately after tʃe, as in  (169)(b) and  (170)(b), or between the clause-initial 

constituent and tʃe, as in  (169)(c) and  (170)(c). In either case, the 2
nd

 position clitic is 
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contiguous to tʃe. This placement of 2
nd

 position clitics is expected given that tʃe also 

functions as a 2
nd

 position clitic in inverted adverbial clauses (cf. § 5.3.2). 

6.2.4 Relative clauses vs. inverted preposed adverbial clauses 

Relative clauses and adverbial clauses are quite different types of subordinate 

clauses. Relative clauses by definition modify a noun, and adverbial clauses modify a 

main clause. In languages such as English, the relativizer and adverbial subordinate 

conjunctions differ. Thus, there is no ambiguity between the two types of clauses. 

However, in Pashto, the surface structure of relative clauses and inverted adverbial tʃe 
clauses can look extremely similar and sometimes identical. For both of these kinds of 

clauses, a DP is followed by tʃe and then clausal elements (including the verb). 

Table 7: Ordering in subordinate clauses 

Relative clause ordering DP + tʃe + clausal elements 
Inverted adverbial tʃe clause ordering DP + tʃe + clausal elements 

For example, the dependent clause in  (171) could be a relative clause or an adverbial 

clause. For the adverbial clause reading, the subject DP  aɣə  əɽe  ‘that man’ occurs 

before tʃe and is a syntactic constituent of the subordinate clause. For the relative clause 

reading,  əɽe  ‘man’ is the head noun followed by a relative clause with a zero in the 

relativized subject position. Thus the surface structure of the adverbial and relative 

clauses is identical.  

(171) haɣə səɽei tʃe dəltə   .dz-i,42 ɖer xwʊʃ   ə dəi 
that man COMP here come.PRS.IPFV-3 very happy be.3MSG 

Relative clause reading: ‘That man who is coming here is very happy.’ 

Inverted adverbial clause: ‘When that man comes here, he is very happy.’ 

                                                 
42 The relative clause reading requires a pause after the embedded clause because the relative clause is 

sentence-initial. Thus, the relative clause is left-dislocated from the body of the main clause (cf. § 4.5). 
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 Total ambiguity as in  (171) only occurs when the pre-tʃe noun is simultaneously a 

potential nominative or absolutive argument of both the matrix and subordinate clauses. 

6.2.4.1  2
nd

 position clitics as a distinguishing feature 

While total ambiguity can arise as in  (171), grammatical clues usually signal 

whether the clause is a relative or an inverted adverbial clause. One of the main 

grammatical features that distinguishes such clauses is 2
nd

 position clitics. In this section, 

I show that the position of a 2
nd

 position clitic in a subordinate clause always shows 

which type of clause it is. As stated previously, in relative clauses, 2
nd

 position clitics 

always appear in the second position after tʃe. In inverted adverbial tʃe clauses, 2
nd

 

position clitics always appear contiguous to tʃe (either immediately before or after tʃe). 

In  (172)(a) and (b), the only difference in surface structure is the placement of the 2
nd

 

position clitic mi ‘1SG’, which functions here as the ergative subject of the clause. 

In  (172)(a), the clitic appears in second position after tʃe following the perfective marker 

wə. This yields a relative clause reading. In  (172)(b), the 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ 

appears immediately after tʃe and yields an adverbial clause reading. In this example, the 

DP  aɣə  əɽe  ‘that man’ is the absolutive argument of the adverbial clause. 

(172) a. Relative clause 
 haɣə səɽei [tʃe wə mi w  ə], 
  that man COMP PFV ERG.1SG hit.PST.3MSG 

  wə təʂt-ed-əi 
  PFV flee.PST-ANTIC-3MSG 

  ‘That man that I hit ran away.’ 
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 b. Inverted adverbial tʃe clause 
 [haɣə səɽei tʃe mi wə w  ə],  

  that man.ABS COMP ERG.1SG PFV hit.PST.3MSG 

  wə təʂt-ed-əi 
  PFV flee.PST-ANTIC-3MSG 

  ‘After I hit that man, he hit ran away.’ 

The adverbial reading of  (172)(b) has the same basic meaning as  (173), in which there is 

no constituent occurs before tʃe. 

(173) [tʃe haɣə səɽei mi wə w  ə], 
COMP that man.ABS ERG.1SG PFV hit.PST.3MSG 

 wə təʂt-ed-əi 
PFV flee.PST-ANTIC-3MSG 

‘After I hit that man, he ran away.’ 

One might argue that in the preceding examples I have not proved anything 

regarding the distinction between relative and adverbial clauses by 2
nd

 position clitic 

placement. However, such a task is not hard to do. The head noun of a relative clause 

must play a role within the larger matrix clause. When the pre-tʃe noun has no possible 

role within the matrix clause, a relative clause reading is impossible. In  (174)(a), the 

independent clause with a first person subject is impossible when the 2
nd

 position clitic 

mi ‘1SG’ is in the second position after tʃe. However, if the clitic mi ‘1SG’ appears 

immediately after tʃe, as in  (174)(b), the sentence is grammatical. Similarly, if no 

constituent occurs before tʃe, as in  (174)(c), such a 1
st
 person subject in the independent 

clause is allowed. 
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(174) a. Relative clause 
  *haɣə səɽei [tʃe wə mi w  ə], 
  that man COMP PFV ERG.1SG hit.PST.3MSG 

  zə ɖer xafa sw-əm 

  1SG.ABS very upset become.PST.PFV-1SG 

  *‘That man that I hit I became very upset.’ 

 b. Inverted adverbial tʃe clause  
  [haɣə səɽei tʃe mi wə w  ə], 
  that man.ABS COMP ERG.1SG PFV hit.PST.3MSG 

   zə ɖer xafa sw-əm 

  1SG.ABS very upset become.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I hit that man, I became very upset.’ 

 c. No fronting in adverbial tʃe clause  
  [tʃe haɣə səɽei mi wə w  ə], 
  COMP that man.ABS ERG.1SG PFV hit.PST.3MSG 

   zə ɖer xafa sw-əm 

  1SG.ABS very upset become.PST.PFV-1SG 

  ‘After I hit that man, I became very upset.’ 

Examples  (174)(a)-(c) show that the position of the 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ 

immediately after the complementizer is only allowable for adverbial clauses. 

The following examples  (175)(a)-(c) further illustrate the intricacies of meaning 

that the placement of 2
nd

 position clitics determines. In  (175)(a), there are two 2
nd

 

position clitics—mi ‘1SG’ and 3
rd

 person ye. Both occur in the second position after tʃe. 
Thus they occur in a relative clause. Thus ye ‘3’ must be functioning as a resumptive 

pronoun for the relativized object (P)  aɣə  əɽe  ‘that man’. The clitic mi ‘1SG’ is 

functioning as a genitive possessor of p    ‘father.’ Thus in  (175)(a), ‘my father’ is the 

one seeing ‘the man.’ In  (175)(b), there is only one 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ which 
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appears in the second position after tʃe. Again, the positioning of the clitic signals a 

relative clause. However, because mi ‘1SG’ does not agree in person with the head noun 

 əɽe  ‘man’ in person, the clitic is not resumptive. Rather, it is functioning as a genitive 

possessor in the relative clause. The head noun in  (175)(b) is a relativized subject (A), 

and ‘the man’ is the one seeing ‘my father.’ In  (175)(c), the clitic mi ‘1SG’ occurs directly 

after tʃe. This positioning of the clitic signals that the clause is adverbial. 

(175) a. haɣə səɽei [tʃe      mi ye win-i], 
  that man COMP father GEN.1SG ACC.3 see.PRS-3 

  ɖer xwʊʃ   ə dəi 
  very happy be.3MSG 

  ‘That man that my father sees is very happy.’ 

 b. haɣə səɽei [tʃe      mi win-i], 
  that man COMP father GEN.1SG see.PRS-3 

  ɖer xwʊʃ   ə dəi 
  very happy be.3MSG 

  ‘That man that sees my father is very happy.’ 

 c. [haɣə səɽei tʃe mi      win-i], 
  that man COMP GEN.1SG father see.PRS-3 

  ɖer xwʊʃ   ə dəi 
  very happy be.3MSG 

  ‘When that man sees my father, he is very happy.’ 

Again a change in the agreement of the matrix verb is only possible with adverbial 

clauses and not with relative clauses. The relative clause in  (176)(a) is impossible with a 

change in subject in the matrix clause. However, with the adverbial clause in  (176)(b), 

such a change is allowable. 
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(176) a. *haɣə səɽei [tʃe      mi win-i], 
  that man COMP father GEN.1SG see.PRS-3 

   zə ɖer xwʊʃ   ə keʐ-əm 

  1SG.NOM very happy become.PRS.IPFV-1SG 

  *‘That man that sees my father I become very happy.’ 

 b. [haɣə səɽei tʃe mi      win-i], 
  that man COMP GEN.1SG father see.PRS-3 

   zə ɖer xwʊʃ   ə keʐ-əm 

  1SG.NOM very happy become.PRS.IPFV-1SG 

  ‘When that man sees my father, I become very happy.’ 

The evidence above is strong enough to conclude that the placement of 2
nd

 

position clitics after tʃe signals a different underlying meaning. However, there is still 

some room for doubt in relation to clitic placement in relative clauses. It is clear from the 

evidence shown so far that if a clitic appears in the second position after tʃe, then the 

dependent clause must be a relative clause, and that if a clitic appears immediately after 

tʃe, then the dependent clause can be an inverted adverbial tʃe clause. However, one 

might argue that the appearance of a clitic immediately after tʃe could also optionally be 

interpreted as a relative clause. However, this is not the case. Further evidence from non-

sentence-initial relative clauses, extraposed relative clauses, and relativized oblique DPs 

help support the non-optionality of clitic placement for tʃe clauses. 

6.2.4.2 Non-sentence initial complex DPs and 2
nd

 position clitics 

So far in this chapter, the only relative clauses that have been taken into account 

are sentence initial relative clauses. This is natural since a comparison is being made 

between 2
nd

 position clitic placement in relative clauses and inverted adverbial tʃe 
clauses. However, other relative clauses help elucidate clitic placement. When a relative 

clause is not sentence-initial, there is no confusion about it being an inverted adverbial tʃe 
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clause. In these non-sentence-initial positions, the 2
nd

 position clitic can appear in only 

one possible place. It cannot appear immediately after the complementizer tʃe but rather 

must appear after the first constituent following tʃe. The relative clause in  (177) is the 

same as the relative clause in example  (151). However, in  (177), the head noun appears 

as the object of the matrix clause and is not sentence-initial. Thus there is no possibility 

for ambiguity. The subordinate clause is definitely a relative clause. The 2
nd

 position 

clitic ye ‘3’ must appear in the 2
nd

 position following tʃe, as in  (177)(a). The clitic cannot 

appear immediately after tʃe as in  (177)(b). 

(177) a. zə bə haɣə joɽa [tʃe aɣwost-e ye wə] 
  1SG.NOM FUT that suit COMP wear.PTCP-FSG ERG.3 be.PST.3FSG 

      -ə k-əm 
  clean-FSG do.PRS.PFV-1SG 

  ‘I will clean that suit that he wore.’ 

 b. *zə bə haɣə joɽa [tʃe ye aɣwost-e wə] 
  1SG.NOM FUT that suit COMP ERG.3 wear.PTCP-FSG be.PST.3FSG 

      -ə k-əm 
  clean-FSG do.PRS.PFV-1SG 

  ‘I will clean that suit that he wore.’ 

Sentence  (177)(b) provides strong evidence that  (151)(a) is not a relative clause. Thus, it 

must function as some type of adverbial clause. 

Extraposed relative clauses also provide evidence that 2
nd

 position clitics must 

appear in the second position after tʃe. If the relative clause from  (177) appears 

extraposed from the head noun, as in  (178), then again only one placement of ye ‘3’ is 

grammatical. Ye ‘3’ must appear in second position after tʃe, as in  (178)(a), and not 

immediately after tʃe, as in  (178)(b). 
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(178) a. zə bə haɣə joɽa    -ə k-əm 

  1SG.NOM FUT that suit clean-FSG do.PRS.PFV-1SG 

    [tʃe aɣwost-e ye wə] 
  COMP wear.PTCP-FSG ERG.3 was.3FSG 

  ‘I will clean that suit that he wore.’ 

 b. *zə bə haɣə joɽa    -ə k-əm 

  1SG.NOM FUT that suit clean-FSG do.PRS.PFV-1SG 

   [tʃe ye aɣwost-e wə] 
  COMP ERG.3 wear.PTCP-FSG was.3FSG 

  ‘I will clean that suit that he wore.’ 

These non-ambiguous examples of relative clauses show that 2
nd

 position clitic placement 

in relative clauses is not optional. The 2
nd

 position clitic cannot occur immediately after 

tʃe. Thus, when a 2
nd

 position clitic does appear in this position, the clause must be an 

adverbial clause. 

6.2.4.3 Relativized oblique DPs and 2
nd

 position clitics 

As noted in § 4.3, relativized oblique DPs require a resumptive pronoun strategy. 

Either a 3
rd

 person oblique clitic pronoun appears in the place of the oblique DP, or a Pro-

PPP is used to replace an entire PP. When a 2
nd

 position clitic also appears in the relative 

clause, the clitic appears in the second position following tʃe. This 2
nd

 position clitic is 

not resumptive. In  (179), in addition to the resumptive Pro-PPP  ə ʂe ‘  .3’ (which is not 

a 2
nd

 position clitic), there is a 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ which functions as the ergative 

subject of the embedded clause. This clitic mi ‘1SG’ must appear after  a   aʐ  l ‘last 

year’, as in  (179)(a), and cannot appear immediately after the complementizer tʃe as 

in  (179)(b). 
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(179) a. haɣə kor [tʃe parosaʐ    mi ʒwənd pəkʂe 

  that house COMP last.year ERG.1SG life in.3  

     wə], ʂə kor w-ʊ 
  do.PST.IPFV.3MSG good house be.PST-3MSG  

  ‘That house in which I lived last year was a good house.’ 

 b. *haɣə kor [tʃe mi parosaʐ    ʒwənd pəkʂe 

  that house COMP ERG.1SG last.year life in.3 

     wə], ʂə kor w-ʊ 
  do.PST.IPFV.3MSG good house be.PST-3MSG  

  ‘That house in which I lived last year was a good house.’ 

Furthermore, changing the matrix clause to a 1
st
 person subject is incompatible with the 

relative clause in  (180). The head noun of the relative clause has no function in the matrix 

clause. 

(180) *haɣə kor [tʃe parosaʐ    mi ʒwənd pəkʂe 

that house COMP last.year ERG.1SG life in.3  

   wə], zə xwʊʃ   ə w-əm 

do.IPFV.PST.3MSG 1SG.NOM happy be.PST-1SG 

*‘That house in which I lived last year I was happy.’ 

An adverbial clause that could express the intended meaning of  (180) is found in  (181). 

The resumptive Pro-PPP pəkʂe ‘  .3’ is no longer present. Instead, the pre-tʃe constituent 

is a full adpositional phrase. The 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ appears immediately after 

tʃe. 

(181) [pə haɣə kor ki tʃe mi parosaʐ    ʒwənd 

in that house in COMP ERG.1SG last.year life 

   wə], zə xwʊʃ   ə w-əm 

do.PST.IPFV.3MSG 1SG.ABS happy be.PST-1SG 

‘When I was living in that house last year, I was happy.’ 
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The relativized oblique DPs in this section show that the position of the 2
nd

 position clitic 

is not optional. When there is a relativized oblique DP, the 2
nd

 position clitics must 

appear in the second position after tʃe and cannot optionally appear in the first position 

after tʃe. Roberts (2000) claims that clitics can appear immediately after tʃe only if there 

is no overt DP in the embedded clause. He explains examples such as  (182)(a) by 

invoking Prosodic Inversion in which the verb moves before the clitic. Roberts states that 

Prosodic Inversion is optional, as he proposes for example  (151). His analysis would 

predict  (182)(b) to be grammatical. His analysis does not have an explanation for why 

sentences like  (182)(b) fail. In  (182), the Pro-PPP pəkʂe ‘in.3’ appears in a relative clause 

with no overt DP. However, the 2
nd

 position clitic must come after the verb in second 

position. Note that second position in this clause is after xand-əl ‘laugh’ because the Pro-

PPP pəkʂe ‘in.3’ does not have major stress (cf. § 2.2.2.1). A 2
nd

 position clitic (e.g., mi 
‘1SG’) cannot occur immediately after the complementizer tʃe as in  (182)(b). 

(182) a. haɣə kor [tʃe pəkʂe xand-əl mi], 
  that house COMP in.3 laugh.PST-3MPL ERG.1SG 

  ʂə kor wʊ 
  good house be.PST.3MSG 
  ‘That house in which I was laughing was a good house.’ 

 b. *haɣə kor [tʃe mi pəkʂe xand-əl], 
  that house COMP ERG.1SG in.3 laugh.PST-3MPL 

   ʂə kor wʊ 
  good house be.PST.3MSG 
  ‘That house in which I was laughing was a good house.’ 

Thus, 2
nd

 position clitic placement is not dependent upon the presence or absence of a full 

DP in the clause. Instead, 2
nd

 position clitic placement is determined by which type of 
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clause it appears in. Thus, examples  (152) (repeated below as  (183)(a)) and  (155) allow 

for 2
nd

 position clitics immediately after tʃe because the subordinate clauses in these 

sentences are inverted adverbial clauses. Kələ ‘when’ occurs before the 2
nd

 position clitic 

tʃe. Roberts’ analysis would require kələ ‘when’ to occur outside the subordinate clause, 
perhaps in Spec/CP. However, kələ ‘when’ is a constituent of the subordinate clause and 

can occur in various positions. Variations of  (183)(a) are shown in  (183)(b) and (c). 

In  (183)(b), the complementizer tʃe introduces the adverbial clause, kələ ‘when’ appears 
in first position immediately after tʃe, and the 2

nd
 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ follows kələ 

‘when’. In  (183)(c), kələ ‘when’ occurs before tʃe, and the 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ 

appears immediately before tʃe.  

(183) a. [kələ tʃe mi wə lid-ə],     ɽ(ə) w-ʊ 
  when COMP ERG.1SG PFV see.PST-3MSG sick be.PST-3MSG 

  ‘When I saw him, he was sick.’ 

 b. [tʃe kələ mi wə lid-ə],     ɽ(ə) w-ʊ 
  COMP when ERG.1SG PFV see.PST-3MSG sick be.PST-3MSG 

  ‘When I saw him, he was sick.’ 

 c. [kələ mi tʃe wə lid-ə],     ɽ(ə) w-ʊ 
  when ERG.1SG COMP PFV see.PST-3MSG sick be.PST-3MSG 

  ‘When I saw him, he was sick.’ 

Both  (183)(b) and (c) are exemplary of possible variations of a preposed adverbial tʃe 
clause (compare with  (168) and  (170)). When a DP appears in the subordinate clause, 

either kələ ‘when’ can occur before tʃe, as in  (184)(a), or the DP can occur before tʃe, as 

in  (184)(b). When the DP appears before tʃe, kələ ‘when’ appears after the 2
nd

 position 

clitic mi ‘1SG’. 

(184) a. [kələ tʃe mi dawʊd wə lid-ə],     ɽ(ə) w-ʊ 
  when COMP ERG.1SG Dawud PFV see.PST-3MSG sick be.PST-3MSG 

  ‘When I saw Dawud, he was sick.’ 
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b. [dawʊd tʃe mi kələ wə lid-ə],     ɽ(ə) w-ʊ 
  Dawud COMP ERG.1SG when PFV see.PST-3MSG sick be.PST-3MSG 

  ‘When I saw Dawud, he was sick.’ 

Thus, kələ ‘when’ functions as its own constituent in these sentences. Examples  (183)(b) 

and  (184)(a-b) are both inverted adverbial clauses and the 2
nd

 position clitic mi ‘1SG’ 

appears contiguous to tʃe (which is also functioning as a 2
nd

 position clitic). Thus, 2
nd

 

position clitic placement is determined by the subordinate clause type. 

6.3 Conclusion 

As seen in this chapter, 2
nd

 position clitics generally do not behave optionally in 

relation to tʃe clauses. Ambiguity seems to arise when a DP appears before tʃe. In such 

situations, the clitic can appear immediately after tʃe or after the first constituent after tʃe. 
This has lead some to conclude that there is optionality in clitic placement for relative 

clauses. However, 2
nd

 position clitic placement is always the same in subordinate clauses: 

the clitic appears after the first major stressed constituent of the clause. Tʃe does not 

count in regards to constituency and 2
nd

 position clitic placement. As I have shown 

through non-sentence initial relative clauses, extraposed relative clauses, and relativized 

oblique DPs, relative clauses only allow 2
nd

 position clitics after the first constituent 

following tʃe. When 2
nd

 position clitics appear immediately after tʃe, the clause must be 

an inverted adverbial tʃe clause. In inverted adverbial clauses, the clitic in second 

position surfaces immediately after tʃe, or optionally immediately before tʃe. This 

contiguity is natural given a 2
nd

 position clitic analysis of tʃe in inverted adverbial 

clauses. 
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Chapter 7. Summary and conclusions 

Understanding Pashto subordinate clauses is central to understanding Pashto 

syntax. Since complement clauses, relative clauses, and adverbial clauses can all be 

introduced by tʃe, the study of tʃe clauses is particularly important. Because of surface 

similarities, different types of tʃe clauses can be hard to distinguish. In this thesis, I have 

outlined the basic structure of subordinate tʃe clauses in Pashto. In particular, I have 

shown how 2
nd

 position clitics interact with subordinate tʃe clauses. 

 Chapter 2 gives an overview of the various types of clitics in Pashto. These 

include 2
nd

 position clitics, oblique clitic pronouns, verbal directive clitic pronouns, and 

Pro-Pre/Postpositional Phrases. Along with zero anaphora, clitic forms are used as 

“weak” counterparts of “strong” or free pronouns. Clitics and zero anaphora are used in 

Pashto discourse to mark topic continuity. 2
nd

 position clitics consist of pronominal, 

modal, and adverbial enclitics which generally appear as 2D clitics. They appear after the 

first constituent of the clause that bears major stress. Since other Pashto clitics and 

adpositional phrases containing clitics do not receive major stress, they cannot host 2
nd

 

position clitics. In these cases, multiple syntactic constituents can occur before a 2
nd

 

position clitic. Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics do not generally interrupt clausal constituents. 

However, with certain types of verbs, endoclisis can occur based on stress and aspect. In 

certain aspectual forms of complex predicates, compound verbs, and /a-/ initial verbs, 2
nd

 

position clitics can appear within the verb. This behavior of 2
nd 

position clitics violates 

the Principle of Lexical Integrity. Various scholars have tried to analyze Pashto 2
nd

 

position clitics using either a syntactic approach or a prosodic approach. However, 

neither approach has successfully described the behavior of these 2
nd

 position clitics. This 
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thesis supports the idea that syntax and prosody cannot be separated in analyzing Pashto 

2
nd

 position clitics. 

 Chapter 3 describes Pashto complement clauses. Verbal complement clauses 

always appear after the verb and are the only type of tʃe clause in which the 

complementizer tʃe is optional. Nominal complement clauses require a determiner in the 

head DP, and the NP portion is optional. Nominal complement clauses are also similar in 

syntax to relative clauses. As in relative clauses, the complementizer tʃe is required, and 

the CP portion of the nominal complement clause can appear contiguous to the head noun 

or determiner or extraposed after the verb. Many Pashto verbs can subcategorize for a 

verbal complement clause; however, a nominal complement clause can be used instead. 

In this case, the head of the DP appears in an argument position and the CP portion is 

extraposed after the verb. 

The properties of Pashto relative clauses are presented in  Chapter 4. All positions 

on the NP accessibility hierarchy are relativizable. For relativized nominative and 

absolutive arguments, no overt resumptive pronoun occurs within the relative clause. For 

relativized ergative, absolutive, and genitive arguments, resumptive 2
nd

 position clitics 

occur in the relative clause. For relativized oblique arguments, resumptive oblique clitic 

pronouns or Pro-PPPs occur in the relative clause. A relativized object of comparison is 

the least relativized DP and requires a resumptive free pronoun in the relative clause. 

These relativization strategies correspond to the NP Accessibility Hierarchy. The higher 

the DP on the hierarchy, the weaker the form of the DP (from zero anaphora to clitics to 

free pronouns). An interesting fact about sentence-initial position also appears 

in  Chapter 4. Complex DPs, including restrictive relative clauses and nominal 

complement clauses, cannot occur in clause-initial position in Pashto. When a complex 

DP is clause-initial, it becomes left-dislocated from the clause and does not bear a 
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grammatical relation within the clause. The motivation for this left-dislocation is unclear 

and the data can be confusing. Because of this phenomenon, some have claimed that the 

head noun of a relative clause cannot occur as an ergative argument in the main clause. 

The explanation of the data in this thesis shows that the head noun of a relative clause can 

be an ergative argument. However, when the relative clause is clause-initial, the relative 

clause is left-dislocated, the head noun is not marked as an ergative subject, and a 

resumptive pronoun performs the role of ergative subject in the main clause. 

Furthermore, the distinction of restrictive and non-restrictive relatives in relation to 

constraints on sentence-initial complex DPs is presented. 

 Chapter 5 contains a classification of adverbial tʃe clauses. Adverbial tʃe clauses 

can be either preposed or postposed in relation to the independent clause. These clauses 

consist of purpose, result, conditional, reason, circumstantial, and various types of 

temporal clauses. The meaning of the tʃe clause is determined by the position of the 

dependent clause in relation to the independent clause, and the verbal forms in both the 

dependent and independent clauses. Preposed adverbial tʃe clauses are unique in Pashto 

in that tʃe does not necessarily appear clause-initially in them. Different clausal elements 

can appear before tʃe in these inverted adverbial clauses. The strings of elements that can 

occur before tʃe corresponds directly to the strings of elements that occur before 2
nd

 

position clitics. Based on this correspondence, I have proposed a new analysis of tʃe in 

preposed adverbial clauses, namely that tʃe optionally functions as a 2
nd

 position clitic. 

The data supports the claim that the same syntactic and prosodic factors governing 2
nd

 

position clitic placement also motivate the placement of tʃe in inverted adverbial clauses. 

The description of inverted adverbial clauses in  Chapter 5 is important for 

classifying subordinate tʃe clauses. Since a DP can often appear before tʃe in inverted 

adverbial clauses, these clauses have a similar surface structure to relative clauses. This 
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surface similarity has created some confusion in the literature, especially claiming that in 

relative clauses, optionality exists in 2
nd

 position clitic placement.  Chapter 6 describes 

where 2
nd

 position clitics occur in complement, relative, and adverbial tʃe clauses. The 

data presented shows that the principle of 2
nd

 position placement presented by Tegey 

(1977) holds for subordinate clauses. Pashto 2
nd

 position clitics appear after the first 

constituent that receives major stress in the clause. In relative clauses and nominal 

complement clauses, 2
nd

 position is determined within the embedded clause, and thus 2
nd

 

position clitics do not appear contiguous to tʃe. In adverbial clauses, 2
nd

 position clitics 

generally do not appear contiguous to tʃe. Only in inverted adverbial clauses do 2
nd

 

position clitics occur contiguous to tʃe. This contiguity occurs because tʃe functions as a 

2
nd

 position clitic in inverted adverbial clauses. As a 2
nd

 position clitc, tʃe occurs together 

with other 2
nd

 position clitics in a string. An understanding of where traditional 2
nd

 

position clitics occur in relation to tʃe allows one to better pinpoint the meaning of a 

subordinate clause. 

This thesis gives a description of subordinate tʃe clauses in Pashto. The 

description of inverted adverbial tʃe clauses is a task that has not been accomplished in 

the literature. The analysis of tʃe as an optional 2
nd

 position clitic in inverted adverbial 

clauses is a new analysis. The description of inverted adverbial clauses and tʃe as a 2
nd

 

position clitic clarifies the possible misinterpretation of subordinate clauses in Pashto. 

This analysis should offer new data and conclusions for further research into Pashto 

syntax and 2
nd

 position clitics. 
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